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Foreword
The following is a summary of the discussion that occurred during
a Roundtable Meeting jointly held by İstanbul Bilgi University’s
Centre for Conflict Resolution Studies, and the Democratic
Progress Institute, in Istanbul on 28 November 2015. The
roundtable explored the subject of ‘Getting a Process Back on
Track’, a topic addressed in a previous DPI roundtable held in
Ankara on 3 October 2015. Our Istanbul meeting allowed for a
continuation of the conversation that took place in Ankara, building
on the cases shared by speakers in relation to the Northern Ireland
and the Philippines peace process and allowing for participants
to convene and share in the new context of post-election Turkey.
This roundtable took place during a period of continued crisis on
the ground in Turkey, with ongoing challenges still being faced
regarding the Kurdish resolution process. It was clear from this
meeting that examining the possibilities for bringing the process
‘back on track’ remains of critical relevance to Turkey, and that
further analysis and dialogue is needed in this area.
This meeting was held under Chatham House Rule. In the
interest of transparency, a full transcript and audio recording of
the November Istanbul Roundtable Meeting is available to the
public. Please contact info@democraticprogress.org for further
information.
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DPI reports relating to the two case studies focused on (South
Africa and Ireland) can be found at the end of this report. Other
research papers on the subject of conflict resolution, and all previous
DPI activity reports, can be found on the Institute’s website: www.
democraticprogress.org

Kerim Yildiz
Chief Executive Officer
Democratic Progress Institute
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Context: Ongoing need for discussion
İstanbul Bilgi University’s Centre for Conflict Resolution Studies
and the Democratic Progress Institute jointly hosted a Roundtable
Meeting on the topic of ‘Getting a process back on track’, at Bilgi
University campus in Istanbul on 28 November 2015. This activity
took place following calls by a number of stakeholders in Turkey’s
resolution process, to facilitate a further space for dialogue on
the issues currently being faced in relation to the conflict. There
remains a crucial need in Turkey, today more than ever, for a
neutral platform by which the various components of Turkey’s
diverse society can come together, in order for exchange to take
place on the urgent issues being encountered on the ground.
This Roundtable followed a meeting held in Ankara on 3 October
2015 on the same topic, during which participants expressed the
need for further analysis and exploration of this subject area. The
Ankara Roundtable explored various aspects of the Northern Ireland
and Philippines peace processes, in particular the challenges faced
during these processes and the ways in which they were brought
back on track.
Since the general election of 1 November 2015 in which the AK
Party regained its parliamentary majority, much speculation has been
made with regard to the status of the Kurdish resolution process,
which is largely seen to be ‘parked’. Violence within the country
(in particular within the Southeast) continues and polarisation
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remains at its peak. The Kurdish Question is today at the heart of
internal politics in Turkey, but also at the forefront of the agenda in
terms of the country’s relations with the Middle East and in terms
of its international foreign policy. The interconnectedness of the
Kurdish Questions in Syria and Turkey is also abundantly clear,
and this factor cannot be ignored in determining ‘next steps’ for
the process in Turkey.
In light of this continued ‘crisis scenario’ and the current paralysis
of Turkey’s resolution process, the Roundtable sought to examine
the methods by which to bring a process ‘back on track’ when such
obstacles and hindrances are faced. This was achieved through
the exploration and study of comparative international cases of
conflict resolution and democratic transition processes, focusing
on the ways in which processes have been steered back on track
despite setbacks and hurdles such as the re-escalation of conflict
and violence, regional dynamics, spoilers and polarisation within
society.
The Roundtable provided a platform for dialogue and conversation
on numerous topics in this area, and afforded participants the
opportunity to discuss relevant aspects with international speakers
directly. Speakers shared in detail their first hand experiences of the
South African and Northern Irish cases, presenting the challenges
that were faced and the means by which they were overcome.
Through the in-depth study of these examples, participants were
able to extract relevant experiences applicable to Turkey today, and
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this formed a strong foundation for the conversations that took
place.

Roundtable participants at Istanbul Bilgi University
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Participants
The Roundtable was attended by 58 participants from Turkey and
elsewhere, including Members of Parliament and Vice Chairs of
Turkey’s main political parties; prominent members and regional
Chairs of Turkey’s wise persons’ commission; high level journalists
and television personalities; human rights lawyers; leaders of civil
society groups and think tanks; popular public figures including
actors and authors; renowned academics, and policy makers and
advisors to the parties to the process. A number of international
Ambassadors and diplomatic guests also attended.

Conflict resolution: comparative experiences and
common principles
Representatives from both İstanbul Bilgi University’s Centre for
Conflict Resolution Studies and the Democratic Progress Institute
opened the meeting, thanking participants for their attendance.
Professor Dr Aslı Tunç spoke on behalf of İstanbul Bilgi University’s
Centre for Conflict Resolution Studies and Deputy Director Marta
Welander spoke on behalf of DPI.
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Professor Dr. Aslı Tunç, Acting Manager of the Istanbul Bilgi Centre for
Conflict Resolution Studies

“The Centre aims to encourage the growth of an academic
community engaging in original conflict and peace research
in Turkey and the broader region, and advance the exchange”
– Aslı Tunç
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Marta Welander, Deputy Director of the Democratic Progress Institute

“We are delighted to see so many distinguished guests from across
Turkey and the international community” – Marta Welander

Ali Bayramoğlu, writer, political commentator and renowned
columnist of Turkish Daily Newspaper Yeni Şafak and member
of Turkey’s Wise Persons Committee, opened the meeting with
an overview of the current state of affairs in Turkey with regard
to the Kurdish Question and the resolution process. He reflected
on DPI’s work in facilitating dialogue among the various groups
10
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and actors within the country and stressed the increased need
for this today, describing activities such as the Roundtables and
Comparative Study Visits conducted, as providing a ‘toolkit’ in
relation to conflict resolution and as a means of bringing national
attention to the issues at hand, to prepare the public for peace.

Opening speaker Ali Bayramoğlu, writer; political commentator; columnist for
daily newspaper Yeni Şafak and member of Turkey’s Wise Persons Commission
addressing roundtable participants at İstanbul Bilgi University

Ali Bayramoğlu’s talk also focused specifically on the new topics
that are emerging in relation to Turkey’s political landscape today,
in particular the role of governance models and identity, as well as
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the impact of the Syrian conflict on Turkey’s political dynamics and
the resolution process. The importance of coexistence among all
elements of society was emphasised, and Ali Bayramoğlu described
DPI’s work as an important means through which all of these
elements can come together.

“DPI’s activities provide a toolkit for actors in Turkey to prepare
for peace.” – Ali Bayramoğlu

The Roundtable took place over two sessions; the first exploring
the South African experience of democratic transition, through
a presentation by Roelf Meyer, former Chief Negotiator for the
South African government, and founder of the United Democratic
Movement, entitled ‘Redoubling efforts in hard times – South
Africa’. The second session, ‘Keeping momentum and sidelining spoilers’ provided the opportunity for examination of the
Irish experience of conflict resolution, through a presentation by
former Taoiseach, Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahern, who played
an instrumental role in bringing the Good Friday Agreement to
fruition. Both sessions were moderated by Professor Dr. Remzi
Sanver, former Rector of İstanbul Bilgi University.
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Moderator and Chair, Professor Dr. Remzi Sanver, Former Rector,
Istanbul Bilgi University addresses participants

Professor Dr. Sevtap Yokuş, a well published author and
Constitutional Law expert at Kemerburgaz University, provided
the closing speech and concluding observations of the Roundtable
discussions held. Professor Dr. Yokuş reiterated the key themes
of the day, which included the need to continue with a process
and maintain momentum despite apparent setbacks. It was also
emphasised that any peace process must happen in parallel with a
process of democratisation.
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Professor Dr. Sevtap Yokuş, Constitutional Law expert and Professor of Law
at Kemerburgaz University, providing the closing speech and concluding
observations on the Roundtable

“I hope this meeting will be a springboard for further opportunities
to work together” – Professor Dr. Sevtap Yokuş

Among the subjects discussed with international speakers were
the importance of building trust among actors and the necessity of
confidence building measures on both sides during challenging
times when little or no goodwill is felt.
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The role of civil action was discussed, including the Soweto uprising
in South Africa, which was followed by the calling of a state of
emergency throughout the country which lasted for five years. The
economic impact of conflict was discussed in this context, as well
as the timing, or ripe conditions necessary for a process of cessation
of hostilities to begin.
Backchannel talks were discussed, with emphasis placed by both
speakers, on the need for these to continue despite the derailing
of official negotiations, in order to continue to build trust and to
maintain the process during its most challenging periods such as in
the face of re-escalating violence.
Leadership was another factor described by the speakers as having
an important impact on the development of a process. In the case
of South Africa, the role played by FW de Klerk as a new leader
with the ability to bring change and a new outlook was discussed.
In the case of Northern Ireland, the positive relationship between
the newly elected Prime Ministers of Ireland and the United
Kingdom (Bertie Ahern and Tony Blair) was described, and the
instrumental effect their shared commitment to the peace process
had on bringing about the Good Friday Agreement.
Inclusivity and ownership were discussed in detail, in particular,
the importance of welcoming all political parties and groups
within society as an integral part of any peace process. Roelf
Meyer explained that this was a key reason for which the eventual
15
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negotiated settlement in South Africa was an inclusive one, which
nobody tried to oppose as everyone had been part of it. Bertie Ahern
described the way in which the Irish process followed the South
African model of inclusivity in order to achieve a comprehensive
agreement.
The role of international third parties was discussed, with different
approaches described by the speakers. In the case of South Africa,
there was no involvement of an international third party as such,
however significant international pressure was applied by way of
sanctions and boycotts, which played a role in bringing about
change. In the case of Northern Ireland’s peace process, the
involvement of the United States was integral to its success, in
particular the role played by Senator George Mitchell (President
Clinton’s Special Envoy) who Chaired the talks and created the
‘ground rules’ for the process, known as the Mitchell Principles.
The necessity of constitutional reform in bringing about democratic
change was another key topic discussed during the Roundtable, as
was the topic of the release of prisoners.
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Key principles from the South African experience:
• Constitutional change and democratisation are key in
achieving long lasting peace
• The main crisis points faced during the South African
process: re-escalation of violence, derailing of negotiations
following spoiler activity
• The role of international pressure and of economic
instability in bringing about ripe conditions for change
• The importance of inclusivity and ownership across all
groups, in overcoming setbacks
• The need for constitutional change to ensure long lasting
peace, based on a process of democratisation
• The importance of transparency, public participation and
consultation
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Speaker, Former South African Government Negotiator Reolf Meyer

“Secret talks started to happen behind the scenes with Mandela
in prison and other leaders in exile..it was the beginning of
building trust” – Roelf Meyer
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Key principles from the Irish experience:
• Every element of society needs to feel included in the process
for it to keep going – public consultation and participation
is key
• Language (of media, government and others) is important
and has a real effect on progress and maintaining dialogue in
the face of challenges
• In the face of spoiler activity it is important to keep the
end goal in sight and continue to move forward, rather than
respond in anger or haste
• Third parties can be instrumental in bringing a derailed
process back on track and establishing ‘ground rules’ for a
process
• The practical steps needed to keep a process on track in the
face of obstacles (a third party actor such as Senator George
Mitchell; continuation of dialogue, including backchannel
talks, even during challenging times)
• The importance of timing: both sides seeing the status quo
as untenable leads to change
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Speaker, Former Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahern

“If you are to trying to solve something, there has to be broad
acceptance that the status quo is untenable” – Bertie Ahern
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A platform for dialogue and exchange
In light of the subjects addressed within the South African and
Irish experiences, participants from across Turkey’s political and
geographical spectra drew parallels with the current situation in
Turkey, raising in particular, points relating to disarmament,
governance, the impact of spoilers and the timing and choreography
of a process.
The Istanbul Roundtable aimed to share with participants first
hand experiences and insights from the South African and Irish
experiences of conflict resolution and to create a platform for
focused dialogue. Participants were unanimous in their positive
feedback on the Roundtable, which was seen to be held at a time
when dialogue and solution seeking activities are needed more than
ever in Turkey with regard to the Kurdish resolution process.

“All of our experiences during DPI visits have been
very influential in paving the way for positive steps in
Turkey” – Ali Bayramoğu

Participants found the cases of both South Africa and Ireland
useful in pointing to numerous areas of relevance and in particular
in demonstrating the ways in which a process can be brought on
track during difficult periods.
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The meeting was also seen to be a valuable opportunity for groups
and individuals at every level of society in Turkey, to come together
and assess the issues currently being faced by the country, at a time
when this might not usually be possible. Participants have fed back
their intention to share experiences gained during the meeting,
with their respective communities and constituencies.
Many participants engaged with social media platforms (many
of whom have in excess of 180,000 twitter followers), sharing
learnings gained from the international speakers of the day.

Requests for further activities of this kind have been received
following the Roundtable, and DPI intends to build on the themes
addressed in Istanbul, in our 2016 activities.
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Annex 1 : Roundtable Participants
Turkey based participants
Name
Abdulkadir Akil

Position
Deputy Undersecretary

Abdullah Demirbaş

Former Mayor

Abdurrahman Kurt
Adnan Boynukara
Ahmet Faruk Ünsal

Former Member of
Parliament
Member of Parliament
Head Director

Ali Bayramoğlu

Member of the Wise
Persons Committee
Columnist

Aslı Tunç

Member of Wise
Person Committee
Manager

Ayhan Bilgen
Ayla Akat

Member of Parliament
Former Member of
Parliament
Chairperson

Bejan Matur
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Poet

Affiliation
Undersecretariat of
Public Order and
Security
Sur District in
Province of Diyarbakir
AK Party
AK Party
MAZLUMDER

Daily Yeni Şafak

Istanbul Bilgi
University Centre
for Conflict
Resolution Studies
HDP
HDP

Free Women
Congress
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Bekir Ağırdır

Erol Katırcıoğlu

Columnist

Fatima Betül Sayan

Academic
Member of Parliament

Fazıl Hüsnü Erdem

Hatip Dicle

Chairperson of Foreign
Affairs
Law Professor
Member of the Wise
Persons Committee
Former Member of
Parliament
Co-Chair

Kadir İnanır

Kenan Çayır

Kezban Hatemi

Koray Özdil
Melda Onur

KONDA Research
and Consultancy
Company
Daily Özgür
Gündem
AK Party

Dicle University

HDP

Democratic Society
Congress

Actor
Member of the Wise
Persons Committee
Head of Sociology Department

Istanbul Bilgi
University

Manager of the Centre
for Sociology and
Educational Studies
Lawyer
Member of the Wise
Persons Committee
Senior Expert
Former Member of
Parliament

TESEV
CHP
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Murat Akıncılar
Murat Aktaş
Muhammad Affan

General Coordinator
Academic

DISA
Muş University
Al Sharq Forum

Nazan Haydari
Pakkan

Deputy Manager

Nazmi Gür

Former Member of
Parliament
Founding Member

Istanbul Bilgi
University Centre
for Conflict
Resolution Studies
HDP

Necdet İpekyüz

Chief Executive Officer
Nesrin Uçarlar

Human Rights
Foundation of
Turkey
DISA

Academic

Nurettin Yaşar
Oral Çalışlar

Journalist
Member of the Wise
Persons Committee

Ömer Gergerlioğlu
Özge Genç
Öztürk Türkdoğan

Director of Research
and Programmes
Chairman

Remzi Sanver

Former Rector
Founding Member

Serdar Bülent
Yilmaz
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Kocaeli Peace
Platform
PODEM
Human Rights
Association (IHD)
Istanbul Bilgi
University
Istanbul Bilgi
University Centre
for Conflict
Resolution Studies
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Sevtap Yokuş

Law Professor

Şah İsmail
Bedirhanoğlu
Turgut Tarhanlı

Board Member

Vahap Çoşkun

Academic

Yıldız Ramazanoğlu
Yılmaz Ensaroğlu
Zekeriya Soydaş

Dean of Law Faculty

Member of the Wise
Persons Committee
Writer & Columnist
Member of the Wise
Persons Committee

Kemerburgaz
University
DOGÜNSİFED
Istanbul Bilgi
University

Serbestiyet

Izmit Peace
Platform
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International guests
Name
Govert W Visser

Ertan Keskinsoy

Ambassador Brendan
Ward
Sondre Bjotveit
Didier Chassot
Jonathan Passmoor
Alfred Le Prevost
Hanne Melfald
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Position
Counsellor –
Political Affairs

Affiliation
Embassy of the
Kingdom of the
Netherlands
Political Department Embassy of the
Kingdom of the
Netherlands
Ambassador
Embassy of Ireland
First Secretary

The Norwegian
Embassy
Deputy Head of
Embassy of
Mission
Switzerland
First Secretary
Embassy of South
Africa
Political Officer
Embassy of the
United Kingdom
Programme Manager Centre for
Humanitarian
Dialogue
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Annex 2:

Post-Apartheid Reconciliation and Coexistence
in South Africa
A Comparative Study Visit Report
30th April – 7th May 2013
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Foreword
DPI aims to foster an environment in which different parties share
information, ideas, knowledge and concerns connected to the
development of democratic solutions and outcomes. Our work
supports the development of a pluralistic political arena capable
of generating consensus and ownership over work on key issues
surrounding democratic solutions at political and local levels.
We focus on providing expertise and practical frameworks to
encourage stronger public debates and involvements in promoting
peace and democracy building internationally. Within this context
DPI aims to contribute to the establishment of a structured public
dialogue on peace and democratic advancement, as well as to create
new and widen existing platforms for discussions on peace and
democracy building. In order to achieve this we seek to encourage
an environment of inclusive, frank, structured discussions whereby
different parties are in the position to openly share knowledge,
concerns and suggestions for democracy building and strengthening
across multiple levels. DPI’s objective throughout this process is
to identify common priorities and develop innovative approaches
to participate in and influence the process of finding democratic
solutions. DPI also aims to support and strengthen collaboration
between academics, civil society and policy-makers through its
projects and output. Comparative studies of relevant situations are
seen as an effective tool for ensuring that the mistakes of others are
not repeated or perpetuated. Therefore we see comparative analysis
of models of peace and democracy building to be central to the
achievement of our aims and objectives.
32
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This report details the activities and roundtable discussions
experienced during DPI’s Comparative Study visit to South Africa
which took place from 30th April to 7th May 2013 and was kindly
hosted by the South African Government. The timing of the
visit was of particular importance and relevance due to the recent
developments in Turkey resulting in a ceasefire, commencement
of PKK withdrawal and public and private dialogue surrounding
peace. The study focused on the subjects of Reconciliation and
Coexistence in South Africa following the end of the apartheid
regime in 1994. It falls within DPI’s series of Comparative Study
visits, following those to the United Kingdom and Ireland. We hope
that this Comparative Study has proven valuable for participants,
and that it will contribute to ongoing discussion in Turkey.
With thanks to Alice Curci and the staff of DPI for their assistance
with this report. DPI also gives special thanks to the South African
Government for their hosting of the visit.
Kerim Yildiz
Director
Democratic Progress Institute
May 2013
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Tuesday 30th April –Arrival and Visit to Robben Island, Table
Bay, Cape Town
With:
Mohammed Bhabha1, Advisor to Development Bank of Southern
Africa and former ANC negotiator.
Venue: Robben Island, Table Bay, Cape Town

The delegation on Robben Island

Robben Island is an island in Table Bay, west of Cape Town. The
name is Dutch for ‘seal island’ and since the 17th century it has
been used for the isolation of mainly political prisoners, being the
Dutch settlers the first to use it as a prison. Nobel laureate and
former president of South Africa Nelson Mandela was imprisoned
on Robben Island for 18 of the 27 years he served behind bars
before the fall of apartheid. Today it is a World Heritage site and
1 Mohammed Bhabha is a South African attorney who was part of the ANC negotiating team at the Convention for a Democratic South Africa, and contributed to the
negotiations for the final South African Constitution. He was seconded from DBSA to
the Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs where he currently acts as Advisor to the office of the Deputy Minister. He is currently assisting in
the Constitution-making process in Kenya. Previous posts and achievements include:
Non-executive director on the Board of Evraz Highveld Steel Chairperson of the Select
Committee on Local Government and Constitutional in the Senate
34
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museum since 1997. The museum is a dynamic institution, which
acts as a focal point of South African heritage.
The delegation received a private tour of Robben Island Museum,
to learn more about the history of apartheid. Among the sites
visited during the tour, the following were felt to stand out:
Robert Sobukwe's cell
Robert Sobukwe, founder of the Pan Africanist Congress, was
arrested on March 21, 1960, following the Sharpeville Massacre.
After having served the three years to which he had been sentenced,
his imprisonment was renewed for six more years thanks to an
ad-hoc enacted law, the so called ‘Sobukwe Clause’. He spent his
nine years of imprisonment in solitary confinement in this cell,
composed by a small bedroom and a separate kitchen.

DPI Director Kerim Yildiz and DPI council of Experts
Member Mithat Sancar in Sobukwue's cell

The Maximum Security Prison

Entrance gate of the Maximum Security Prison
10
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The delegation was escorted through the prison by former political
prisoner 5682, who introduced himself as Sparks. A member of the
military wing of the African National Congress, he was arrested at
the age of 17 for conducting recruitment activity and for possession
of unlawful arms, and imprisoned in Robben Island under charge
of Terrorism. Arrested in 1982, he was not released until 1990.
There, the participants were able to retrace the path of Nelson
Mandela, visiting the prison block and the very cell where he was
detained during the 18 years he spent on the island.

The delegation in the Maximum Security Prison's courtyard
with Sparks and Mohammed Bhabha

Nelson Mandela’s cell
Courtesy of Wikimedia Common

Tuesday 30th April – Welcome Dinner at Queen Victoria Hotel
Dinner at Dash Restaurant at Queen Victoria Hotel hosted by
Democratic Progress Institute Director, Kerim Yildiz.
36
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The delegation was warmly welcomed to South Africa by Ivor
Jenkins and Roelf Meyer, who shed light on the purpose of the visit
and introduced the participants to the In Transformation Initiative,
the organisation that assisted in facilitating of planning the visit.
With:
Mohammed Bhabha, Advisor to Development Bank of Southern
Africa and former ANC negotiator
Ivor Jenkins,2 Consultant and Director at IN Transformation
Initiative
Roelf Meyer,3 Founder and Co-Leader of the United Democratic
Movement
Venue: Dash Restaurant at Queen Victoria Hotel, Cape Town

2 After 30 years of experience in organising, managing and leading civic and civil society organisations, Ivor H Jenkins has gained the reputation of a pragmatic problem solving leader with a high commitment to participative decision. He played an important
role in South African and African politics, assisting in the transformation of sectors such
as political leadership, inter group relations, conflict management, governance systems
transformation, organisational development, NGO Capacity building, project management and fundraising. Previous posts and achievements include: hosted and exposed
international delegations interested in understanding the South African transition,
Chief Operating Officer and Director at Institute for Democracy in South Africa.
3 Roelf Meyer is Founder and Co-Leader of the United Democratic Movement and
was a Member of Parliament since 1979 until 2000, when he resigned from active politics. He is currently chairing the South African Defence Review Committee, in addition
to serving on the boards of various companies and acting as a consultant on peace processes and Constitution making. Meyer played a key role for National Party and Government in the Multi-Party Negotiating Forum. Previous posts and achievements include:
Deputy Minister of Law and Order and Constitutional Development (1968-1991),
Cabinet Minister of Defence and Constitutional Affairs (1991-1996), Chief Negotiator
of the National Party on the settlement of the South African conflict that resulted in the
first democratic elections in 1994.
12
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Ivor Jenkins welcomes the delegation

Ivor Jenkins: First of all, I would like to welcome you all to Cape
Town. We are extremely happy to have you in our country. When
our colleagues from the UK asked us to assist in facilitating your
visit to South Africa, we immediately jumped on the opportunity.
The reason why we did so is that we truly believe in the South
African peace process and we are excited to share its principles with
people across the world.
The three of us - Roelf Meyer, Mohammed Bhabha and I - have
a little organisation that we say exclusively focuses on sharing the
experience of the South African peace process with people from
countries such as Bahrain and Sri Lanka, hoping that learning from
our mistakes and our successes might be not only informative, but
also helpful in dealing with their situation. Enjoy this one week in
South Africa. You are going to see wild animals, you are going to
see complicated politicians, you are going to see wonderful nature,
and you are going to see the inside of boardrooms, and we really
hope that this will result in a very positive learning experience for
you, and that when you go back home next Tuesday, looking back
at this experience you will realise it was worth your trip to South
Africa. We are honoured to have you here. We really hope that you
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will have a wonderful stay in South Africa, and that you will return
many times in the future. Lastly, I want to welcome you one last
time before leaving the floor to Kerim Yeldiz, DPI Director, who
will introduce your main speaker. Thank you.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you Ivor. This core group has been working
on this project for a long while, and today I am happy to welcome
some new colleagues that are joining us for the first time. It has been
almost one year since we started to plan this trip, and after various
setbacks and inconveniences forced us to postpone it repeatedly, I
am very glad to be finally here. I am pleased to announce that we
have a full schedule of meetings and talks, many visits, and even
a safari. Now let me introduce you to tonight’s speaker, Mr Roelf
Meyer. He is the founder and Co-Leader of the United Democratic
Movement, and was deeply involved in the negotiation process as
a Member of Parliament for the National Party, a position that
he fulfilled from 1979 to 2000. Thank you for joining us tonight
Roelf, it is a pleasure to introduce you to our delegation.

DPI Director Kerim Yildiz and Founder of UDM Roelf Meyer
enjoying dinner at Dash Restaurant
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Roelf Meyer: Good evening everybody. First of all, I would like
to express my appreciation to DPI Director Kerim Yildiz, to this
organisation, and to all the colleagues who have managed to make
this possible. We have been talking about this for some time now. I
am delighted to have you all here for a number of reasons: the first
one is that it brings us in contact with your beautiful country once
again. I have had the pleasure to visit Turkey twice in my life, even
though I have been only to Istanbul, I must admit. The first time I
was there on holiday with my wife, while the second one, two years
ago, I had the chance to take part in a conference there, where I was
joined by Prof. Ahmet Insel. The second reason is that, as Ivor was
saying, those of us who were involved in the South African peace
process always like to help other countries in situations for which
we think our experience could be informative and beneficial. But
I want to emphasise immediately that we recognise that no two
countries are the same and, more importantly, no two conflicts
are the same. What is happening in Turkey is quite unique to
the country and to the people of Turkey, just like what happened
in South Africa was unique to our people. We are not trying to
compare the two; all that we can do is to share our experience and
try to find out where there may be points of similarity.
My two colleagues and I represent a little bit of that experience
from South Africa. I believe it is important to point out that the
two of them and I were previously opponents. Ivor was a moderate
opponent, meaning that he was part of the liberation movement
in South Africa, but only as a civil society member. He established
an organisation within the white community to help the liberation
struggle to bring down apartheid. In a way, he was opposing me,
because I was part of the government in charge. Mohammed on
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the other side was a political activist. He was from a very young
age already an active politician supporting the ANC; he was
actually my enemy, not just an opponent, and that is how we got
to know each other. Later on, Mohammed, together with myself
and many others, was part of the negotiation process that helped
to bring together the opposing sides and find a political solution,
particularly by negotiating a new Constitution which would give
this country a democratic dispensation.
There are three things in particular which I wish you to retain from
your visit to South Africa. The first one is that the negotiation
process was completely inclusive: at the time that we started the
negotiations there were a number of political participants in
the process, some supporting the apartheid regime and others
supporting the liberation struggle, and all of those were included in
the negotiations. Secondly, the reason why we succeeded, despite
the opposition that we initially had towards each other, is that we
managed to build trust between us. There were three steps that
led us to success: starting to know each other, starting to respect
each other, and then starting to trust each other. The third point,
which is extremely important, is that we took responsibility for
the state of affairs that we found ourselves in, and we took upon
ourselves the task of finding a solution. We did not rely on others
from outside. The reality is that in South Africa we did not have
any mediator or facilitator; we established a negotiating dialogue
within South Africa, between South Africans, and I think this is a
very important factor.
To conclude, I want to remind you that 23 years ago South Africa
was on the edge of a civil war. We had reached the point where
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a civil war could break out any day. And the way we succeeded
in avoiding it and solving the conflict was by overcoming our
differences. It was a bilateral process, started on both sides. But
you will discover more about this in the days to come, and I look
forward to sharing our experience with you further. Thank you
again for coming to South Africa, thank you for making this visit
possible. I hope that this will result in a long term relationship
between us, and that you will find it useful for your path to peace.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you Roelf, we all look forward to the first
roundtable meeting tomorrow.
Wednesday 1st May – Visit to Table Mountain

Table Mountain seen from the ferry to Robben Island

Table Mountain is a flat-topped mountain forming a prominent
landmark overlooking the city of Cape Town. It is featured in the
flag of Cape Town and other local government insignia. The Table
Mountain cableway takes passengers to the plateau at the top of
the mountain that offers views overlooking Cape Town, Cable Bay,
Robben Island and the Atlantic Ocean.
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The delegation on Table Mountain

Wednesday 1st May – Lunch at Quay Four Restaurant, Cape Town
With:
Mohammed Bhabha Advisor to Development Bank of Southern
Africa and former ANC negotiator
Venue: Quay Four Restaurant, the Waterfront, Cape Town

Mohammed Bhabha in discussion with the delegation at Quay Four Restaurant

Mohammed Bhabha: Welcome to you all. Before we all enjoy our
lunch, there is something I wish to draw your attention to: 20
years ago, before the end of the apartheid system, I could not have
come to dine here. Black people were pushed out of the cities,
and had to live in suburbs isolated far away from the centre; a
famous one is Soweto, where Nelson Mandela used to live. You
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will visit it in Johannesburg when you are there. Of course the
whites still needed black people as workforce, so we were allowed
to come in during working hours, provided that we had to exhibit
an official permit. I hope I will not offend anyone by saying that
this is pretty much what is currently happening in Israel. In the
apartheid era everything was segregated here in South Africa: we
could not go to the same restaurants, the same cinemas, not even to
the same schools. That of schools was a particularly severe problem,
the consequences of which we are still seeing. Back in the day, an
educated black was a dangerous man, so they completely destroyed
our system of education; now we are dealing with a huge problem
of human capital that is going to take generations to solve. Our
leaders and thinkers received an education mainly abroad, while
they were forced in exile. They went to London and to East
Germany and the Soviet Union, and that had a great influence on
their ideas, and consequently on how our Constitution was written
later on. The exile had all sort of consequences: just to give you an
example, a significant number of our soldiers spent years exiled in
neighbouring countries. The result was that they ended up settling
down in those countries, getting married and building families.
When they were allowed back into South Africa, then, they did not
come by themselves, but brought with them their families, which
we had to help settling in, and it was not easy. We were not ready
for that amount of people. On the other hand, we can say that
the problem ended up fixing itself, as the soldiers were greeted as
heroes here in South Africa, and it did not take long before most
of them got remarried to South African women! Their old families
often went back to their country of origin. Clearly another issue
was that of reintegrating those soldiers into society: how do you
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employ somebody whose only skill is to kill? We had been fighting
for so long, and not just the apartheid regime: our country was
divided into ethnic groups, and all of them had established their
armed militias, including the government. We had a total of ten
militias, and most of them were actually funded by the apartheid
government itself. Their leaders were only puppets who were
believed to have power, but in reality they were just being used:
the regime armed them, and then sat in the back and watched
them kill each other. When the ANC was unbanned, then, not
only did we have to fight against the government, but also against
all those groups of black people who were collaborating with it. We
organised talks to try and make them come to their senses, but what
they asked us instead was what they were going to gain in return
for their collaboration. The quality of leadership is fundamental;
this should not have been possible. For us, we had an amazing
leadership, and a good structure of communication, which was
absolutely crucial. You will be hearing much more about South
Africa’s history in the days to come, starting with our first session
with Dr Du Toit this afternoon. Welcome again, and I wish you a
very successful visit.
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Wednesday 1st May – Session 1: Meeting with Fanie Du Toit,
Victoria and Alfred Hotel Boardroom, Cape Town
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
The story of the South African Truth and Reconciliation
Commission
With:
Fanie Du Toit,4 Executive Director of Institute for Justice and
Reconciliation
Venue: Victoria and Alfred Hotel Boardroom, Cape Town
Moderated by Mohammed Bhabha Advisor to Development Bank
of Southern Africa and former ANC negotiator

Members of the delegation asking their questions to Dr Fanie Du Toit
4 Fanie du Toit currently serves the Executive Director of the Institute for Justice and
reconciliation in Cape Town, specializing in post-conflict reconciliation and transnational justice with a focus on Africa. He has previously led national support strategies
for the teaching of reconciliation, history and life orientation in South Africa. In 2008,
the Institute was awarded UNESCO's International Prize for Peace Education in Paris
in recognition of these efforts. Previous posts and achievements include: Visiting Research Fellow at Notre Dame University's Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies,
Adviser to the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations, and Member of the Advisory
Board of the Council for the Advancement of the South African Constitution.
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Mohammed Bhabha: Good afternoon friends. Here we are again,
working on the 1st of May, a day in which we are supposed to
be resting! I am delighted to introduce you to Dr Fanie Du Toit,
who represents the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation. The
Institute was established in 2000, in the aftermath of the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission. Its aim was to ensure the lessons
learnt from South Africa’s transition from apartheid to democracy
were taken into account as the country moved ahead. Today the
Institute helps to build fair, democratic and inclusive societies in
Africa through carefully selected engagements and interventions.
The institution defines its mission as shaping national approaches
to transitional justice and reconciliation in Africa by drawing
on community intelligence as well as macro-trend research and
comparative analysis. Dr du Toit is the founder of the IJR, and
the personnel of the institute are drawn from the very people who
worked as researchers for the TRC. The focus of the discussion will
be the entire Truth and Reconciliation process, and Dr du Toit will
talk about not only the process’s structure and what it meant for
South Africa, but also about his own work for the commission.
Fanie Du Toit: Thank you very much, Mohammed for your
introduction. And colleagues, thank you very much for giving me
the opportunity to come here and share my experience, ideas, and
insights on political transition with you. It is a great honour to be
speaking to you. I have read your briefing paper and looking at the
individuals here in this boardroom I realise it is a very high profile
delegation, which we are honoured to be hosting here in South
Africa. Political transition, meaning the way in which countries
move from one dispensation to the other relatively peacefully, is an
area that is very much debated but very seldom properly studied.
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I am not going to comment on Turkey today, because I do not
know enough about your beautiful country. I will tell you about
my country, South Africa, and our journey from apartheid to
democracy.
Allow me to make a couple of preliminary points about the TRC,
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. First of all, it is very
important that nobody should ever think that a TRC is a ‘silver
bullet’, an automatic solution to the problems of a country. It
can instead make things worse if it is not established in the right
context; it is important to evaluate the context of the transition
very carefully before actually instituting mechanisms. Also, South
Africans are a little bemused to find out that we have become a
model to people, because we understand that our institutions
were crafted specifically for our own purposes and very much in
an imperfect way, since they were established while events were
still occurring, and we did not have the luxury of taking time to
think through it all carefully. Every country should develop its own
institutions; it should not ‘copy and paste’. A lot of my job is to go
around the continent to dissuade people in other countries from
adopting our model; I always advise them to do it their own way,
and to debate carefully every detail in their mandate. Secondly,
the TRC in South Africa was a reasonably successful one because
of the political context at the time, which was the context of
politics of reconciliation. About three weeks ago, I was in Tunis
with the first UN sponsored conference on victims and victims'
rights after the fall of the Ben Ali regime two years ago. They were
organising a Truth and Dignity Commission in Tunisia, but it was
quite clear to me that this commission would face great difficulties
operating in the context of Tunisia today. Clearly the country is not
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ready for it: we were half way through the first session when the
victims were already shouting at each other; everybody was angry
with one another. There was not a context of reconciliation that
could support the institution. Timing is absolutely crucial. You
need to get the timing right, it must be in the air. Even though
our commission was presided over by Desmond Tutu, who had
great moral authority, he still would not have been able to handle
the situation, had it not been for the presence in office of Nelson
Mandela. We had a convergence of favourable factors, which were
all present in that particular moment.
I would like to identify three traits of politics of reconciliation:
first, the acknowledgment of interdependence between groups.
The fact that we acknowledge that we share a country and that our
interest and wellbeing are tied to each other; acknowledging that
if you suffer, I suffer; if you prosper, I prosper, was the antithesis
of apartheid, which instead wanted us divided. It is not a moral
statement, but a statement of fact. Reconciliation does not start
with moral appeal, but with acknowledging the facts as they
are, acknowledging that we are interdependent. The second trait
of the politics of reconciliation is to have conversations that are
inclusive and comprehensive. By inclusive I mean that there is not
a single group that is left out; everybody is around the table. By
comprehensive I mean that there is not a single issue that is not
on the table. We had an extremely large set of issues on the table.
If you debate a transition you have to debate everything, from
tourism to the Constitutional Court. Metaphorically speaking we
had three boxes: the ‘inbox’, the box of agreements and that of
disagreements. Every time we discussed an issue, we would take it
out of the ‘inbox’ and put it into one of the other two boxes, and
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whatever ended up in the box of disagreements would go straight
back into the ‘inbox’. We could not afford to give up talking.
The third trait is that there needs to be a move towards practical,
concrete justice for everybody in the country. People have to feel
it, they have to see it, and they have to experience it. If these three
traits are present, I think you have the politics of reconciliation. It
was in that context that we had our TRC. These three criteria were
all present in our transition.
I want to share with you my experience at the TRC using of the
concept of fairness. I think there are two types of TRCs in the
world: first, those that become a sign of the past, that get caught up
in the history of the country; they reflect the divisions within the
country, never find their way out and perish. But while the focus of
the TRC is the past, its operations and ethos should be the future
and to take the nation forward. Ours is a good example of one of
those future-oriented TRCs. Why? Because apartheid was a racial
system that imposed a racial hierarchy on society. In the TRC, the
victims occupied centre stage. They were invited; they shared their
stories every day for eighteen months. The perpetrators, who were
once very powerful people, had to come hand in hand and ask for
amnesty, and although they were not prosecuted this was in a way
a reversal of the power structure. They appeared almost pathetic.
The TRC showed the future, even while talking about the past. It
modelled the future for us.
Going back to the concept of fairness, I believe there are two
aspects that should be reflected in a TRC: substantive fairness the content - and procedural fairness - the how. What would be
substantively fair in Turkey is a matter of debate for Turkey. It
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has to be a national conversation in which you decide what the
mandate of a TRC must be. In our case we gave the commission a
mandate with three tasks: the first was the restoration of civic and
human dignity of victims. In other words, the dignity of people
as citizens and the dignity of people as people. We did not ask the
victims to forgive, we simply asked them to tell their stories, in
exchange for which they would receive reparation. The second task
of the commission was to administer amnesty. We did that through
a mechanism that we had learned about from Latin America and
that we had adapted for South Africa. Previously, amnesties were
done by presidential decree, they were not individualised, and
did not demand any transparency. It is what we called a ‘blanket
amnesty’. In South Africa we turned it around: a perpetrator of a
gross human rights violation could receive amnesty only if that
person came forward individually, claimed everything that he or
she had done, and convinced the commission that those deeds were
politically motivated. This means that that person had to be part
of a political party and had to be executing the demands of that
political party, and what he did had to be proportional to the aims
of his political goals. Being guilty of perpetrating a massacre would
not be deemed to be proportional to the political goal, for example
the deal with the perpetrators was that we did not ask them to
apologise or show remorse, because achieving that feeling would
have been unrealistic. You cannot really expect hardened operatives
to have a moral conversion and become angels overnight. What we
asked them to do was to come forward and tell their stories, in order
to make their contribution to our national heritage and memory;
in exchange for that they would be granted amnesty. Thirdly, if the
victims gave up their right to civil litigation, they would receive
reparation. We provided for three kinds of reparation: economic,
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symbolic, and social reparation. The first one consisted of six years
of pension calculated on the minimum wage at the time in South
Africa, which would have amounted to about $21,000, a relatively
modest amount. The symbolic reparation included measures such
as changing street names to reflect liberation struggle heroes and
erecting memorials in public squares in the communities. These
measures accommodated the need of the victims to see themselves
reflected in society. We risked a cultural genocide, having the
culture of a whole group completely wiped out. 22 years ago Cape
Town was a totally different place; it was a completely white city
with only European street names and memorials, reflecting only
the white history of the country. Lastly, the third community
reparation, included the delivery of social services to the victims
such as medical help, therapy, and trauma counselling. This was
our mandate, and we thought it to be substantially fair. The fact
that we did not prosecute the perpetrators raised a lot of criticism,
and it was thus tested with the Constitutional Court, but we
believed it was in the interest of the country not to prosecute them,
in order not to cause instability.
In terms of procedural fairness, we tried to answer ten key questions:
• Who should appoint the commissioners, and how will they be
selected? In South Africa it was a very long and difficult process,
and in the end they were appointed by Nelson Mandela.
• Whose stories will be excluded, and which groups will not be
reflected in the process? We had a very big blind spot because
women were not fully included. When they talked, it was often
to share the stories of men, so it was not really inclusive genderwise. One group then boycotted the commission, the Zulu
52
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party, and this noticeably affected the TRC. It needs to be a fully
inclusive process.
• To whom will the commission account, and how? If the
commission starts to work and to unveil stories, I can tell you
for a fact that politicians will try to interfere with it. Both de
Klerk and Mbeki asked to see Desmond Tutu at the time, but he
refused. When the report came out they took it to court, but in
the end Archbishop Tutu’s refusal safeguarded the process.
• Will the commissioners be able to execute the task that they are
given? To uncover the truth about gross human rights violations
is a huge task. People need to be trained, they need to have a
reasonable budget, and to have the power to search documents.
If there is a hint of such a commission being established,
immediately documents would start to be destroyed. When the
TRC was set up here, the government hired certain furnaces to
burn documents more quickly. In the final years of apartheid a
common joke was that if you flew low enough over Pretoria you
could hear the shredding machine working. Will the commission
be powerful enough to uncover the truth?
• Will the commission be able to debate the topics honestly? To
guarantee this in South Africa we had South Africans from all
different social strata. They often disagreed, and had very heated
debates. Sometimes they disagreed to such an extent that they
had to go and solve the dispute in court. Courts had indeed a
very important background role, guaranteeing the process.
• How will the commission keep the public briefed? Desmond
Tutu had a particular policy: if anything went wrong in the
commission – and a lot of things went wrong – he decided that
he would immediately call a press conference. In this way he
28
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would be able to set the tone of the discourse, rather than having
information being leaked and having the media delivering
a distorted version of the issue to the public. Generally I can
say the commission was very transparent, and we had a good
relationship with the media.
• How will the commission guarantee the punishment of all the
perpetrators? One of the big weaknesses of global justice is that it
only deals with the top perpetrators. We do not have an integrated
system that looks at all the perpetrators, and even if in our case
we tried to cover everyone, you cannot prosecute them all. You
need different accountability measures; judicial punishment is
only one way by which to punish perpetrators. There is need for
alternative forms of punishment.
• How will the dignity of perpetrators and victims be guaranteed
when coming to the commission? It is really important that
people who suffered should not be re-traumatised; they should
be treated with dignity and respect. Even the perpetrators.
• How will testimonies be vetted? Anyone could come forward and
deliver a testimony, which could result in a political vendetta.
There needed to be a vetting process. We demanded written
testimonies beforehand, so that people could read it through and
also to inform in advance people who would be implicated, in
order to let them prepare their defence.
• How accessible will the commission be to the general public? In
our case everything was conducted publicly and in a climate of
absolute transparency. The sessions were televised and broadcast
on the radio, so that the whole population could feel involved in
the process.
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These are just a few questions that I think are important in terms
of the procedural fairness of a commission. I think the best TRCs
still need to have these, even though maybe here in South Africa we
did not necessarily successfully addressed all of them.
I just want to say that there's a lot of follow up work that needs to be
done once the Commission is over, and it would be better to have a
permanent statutory body that could monitor the implementation
of the Commission’s provisions. A major mistake we made was to
give the task of delivering reparations to the Government, which
had other priorities. As one minister put it, his priority was not the
22,000 victims of the TRC but the 22 million victims of apartheid.
Thus, the reparation programme faltered and was very badly
implemented in South Africa. You should have a semi-independent
body that can monitor the implementation of the reparations. And
you should also follow up with the prosecution of people who
did not participate in the process; even though we said we would
prosecute them all, we never managed to, apart from one or two
cases, and that is not good enough at all in terms of what we had
originally set the commission up to do. Thank you.

DPI Deputy Director Catriona Vine and IJR
Executive Director Fanie Du Toit
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Mohammed Bhabha opens the floor for questions.
Participant: I have 3 brief questions. I do not know how familiar
you are with the case of Spain. In Turkey we always make a
distinction between the case of Spain and that of South Africa, as
we heard from abroad that while South Africa chose not to forget,
Spain chose not to remember. Given this comparison, how valid is
the experience of the TRC? Do you think reconciliation in South
Africa would have been possible without it? Secondly, in terms of
the findings, to what extent are they legally binding or morally
binding? Is there a legal basis provided for their enforcement
or is it just the moral, psychological, and political climate that
implements them? Lastly, you mentioned the chairing of the TRC
by Archbishop Tutu was crucial, though clearly it is not easy to find
a person of his calibre and standing. Would there be something
missing, if we could not have a person of that standing chairing a
commission?
Fanie Du Toit: Indeed, Spain is often held up as an example. Of
course the verdict remains open, and to what extent Spain is really
able to move on is hard to determine. We in South Africa felt we
could not do that for a number of reasons. One is that the apartheid
regime pretended to be innocent and portrayed itself as the bearer
of civilisation. It was important to show that instead it had a very
nasty underbelly and it was actually the opposite of civilisation,
which was pretty shocking, especially for white South Africans.
We had a survey where we asked the view of the whole nation,
and the commission was rated very positively, though the black
population ranked it much higher than the white population. The
black population supported it wholeheartedly, because there was
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a strong need from the victims’ side to know what had happened,
and how. People needed closure. To give you an example of how
successful the commission was, one of the questions we asked
people in the survey was whether they considered apartheid to
be a crime against humanity. In 2001 over 78 per cent of white
South Africans answered positively, and I’m quite certain the
figure before the commission would have been much lower. Being
able to agree, at least on one thing, is an important element in
a process towards reconciliation. We are still conducting that
survey every year, and we call it ‘the South African Reconciliation
Barometer’. Concerning your second question, it was really a mix
of these factors. The commission handed over 200 names that they
recommended should be prosecuted as they had come out through
the investigations and they had not come to the commission to
obtain amnesty. There were over 7,000 applications for amnesty
that came from all sides of the conflict, but only about 1,000
people obtained it. The applicants were often just common law
prisoners trying to get a chance. We had many people from the
police coming forward, but very few from the army. The network
of implication that was so successful within the police did not work
with the army, as somehow the army managed to draw together and
avoid the commission. Moreover, many crimes happened outside
of the country, where courts had no jurisdiction. With regards to
your last question, I believe you need a strong institution. For us,
the commission set the precedent for all future commissions. For
example, every commission here is now forced to be opened to the
media as the TRC was. They are all open, now. One cannot deny
that the charisma of Desmond Tutu had a huge impact. People
trusted him as priest, and he was fiercely independent. I admit
sometimes his Christian convictions would make him diverge a
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little from the mandate on matters of forgiveness: as I told you
we never asked our victims to forgive the perpetrators, it was not
part of our mandate, though that was a very important element
for Archbishop Tutu, who sometimes would literally beg them
to forgive. There were definitely tensions because of this, but on
balance we would do it again the same way.
Mohammed Bhabha: We had some instances of forgiveness. Our
then Minister of Justice, Dullah Omar, together with his wife
publicly forgave those who had tried to assassinate him. That was a
very important public statement.
Participant: You said that the courts played a very important role,
but were the courts still the heritage of the past regime, or were
they new courts created after the fall of the apartheid?
Fanie du Toit: The courts were compromised. Apartheid was a very
law abiding system, there was a law for everything, even to regulate
with whom you could get married or have sexual intercourse with.
Though the judges could claim not to be responsible for it, as they
just had to apply the laws; generally speaking they were not very
corrupt, they just had the wrong laws. Anyway, in 1994 the new
Constitutional Court was established, and it became the ultimate
court as its members were all fresh faces. That provided a safeguard:
for example, when the victims did not accept the amnesty granted
to perpetrators, they would challenge them in court. The ruling for
this was very eloquently written by a black judge, who explained
that it is sometimes better to curtail the rights of a few individuals
for the good of the society.
Participant: Was there a deadline? How long did that process take?
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Fanie du Toit: The court case with the victims was settled before
the commission began. But many of the amnesty cases were
dragged on for five years after the commission was over. After
the first report was published in 1998, they had to add two more
volumes. In retrospect, I think maybe a little longer mandate would
have been better, but as South Africans we were fatigued with the
TRC. It was very emotional, even for white South Africans. They
denied it at first, and some of the white newspapers were even very
negative about it, calling the Archbishop an ‘angel of revenge’.
But eventually they could not ignore it anymore and the survey
I mentioned earlier, the South African Reconciliation Barometer,
shows how the perceptions shifted as the TRC was progressing.
Participant: You talked about three different boxes, what about
the box of issues that could never be agreed on? What happened
to those issues? I also have a second question, about the gender
imbalance you mentioned, which was impeding the process.
How important would have it been to get a gender balance in the
commission? Did women establish an alternative organisation to
solve this problem?
Fanie du Toit: First of all, the point of my digression about the three
boxes was that the amount of issues that were put in the ‘inbox’ was
really significant, since everybody could add anything to it. On a
side note, you should bear in mind that I am not talking about the
Commission here, but about the negotiation process. As soon as
they initiated it, they knew they could not give up on it, they could
not go back. Even if something had landed in the disagreement or
in the agreement box, it could still go back into the inbox and be
discussed again. They were temporary boxes. It was a way to show
how the process, with its highs and lows, could never be stopped;
34
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we never had the luxury to stop going on. Now concerning the
gender issue, as I said we failed to properly represent women, as
those few times they were called to share stories, it was generally to
share the stories of men, and hardly their own. They will be facing
a similar problem in Tunisia, for example where the victims were
often women who were victimised to harm other men, for example
in keeping with the idea that you humiliate the men by humiliating
the women. Now it is really important that the commission should
focus not on the men, but on the women themselves. In Tunisia
there is a need for an equal commission, where women can talk as
human beings, which is also what we needed here in South Africa.
In some cases we had commissions for women, but it was too little
too late. We failed to acknowledge that apartheid was as much a
gender problem as a race problem; it was not just white people, it
was white men taking charge. Chauvinism has taken over society.
There is a very high rape rate in South Africa today, and we are
conscious that most of our violent episodes are still against women.
We missed an opportunity to discuss that problem. We now have
a permanent gender commission, and every party in government
must have a 50 per cent share of women.
Participant: Did the commission meet any resistance as it was
working? Were there protests against it? And to what extent do you
think it succeeded in achieving its goals?
Fanie du Toit: Yes there were protests, but really nothing significant
because the commission itself was so strong and famous that it
was difficult to go against it at the time. Most South Africans
supported it in our surveys, and said that it helped us avoid a civil
war by giving public acknowledgment to people who were heavily
brutalised. I realise today though, that a lot still needs to be done in
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terms of reconciliation. We probably moved from point A to point
B, but we thought we would be at point C by now and we are very
disappointed about not being there yet.
Mohammed Bhabha: Try to think about what the mood was at
that time: there was a huge outpouring of emotions. When you
get exposure to it all the time, even those who did not want to
acknowledge it were overwhelmed. That was also thanks to
the media, which managed to capture the soul of the nation.
Unfortunately there is not a real scale by which to measure the
extent to which having a TRC helped, but if there is anything that
is measurable it is the fact that it avoided revenge, and prevented
us from sinking into a spiral of violence. We did not have another
blood bath after the transition, and that is also thanks to the work
of the Commission.
Participant: First of all I would like to make a comment: I do not
think Spain could be successfully called upon as an example that
forgetting is a good idea. Moreover in 2007 they issued a law called
the Historical Memory Law, which acknowledges the victims on
both sides, condemns the Franco regime, and gives rights to its
victims and their descendants. I also have a question in mind, and
that is: what is the role played by cultural and religious factors? For
example, did religious groups approach the commission?
Fanie du Toit: They did play an important role, also because
Desmond Tutu was able to use Christian ideas, and the
concept of Ubuntu5, based on human interdependence and
5 The Ubuntu philosophy is based in the affirmation of one’s humanity through the
recognition of an ‘other’, or as Liberian peace activist Leymah Gbowee defines it ‘I am
what I am because of who we all are.’
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interconnectedness. But I do not think they were crucial; I think
the commission could have worked without them. For sure they
helped, and it was clever of Tutu to use them, but I would not say
they were essential. All faiths have notions of confession, and it
is just a matter of finding the right language. In our case the link
with Christianity was important, but the same thing could have
worked in another cultural context. Other groups did come to the
commission and participate; they were welcomed very warmly, not
only the Muslim community, but also many others. There is no
doubt, though, that the commission was very much Christian.
Participant: How did the commission select stories to be broadcast?
Fanie du Toit: They were all broadcasted live. We had 18 months
of hearings.
Participant: What was the role of the Parliament during this
TRC? Did they support your work?
Fanie du Toit: The Parliament played an extremely important
role. The statute that enacted the TRC was actually debated in
Parliament, it was not a presidential decree. It was important to
have it established through a democratic process, as this gave the
Commission legitimacy and credibility.
Participant: Was the TRC part of the political compromise that
resulted from the negotiations?
Fanie du Toit: What was part of the compromise was amnesty.
It was the post-amble to our Constitution; it is the equivalent of
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our peace agreement. It was quite clear that the amnesty provision
was part of the last minute compromise, the last thing left in the
‘inbox’. And then the human rights community started to talk
about it, which was very important for keeping the process honest.
If you leave amnesty to politicians it automatically becomes a
blanket amnesty.
Kerim Yildiz: You mentioned the importance of timing, but
how can we know when it is the right moment to embark on a
negotiation process or on a TRC?
Fanie du Toit: The timing should be determined from the inside.
We can only give you warning on when it should not be done.
A criterion is the presence of democratic institutions, and of free
and fair media: these are essential aspects that support a TRC,
otherwise it quickly becomes discredited. It becomes part of the
problem rather than the solution.
Participant: You said that the TRC should not reflect society but
should instead guide it. But if its composition does not reflect
society, could not that create some kind of resentment? Could
not it be a reason for competition between the parties, especially
between governing parties?
Fanie du Toit: Yes it is possible. Keep in mind that of course it
should reflect the country’s demography, but the leaders should
be the kind of people you would want to see in the future as your
leaders. You need to have people that have credibility. In terms
of the political process, I explained how the TRC gained its
independence. The TRC resisted political influence. The message
given was that apartheid was wrong and that the struggle against
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it was a just war. So in a way it supported the ANC, but it also
said that human rights violations are to be condemned even in
a just war, that they are always wrong. I believe a very important
failing of the TRC was that it failed to get a formal apology from
de Klerk. It is true that an apology needs to be made freely, it must
be genuine, but while de Klerk did acknowledge that bad things
had happened, he never even took responsibility for them. That is
not good enough.
Mohammed Bhabha: It was not only de Klerk, none of them
apologised. My biggest disappointment is that the people that
were involved in the apartheid, people that made money from
it, never came up to apologise. But now I want to thank Dr. de
Toit for coming today, and for giving us this extremely interesting
presentation. If you would like to know more about his work and
that of the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation you can find it
all on the institute’s website [www.ijr.org.za]. Thank you
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Wednesday 1st May – Dinner Meeting with Laurie Nathal, Baia
Restaurant, Cape Town
With
Laurie Nathan,6 Director of the Centre for Mediation in Africa at
the University of Pretoria
Venue: Baia Restaurant, Cape Town

Professor Laurie Nathan addressing the delegation at BAIA Restaurant

Mohammed Bhabha: Good evening everybody. We have an
esteemed guest tonight, who goes by the name of Professor
Laurie Nathan. He is attached to the University of Pretoria, but
more importantly he is part of an institution called the Centre
for Mediation, which is attached to the African Union and the
United Nations and is presently doing work in a number of areas,
such as Darfur and South Sudan. But apart from that, what is
really important is Professor Nathan’s contribution towards the
establishment of the first democratic elections in South Africa. He
6 Prof. Nathan is the Director of the Centre for Mediation at the University of Pretoria
and Visiting Professor at Cranfield University in the UK. He is a member of the United
Nations Mediation Roster and a member of the United Nations Roster of Security
Sector Reform Experts. Laurie Nathan is also a visiting fellow at the University of Cape
Town and the London School of Economics. He has served on the Carter Centre’s
International Council for Conflict Resolution, the African Union’s mediation team for
Darfur and the Ministerial Review Commission on Intelligence in South Africa.
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was responsible for the formulation of the policies on security and
defence in the new South Africa, and of course he did that under
the auspices of our first minister of intelligence, Mr Ronnie Kasrils.
Most importantly, the white paper on defence was formulated by
Professor Nathan.
Laurie Nathan: Good evening everyone and welcome to Cape
Town. It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to talk to you, I
have been asked to talk about my personal involvement in South
Africa's transition to democracy, and specifically to look at the
question of disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration, as well
as the context of our transition and what we might learn from that
process. I was involved in the ANC before the unbanning, as an
anti-apartheid activist, and at that time, in the apartheid era, all
white men in this country had to serve compulsorily in the defence
force. Some other comrades and I refused to serve, on the grounds
that we were opposed to serving in the apartheid army, and when
the ANC was unbanned in 1990, a small number of us got together
to try and develop new security and defence policies for what could
one day be a democratic country. Our big concern was that the
expertise on security and defence lay almost exclusively on the
side of the apartheid government, and our fear was that we could
have a successful transition to democracy but still have reactionary
security and defence policies, because all the experts were on
the side of the apartheid regime. Thus, a small number of ANC
members interested in police and intelligence and in defence, got
together to develop policies for the ANC. And we were successful
in shaping ANC policies, in shaping the security provisions in our
Constitution, in shaping white papers on intelligence, policing and
defence; we were also successful at looking at a very difficult and
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politically sensitive issue, which was integration. Since the ANC
had an armed wing, known as Umkhonto we Sizwe - that in English
translates as ‘Spear of the Nation’ - the question of integration and
the related one of demobilisation were very sensitive in our situation
as they are in all transitions from war or rebellion to situations of
peace and stability. Rebels derive their strength and their legitimacy
in large measure from their arms. So in South Africa, as in other
countries, rebels felt particularly vulnerable when they were asked
to lay down their weapons; they feared that they might be attacked
by government forces. And the government on its side felt it was
surrendering a measure of sovereignty, if the ANC agreed to some
form of disarmament or disengagement. This is always a very
difficult and sensitive process. Why did it succeed in our case? It
succeeded firstly because the leadership of both sides, the apartheid
government and the ANC, was serious about ending the war. They
were not playing games.
This was not a bluff. They were not pretending to negotiate, nor
were they negotiating with one foot in the water. Second, they
gave strong and clear instructions to all of the negotiators to stop
fighting, even though they knew that they hated each other, which
was inevitable after decades of war. They wanted to get a deal; a
deal that was favourable to their respective sides, but nonetheless a
deal. I was one of the ANC negotiators on civil-military relations,
and I was looking at the new Ministry of Defence, Parliamentary
Defence Committee, and other institutions of the like. Negotiating
with our enemy, our former enemy, was extremely painful; of
course the feelings were mutual, and they were personal, not
abstract or philosophical. We hated each other. But we were clear
on both sides that we all wanted to get a deal. And so we were
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negotiating in earnest. The third reason behind our success is that
we did not rush the process. We had been at war in this country
for decades; we were not going to end this thing quickly. It was just
too difficult, both politically and emotionally. So our negotiations
took as long as four years, from the unbanning of the ANC in 1990
to the point when we had our first democratic election in 1994.
We never rushed it, we paid attention to detail, and we moved
logically and systematically through a process that begins at the
highest, most abstract level – what is the vision of the future, what
are the values to which you aspire – and to move from there to
key principles, and from principles to policy, and from policy to
strategy, programmes, projects, and laws. So we followed a logical
process from the abstract aspiration to the concrete mechanisms
and procedures, paying attention throughout to detail and to the
necessity for compromise.
This is a further reason for our success in relation to the transition
in general, and disarmament in particular. When you move
from rebellion or war to peace, all sides have to compromise. I
say this with a particular passion because I am a mediator, and
negotiating parties very often do not want to compromise: they
want to win it all and they are deeply reluctant to compromise on
issues that are dear to them, and to compromise with the hated
enemy that they have been trying to kill, and that has been trying
to kill them. But you cannot succeed in any negotiation without
being willing to compromise. Very often, since negotiations are
so difficult, they require a third party mediator. Sometimes the
mediators come from outside the country, but in our case the
mediators were mainly domestic, from the church and from the
business community. In relation to integration, demobilisation
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and disarmament, though, we had an external actor: the British
government, and more specifically the British Army, which was
invited by our new democratically elected government to oversee
the process of integration and demobilisation and to act as a
referee. In this way, if there were disputes between the ANC and
the apartheid regime in relation to integration and demobilisation,
the British Military Advisory Team, stationed in the Ministry
of Defence, would be the body responsible for adjudicating the
dispute. This is an example of what in the academic literature we
call CSBM, Confidence and Security Building Measures, which
differ from country to country. So in any particular country, when
one is dealing with sensitive security and defence issues, it helps
to have confidence building measures, especially if you know that
both sides are nervous about taking risks, and that they are both
worried about the consequences of a bad decision that could be
taken advantage of by their opponents.
Your confidence building measures could be domestic or external
referees and mediators. In addition, you need to have very clear
agreements and to have dispute resolution mechanisms in your
disarmament and demobilisation process, because the parties
are inevitably going to disagree on the interpretation of their
agreements. In our case, we agreed on five steps for integration,
demobilisation, disarmament, but you should know that when
it comes to implementing those steps things can go wrong. And
so you need to have a mechanism to safeguard the process, for
example a committee of tribe leaders from both sides, responsible
for solving disputes, and above them an appeal or adjudication
body. Personally, I think that the process is more important than
the actual mechanisms. I say that because I have been involved
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in demobilisation and disarmament in this country, in Sudan
and in other countries; and everywhere the security situation is
different, rebels and government forces are different, and their
position is geographically different. Therefore, you need a different
set of mechanisms for demobilisation and disarmament. But the
process needs to be a sound process, regardless of the details. You
are negotiating seriously; you are negotiating with the knowledge
and support of your own constituencies; paying attention to detail,
looking for confidence and security building mechanisms, and
you need transparency. Let me say something about transparency,
because this is another reason for the success of South Africa's
transition. It was not secret. It is common that sometimes
negotiations begin in a secret or discrete fashion. But there is a
point when the negotiations need to be opened up, so that the
public knows what is going on. We must have confidence that our
leaders are making choices that we would support.
Here we had a very slow, delicate, confidential process of talks
behind the scenes between the ANC and the apartheid government
before the ANC was unbanned. After that, the process was open
and transparent: our leaders were reporting back to members of
the parties; the media were reporting on the negotiations through
NGOs, journalists, and other civil society organisations, through
universities and think tanks. We were not only listening to what
our leaders were negotiating, we were talking to them. We were
talking to them as party members, we were talking to them
as citizens, and we were talking to them as academics. We were
talking to them as intellectuals, doing research and feeding into
the process of negotiation on military security, intelligence, and
every other topic that was the subject of negotiations. The second
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last lesson is that, although we took advice from other countries,
we ended up making decisions ourselves that we thought were
appropriate for our situation. This is very important because
sometimes in countries coming out of war, especially where they
are poor and underdeveloped countries, it is the mediators, the
donors, or the UN Security Council that make decisions on what
the negotiated settlement should look like. So there is no national
or popular ownership on the peace agreement. In South Africa
we did it our way. We were not indebted to the World Bank,
we were not indebted to the International Monetary Fund, and
there was nobody outside the country that could tell us how to
do demobilisation. We designed it in a fashion that we thought
to be appropriate to our situation. And the big advantage of that
is that our solutions are South African, they are not French or
German or English solutions, and even if they are not perfect we
have a sense of pride in them. There is a national ownership that
is broad, not confined to the elite and the political leadership, and
it gives our negotiated settlement stability and legitimacy. The last
lesson from our settlement in general, and specifically in relation
to demobilisation, was that we studied other situations very closely.
Coming out of apartheid, many of us felt ignorant. I was given
the task of writing a first democratic white paper on defence, and
I felt ignorant. I had looked at the apartheid era as isolated from
international experience and context. So other researchers working
in this area and I started looking at how integration had happened
in other countries, in Guatemala and El Salvador, what mistakes
they had made, and what lessons we could learn from their
experience. We did not want to take the Guatemalan experience
or its mechanisms and make them ours. We were going to design
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our own mechanisms. But we thought we could learn an enormous
amount from the experiences of other transitions that were roughly
comparable with ours. So let me end with this; I am happy to take
your comments and questions now and over the course of the meal.
Thank you.
DPI Director Kerim Yildiz opens the floor for questions

Ahmet Insel, Sezgin Tanrıkulu, and Ali Bayramoğlu

Participant: How did you use the arms and reintegrate the
members of the ANC Army? Did you have a law for it?
Laurie Nathan: The South African disarmament situation was
quite unlike that of other countries. The ANC Army was not
particularly strong or large from a military perspective. It was very
significant politically, and it gave confidence in the struggle against
the apartheid regime, but it was not large and it did not have large
armaments, nor was it holding territories neither inside nor outside
the country. In addition, the vast majority of ANC guerrilla fighters
either saw themselves as politicians or activists first and foremost,
and so they were soon moving into government and Parliament, or
they saw themselves as soldiers who would enter the new defence
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force. So we were concerned about integration more than we
were concerned about disarmament. The government wanted the
ANC to end the armed struggle before negotiations began, and
the ANC agreed only to suspend the armed struggle. Our focus in
the military arena was principally on how to integrate rather than
how to keep apart, and the related political question for us was
who would lead the new defence force, whether it would be the
old apartheid officers or the newly appointed ANC officers. And
here, as in all other areas, we compromised, and we compromised
in order to keep both sides happy and both sides confident. Just to
indicate how important this compromise was, let me say that in
1994 with the new democracy the Minister and Deputy Minister
of Defence were members of the ANC, but the Chief and Deputy
Chief of Defence Force were part of the apartheid regime; the Chair
of the Defence Committee in Parliament was again a member of
the ANC, and you can see this balancing that was going on. And
this is completely different from the situation in neighbouring
Namibia, where the liberation movement had a sizeable guerrilla
force stationed outside the country.
Participant: At what moment did they lay down their arms, before
or after the elections?
Laurie Nathan: The ANC formally suspended the armed struggle
after the negotiations began, prior to the first democratic election
in 1994. But you have to remember that it was not an organised
guerrilla force, so the problem of confinement to an area, which
is very often a key issue, as it was in Sudan, here was not an issue.
Moreover, even though the ANC had weapons caches collections,
these were not of a significant size. The government was willing to
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trust the ANC to honour its commitment to suspend the armed
struggle, and there were discussions at a high level, with respect
to disclosure of the locations of the weapons caches. These talks
were not secret, but their content was; we knew there were talks
happening around weapons caches, but we were not exposed
to all the details of that. But this is a very unusual situation for
disarmament, because we never really had an organised rebel or
guerrilla force.
Participant: Professor Nathan, I think you raised a lot of important
questions for all the people here. I believe that listening to what you
have said we can find many similarities between the ANC armed
force and this stage of the transition, and to our current situation
with the PKK. There are two questions in particular that I would
like to ask you: the first one is how many guerrilla fighters did the
ANC have? Secondly, when you spoke about the issue of mediation
you said that while during the negotiations it was mainly domestic,
when it came to demilitarisation you preferred to have a third
party, the UK. Since we will be facing this issue in our case, I was
wondering, is this very particular to the South African situation, or
from it we can derive the general rule that it is extremely difficult
for warring parties to reconcile without a third party?
Laurie Nathan: First thing, the ANC at that time said there were
roughly 10,000 fighters. Many of us in the ANC thought that it
was an exaggeration, as they wanted to communicate a greater
military strength than they in fact had. In addition, that figure
seems to be inflated because many people who were in the ANC
army were not soldiers in any conventional sense, or even rebels
that you would imagine with an AK47; they were activists. They
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were involved not in major military attacks on government forces,
but in discrete sabotage; there was not actual physical confrontation
with our defence force, which makes our situation I think quite
exceptional as far as civil wars and rebellions are concerned. The
force of our rebellion never came from the ANC armed wing, it
came from the people, mobilised and organised. It came from
the communist party playing a critical vanguard intellectual role,
and at the end of the day the ANC, which claimed to represent
the majority of people, did represent the majority of people. It
was the people mobilised against the State making large parts
of the country ungovernable that brought the apartheid regime
to the negotiating table; it was not the ANC Army. I have been
involved in other negotiations around the issues of disarmament
and demobilisation, and before one tries to do the design, it is
necessary to look at the basic facts: what are your organised armed
groups? Are there only the government and a rebel group, or are
there several rebel movements? Are they informal groups or militias
set up by the State? What are their size, armaments, and mobility?
What are their unity and cohesion, and is there a clear chain of
command? Do they respect leadership and obey orders? What are
their goals and aspirations? Do they want to continue fighting, do
they want to end fighting and join a new defence force of the State,
or are they looking to leave your territory? This is the information
that you need in order to start planning for disarmament and
demobilisation. With that information, what you would want to
do as a mediator is bring the two parties together to help them
state their position on what the end disposition should be. When
they have an agreement on that, you will help them to define what
are the steps, the procedures, the mechanisms and the confidence
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building measures necessary to get there. At the end of the day, it
works if we want it to work; if there is mischief, all kind of terrible
things happen in the course of disarmament and demobilisation,
so there is the need for confidence. Now, this leads me to your
second question. Where there is not confidence, it helps to have
a third party. I said that we used the British Army; that's been
done in a number of other African countries, but most times it is
the United Nations that is invited to act as a third party. Initially
governments are resistant, because they see this as an infringement
of sovereignty, but the logical response is that there cannot be any
infringement of sovereignty if the UN is coming upon invitation
from the government itself. As you invite a third party, you also
specify its role. The UN is not defining its role in New York. In
our case we decided what the British Army would do, and our
Minister of Defence reviewed the mandate of the British Army,
which changed with the changing of our situation and conditions.
Participant: Why the British Army?
Laurie Nathan: Who to invite was the subject of negotiations
between the ANC and the government. Neither side wanted the
Americans, because they seemed to be the imperialist power, and
we did not want a European country where English was not the
first language, since English was going to be our first language. The
United Kingdom had a strong presence in the region, Southern
Africa, so it seemed like a choice that both sides would be willing to
deal with. And I would say as a mediator, in Turkey as in any other
place, if there is an interest in a third party, the choice should be
made by the parties themselves in negotiation with each other, be it
a domestic or external mediator. It cannot be one side that decides
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to have a third party. It needs to be both sides, they have to agree
and then they have to decide who would be the most appropriate,
whether a neighbouring country, the United Nations, or a regional
body.
Participant: Or could it be a personality?
Laurie Nathan: Well, yes, but then the danger is that it comes out
as a symbolic mediation. If you call the United Nations, they come
in with the whole United Nations machinery. You get experts that
have done it a hundred times; they have got the manual, they are
professionals and they know what they are doing. So this is a big
advantage. My choice would be the United Nations, for my country
and for other countries, though it was not possible here because the
United Nations had taken a strong stand against apartheid and had
declared it a crime against humanity. So from the perspective of the
apartheid regime the UN was not a palatable option.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you Professor Nathan for meeting us tonight,
and for giving this very interesting presentation.
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Thursday 2nd May – Session 2: Meeting with Dave Stewart,
Victoria and Alfred Hotel Boardroom, Cape Town
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
Views from the National Party and Apartheid Government side
on the Peace Process
With: David Stewart,7 Executive Director of the FW de Klerk
Foundation
Venue: The Forum, Victoria and Alfred Hotel Boardroom,
Cape Town
Moderated by DPI Director Kerim Yildiz

Hatem Ete, Kerim Yildiz, Nazmi Gür and Ertuğrul Kürkçü with David Steward,
former Executive Deputy President to President FW de Klerk
7 Mr Steward served as Head of the South African Communication Service from
1985 until 1992. During this period he was responsible for repositioning the SACS as
provider of central communication services to the Government. In August 1992 he was
appointed as Chief Government Spokesman within the Office of the President. Since
his retirement in 1996, Mr Steward has continued to work closely with former President FW de Klerk and been his principle speechwriter. Previous posts and achievements
include: Head of the South African Communication Service (1985-1992);
Director-General (Chief of Staff ) and Secretary to the Cabinet (1992-1994); Executive
Deputy President (1994-1996).
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Kerim Yildiz: I am very honoured to have here Mr David Steward
with us here today. Unfortunately, due to our postponement, former
President FW de Klerk will not be able to join us today but he has
kindly sent a personal message to you, which is on the document in
front of you.8 I will not spend too many words on the introduction
of Dave, I will just say that he was Chief of Staff of FW de Klerk
during his office and he is our South African Jonathan Powell.
Dave Steward: Thank you, and welcome to Cape Town. It is
raining today, but in Cape Town you do not have to wait a few
hours for the weather to change. We have the same situation in
politics, you never know when the weather will change. In 1985
no one would have believed that the Soviet empire would collapse.
Similarly, in 1985 in this country no one would have believed that
there would be a transition. I was FW de Klerk’s Chief of Staff
when he was President. Before that, I was a diplomat and in the
early 80s I was South Africa’s ambassador to the UN. I was very
young, and I was stupid enough to take the job, because we were
the most despised country in the whole world. To my surprise,
then, I was appointed as the head of our internal communication
agency. Finally, Mr de Klerk invited me to become his Chief of
Staff and we worked together towards the adoption of our interim
Constitution and then on the organisation of our first democratic
elections. You all received a copy of Mr de Klerk’s personal message
and a statement, the core of which is really that one of the dominant
realities of the new millennium would be the accommodation of
multiculturalism. The day of homogeneous, single-language states
is gone and one of the greatest challenges will be for countries to
see how people with different cultures and languages would be
able to live together within the same society. When we introduced
8 See annex for Mr de Klerk’s statement.
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our new society in 1994, FW de Klerk became one of two deputy
presidents and I stayed with him as Chief of Staff until he left
the office in 1996. After he left politics I left our public service.
The first thing we did in 1998 was to write his autobiography
and then we established the FW de Klerk foundation, which is
dedicated mainly to defending the Constitution. It is a very good
Constitution, which creates limitations to what the government
can do and creates rights for everyone. You will be interested in the
mechanics that led to the change, and they were rather complex. At
the end of the 1970s, the leaders of the National Party realised that
its position was untenable. They realised that the previous policies
were unscrambling the South African omelette and that there had
to be reform. And so they did, they set off a series of reforms.
Nothing is so dangerous as a person that wants reform.
Once you open the gates of change, it is difficult to close them;
revolutions do not take place in situations of repression, but in
situations of reform. We found ourselves riding a tiger and we had
three main concerns: first, the Afrikaners did not regard themselves
as a minority, but as a Nation. They had a language, they had been
in the country for almost 200 years, and their main interest was
self-determination. After the British arrived, the Afrikaners left
and went into the interior where they established two republics;
twice, they had to defend their independence against the British.
The second Anglo-Boer war was the biggest war Britain fought
between the Napoleonic War and World War I. On top of this,
the British established concentration camps, and we emerged into
the 20th century with a great deal of bitterness; the Afrikaners were
thus intent on establishing their right to rule themselves. The real
question then was how do you get off the tiger and maintain the
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right to self-determination? In the rest of Africa it was clear that the
independence process had not led to universal democracies. There
had been about 20 coups d'état in Africa, so white South Africans
were worried this would happen here too, if they dismantled the
tiger. The South African Communist Party believed in a two-phase
resolution: the first one was the national liberation process under
the vanguard of the national liberation movement; then the party
would become the vanguard and establish the State. Most of the
members of the ANC were also members of the Communist Party.
The USSR had a policy of expansion in Africa and for us the idea to
get off the tiger and open the way to the Soviets was a real concern.
The reforms had raised expectations; there was a revolutionary
climate; we were more and more isolated internationally. There were
a number of factors that made it possible for us to do what we did:
first of all, by 1987-1988 all of the parties involved had reached the
conclusion that there could not be an armed solution; they could
neither have a revolution nor could we have the government stay in
power by force. All parties agreed that there had to be negotiations.
Secondly, in 1988 we implemented the UN plan for Namibian
independence, which involved negotiation with our enemies and
was successful in helping Namibia move towards independence.
For South Africa this was a very important training exercise, which
showed that results could actually be achieved. Thirdly, during
the 80s there had been significant socio-economic changes in
the country, and in effect most of history is driven by changing
economic relationships leading to changing social relationships
leading to changing Constitutional relationships. In South Africa
there were dramatic economic changes between the 70s and the
80s. Because of the rapid economic growth, the situation changed
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pretty rapidly up until 1994. These changing forces led to changing
relationships. More and more black South Africans came into the
economy at higher and higher levels. There were huge changes in
education, and separation would not exist between people with
the same degree of education, and while in 1980 the number of
black people finishing school was less than 30,000, by 1994 they
were 410,000. These were changing relationships that put huge
pressure on the existing structure. When the National Party came
into power, it was a party of blue collar workers and farmers, with
limited perspective. By the 1980s, a big portion of the Afrikaner
population had moved into the middle class, and they were
increasingly uncomfortable with the idea of apartheid, so there was
pressure for change from both communities. The last factor was
the collapse of the Soviet Union, symbolised by the fall of the Berlin
wall in November. Circumstances wanted that de Klerk became
the leader of the National Party in 1989, after the resignation of
P.W. Botha. Personalities pay a very important role, too, in the
unfolding of history; Botha would have never been able to lead the
process and dismantle the tiger. de Klerk’s great contribution was
that he realised that the moment for change had arrived, and that
it would never again be this favourable for negotiations as it was
at the beginning of the 90s, and that the longer the National Party
waited for negotiations, the more the balance of forces would shift
against it.
One of the key factors in negotiations is being able to seize the
moment, the timing must be right. He did realise that if you wish
to make a major breakthrough in the direction of transformation
rather than reform, you must not do it piecemeal, or it will look
like you are making concessions under pressure. So he looked at the
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requirements that would be needed to start the settlement and put
everything on the table at once, taking everybody by surprise. In
the subsequent very tumultuous period of negotiations, the ANC
had to negotiate in a radically different framework from that of
the early 1980s: the URSS was no longer there, the South African
Communist Party was in disarray, the only show in town was the
Washington consensus and it was a climate like this that led the
party to make concessions that were essential in order to reach an
agreement. There is no way that this could have been done without
suffering and pain; all parties have to make painful concessions.
And there is no way that you could have successful negotiations
unless all the parties that can affect the outcome are present at the
negotiations. There is no way that you can do it without taking
risks. You have to take decisions that are very dangerous: to make
an example, in 1992 it looked like de Klerk was losing support,
so he called a referendum to check if people still supported his
policies, and he won by 70 per cent.
When you enter a process which is frightening, you realise that the
only way you can get to the sea is through rough rapids, and that
once you open the process of historic change, you are no longer in
control of the process. We managed to go through that process; we
went through the rapids of change and we emerged in 1994. Since
then, we have made a lot of progress. We have had economic growth
every year, except in 2009; we have built 3 million houses for the
poorest people in the country; we have developed our industry and
are now one of the major exporters. Tourism is growing; South
Africa is well positioned in the world economy. We still have huge
problems like education, poverty, and inequality, but unlike in
1995, when it seemed impossible, these are problems that now can
be resolved.
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Kerim Yildiz: Thank you very much Mr Steward for this very
interesting presentation.

Kerim Yildiz and Dave Steward during the roundtable meeting

Kerim Yildiz opens the floor for questions.
Participant: Could you talk a little bit more about your time in
communications? Were you in communications at the time of
change, or was it prior to that?
Dave Steward: In 1986 I was asked by the government to establish
an internal communication agency, which is a very dangerous
thing. We had a Minister of information, and as soon as you
stop communicating on behalf of your colleagues, if you are a
Minister, you are dead. I went around the world and looked at
different models, and the one I thought was most effective was
the British model of Central Office of Information, where you
have an organisation that provides communication, advice and
assistance, and that is what we did, and it worked quite well. The
challenge was to bring a modern information culture into an
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environment that was essentially anti-media. P.W. Botha regarded
the media as the main enemy, and you cannot communicate in that
environment. We wanted to create professional communication
capability that would bring South Africa in the 20th century in
terms of communication sophistication, and I think we did that.
This was evident, for example, in the critical moment of the release
of Nelson Mandela. On February 2, 1990 we had more media
attention in South Africa that we had ever had in history; we had
a number of American networks broadcasting the evening news
from Cape Town. All of the media personalities were here, but not
to listen to de Klerk; they were here because they were expecting
the imminent release of Mandela. The secret of success, then, was
first of all not to create excessive expectations before the event,
but then to exceed the expectations. So we did not have to release
Mandela immediately, or the media would have gone away and
no one would have been interested in our message. So we waited a
week, during which there was nothing they could report on except
our side of the story. It worked very effectively.
Participant: As the non-white population was in a minority, it
ran the risk of losing the power during the process. How did the
elites manage to convince the population about this, and what are
the main factors that led to this resolution? Secondly, were there
measures implemented to force people out of power? And how
many white people supported this process?
Dave Steward: Well, there were a few factors. The first one
was the lack of any alternative: most white South Africans were
sophisticated people who realised apartheid was morally unjust.
There had to be a solution, and there was no way this could be easy.
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Participant: But why then? Why not before?
Dave Steward: Because the balance of power before that moment
was so in favour of the whites that they did not have to consider
this. Going back to the factors that convinced them, the whites
believed that if we could negotiate a strong enough Constitution,
it would guarantee the rights of everyone. They also realised, as
did the government, that there was a symbiotic relation between
the various communities. The ANC would not have been able
to govern without the support of minorities. In fact it is virtually
impossible for a modern state to rule a multicultural society
without substantial support from the minorities, it cannot be done
anymore. It could be done 100 years ago, but it is increasingly
difficult to do that now. Another factor was that the whites retained
a considerable economic power. All of this, then, was taking place
within an international framework, where if government stepped
out of line the market would punish them severely. Because of all
of these factors the prospects looked reasonably good. There was
another factor too, the role of Nelson Mandela, who went out of
his way to reassure minorities by his actions and symbolism and
managed to win the confidence of many white South Africans. It
is quite true that there was a group among the whites that was
strongly opposed to any change, but they were never more than
30 per cent and they were generally the old, white working class
groups, small farmers, less sophisticated people and they are still
strongly opposed to everything that has happened; we get a lot
of hate mail from them. But at the end of the day, one of the
great ironies is that it is the white community that has benefited
the most economically from the new South Africa, mostly because
of the incorrect decisions taken by the ANC government. The
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government decided to replace white civil servants with black civil
servants, but the white civil servants got relatively good packages;
they did not go into retirement but started businesses instead; they
made much more money than they would have ever made had
they stayed in the public service. Also, the manner in which the
ANC government managed education was so catastrophic that the
pool of skills remained more or less in the hands of the minorities,
which meant that whatever else the government wanted to do,
it could not do it without skilled people. So now, 19 years after
our transition, if you ask most South Africans they will say it has
worked well. It has worked well for both whites, and, the black
elites and middle class, which is now much bigger than the white
middle class, though it has not worked at all for the bottom 40 per
cent of the population, which is a major problem.
Participant: I can understand the examination of the elites, but
what was the behaviour of the masses, did they stand against it or
did they support the process?
Dave Steward: I think it was revealed in the referendum of 1992,
when 65.9 per cent of whites, despite the violence that was taking
place in the country at the time, voted to support de Klerk because
they realised there was no alternative, they did not want to go back
to the past, they wanted a Constitutional deal with our fellow
South Africans.
Participant: How could the Afrikaners justify their political
position except to defend their privileges? Did they talk about
their nation, being the founders of South Africa independence,
what were their arguments?
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Participant: As has been mentioned that the collapse of the Soviet
Union had an effect on the start of the process. Compared to
other factors, how important would you consider this to be in the
overall success of the negotiations? Also, how important was the
role played by leaders? I also would like to ask you how important
was the role of women in the process? Did you have any initiatives
organised by women?
Dave Steward: Firstly, the role of leaders was critically important.
The fact is that if we did not have the right leaders in place, it would
have been very difficult for us to move ahead. But we were very
fortunate, because we had, at the right time, leaders with a vision
and leaders who were able to communicate effectively. Secondly, as
far as the percentages are concerned, the collapse of the USSR was
critically important but it was perhaps more important with regards
to the timing, rather than to the final result. Without the collapse
of the Soviet Union, the process might have taken much longer.
Also, if the Namibian peace process had not worked, it would have
made it much more difficult for us to do in South Africa what we
did in 1990, so history was moving towards an agreement, which
was greatly facilitated by these historical events and by the role of
specific individuals. Concerning your third question, there were
some significant women players. Perhaps one of the most significant
was Helen Suzman, a lone liberal Member of Parliament who
for many years, in a white dominated Parliament, stood up and
articulated the need for change, and represented the concerns and
interests of those who were not represented in Parliament. Within
the ANC there were some formidable women, including Winnie
Mandela, but overall it was primarily a male driven issue. The ANC
today gives us a great deal of lip service to gender equality, and we
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now have a higher percentage of women in the government and the
Parliament than most countries, but this is not reflected in the way
women are treated in the country. So we have the theory of gender
equality, but we are still lacking the practice.
Participant: What was the effect of the solution on the issue of
ownership? Did it ensure shared ownership of the country?
Dave Steward: Land ownership remains a very sensitive issue in
South Africa, but our Constitution made provisions for this. In one
of the articles of the Constitution that was most closely negotiated
it is said that nobody may be deprived of property by arbitrary
action, but the state may expropriate property for land reform,
but any expropriated property must result in a compensation
determined by a court, according to various categories, in attempt
to be an equitable process. In practice white South Africans
continue to own by far the largest part of agricultural land, and
there is a huge pressure for change, but the organisation of white
farmers is very happy to work with the government on land reform.
The problem is that the average age of white farmers is over 60
and the number of farms that exists in the country has diminished
because of economic recession. Small farms are no longer viable.
Many farmers are quite happy to give up farming, but we need to
find a way to let them quit, while continuing to produce food. We
believe that it is possible, since every year 5 per cent of agricultural
land comes on to the market anyway. We basically need to set up
a balanced process that will bring black South Africans on to the
farming market, but with the adequate support, as farming requires
a lot of capital and expertise. So far the reform has failed; the land
transferred to black South Africans has not produced.
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Participant: Yesterday we heard two assessments on former
President FW de Klerk: one is that he did not represent a position
of reconciliation, but rather a position of coexistence, which is not
the same; the other is that he made an apology, but for an apology
to be as such it has to be genuine and should come from the heart,
while his one was not a heartfelt apology. What is your response to
these two assessments?
Dave Steward: Well, words are easy, everybody can apologise.
But the best apology is to remove the injustice, and that is what
de Klerk did. The apology was repeated and sincere. He said that
on behalf of himself and of his government he apologised to the
population that had been deprived. It is difficult to see what more
he could have said to convey this genuine feeling, but the real test
at the end of the day is not constituted by words but by actions.
Participant: How important were the embargo and the Free
Mandela campaign?
Dave Steward: The response to sanctions was actually to strengthen
the support for the government. There were also unintended
consequences: since there was the threat to enforce an oil embargo,
we bought a great amount of very cheap oil and kept it in the
mines; when the prices went up we then sold it with great profits.
Sanctions cost us 1.5 per cent points in economic growth, and this
is what led us to develop the fifth or sixth largest arm industry in
the world. In our experience, the main factor that helps changing
a society is not isolation, but exposure of leadership elites to
international influence. I think that the fact that we started to show
The Cosby Show on our televisions probably did more to change
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racial attitudes among the whites.
Participant: In what ratio did the ANC use armed force, and
how did the South African government approach this? I also have
another question: after 20 years, are you still attracting any rage
from the side of the black population or is this rage completely
extinguished?
Dave Steward: The ANC has never even posed a minor threat,
and they even recognise it. What caused problems was the internal
unrest, which was often spontaneous and happened without the
knowledge of the ANC leadership. At the beginning of the 80s
we realised that there could be no military solution. As far as rage
and anger are concerned, as strange as it might seem, relationships
have never been bitter, they have been fair enough. There is not
a great deal of rage, a lot of black South Africans now want to
promote equality by redistributing wealth, but I do not think there
is bitterness. It could potentially become a major problem, but not
for now.
Participant: Given the proximity between South Africa and
Zimbabwe, why did things unfold as they did here in South Africa
while in Zimbabwe they did not, with Robert Mugabe becoming
a dictator instead?
Dave Steward: Well, I believe that happened mainly for two
reasons: one is that Mugabe did not settle at the right time. Had
he done it in the 60s at the tiger talks, he would have been able
to negotiate a much better Constitution. The other one is that
Zimbabwe is a much less developed country than South Africa,
and thus many of the factors that hold us together economically
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did not necessarily function in Zimbabwe.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you very much for finding the time to have
this discussion with us.

Thursday 2nd May – Tour of the Parliament of the Republic of
South Africa, Cape Town
The delegation received a private tour of the South African
Parliament.

The delegation in front of the National Council of Provinces, Cape Town

The South African Parliament sits in Cape Town. It is composed
of two chambers: the 400-member National Assembly is the lower
house and seats are allocated using a proportional representation
system with closed lists, whilst the 90-member National Council
of Provinces forms the upper house and is composed of delegations
from the provincial governments. The Parliament buildings,
completed in 1885, also house the Library of Parliament with its
central dome and Corinthian porticos and pavilions. The City
of Cape Town, though not the national capital city, is the seat of
Parliament making it the legislative capital of South Africa.
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Members of the delegation visiting the South African Parliament

Thursday 2nd May – Session 3: Meeting with Nomaindia Mfeketo
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
The role and function of the South African Parliament
With
Nomaindia Mfeketo,
Parliament

9

Deputy Speaker of the South African

Venue: South African Parliament, Cape Town
Moderated by Kerim Yildiz

9 Nomaindia Mfeketo is the current Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly of
South Africa. She was the mayor of Cape Town in South Africa from 1998 to2000 and
again from 2002 to 2006. Prior to entering politics Mfeketo worked for a number
of non-governmental organisations. In 1993, she became involved in negotiations to
combine state and non-state activities in preparation for South Africa’s transition to a
multiracial democracy. Following Mfeketo's work with the Development Action Group
she was elected Chairperson of the first democratically elected City Council in Cape
Town for the 1996 to 1998 pre–interim phase. She became the fourth woman and the
first black woman to be mayor of the city.
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Kerim Yildiz and Cengiz Çandar with Nomaindia Mfeketo

Mohammed Bhabha: Ms Deputy Speaker, I must tell you there is
a huge excitement about meeting you today, and we want to thank
you for seeing us and for finding time for us despite your very busy
schedule.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you, Deputy Speaker; thank you for receiving
us. We are quite excited about being here. We would like to share
your experience of conflict resolution here in South Africa. The
reason we are here is that we would also like to learn which mistakes
were made during the South African process, in order to avoid
making the same mistakes in our situation. Turkey has now been
dealing with now 40 years of conflict. The government has initiated
a process, and during the course of this process the Democratic
Progress Institute brought together all members of the parties in
Parliament, including the ruling party and the main opposition
parties. We also have with us here distinguished representatives of
the media and of academia. Turkey has recently established a wise
person’s commission, and we are honoured to have some members
of this commission with us here today. Lastly, I want to thank you
so much again for meeting us today.
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Nomaindia Mfeketo: Thank you very much, and welcome. I am
very happy you chose South Africa as your destination, to learn
about what we have been through. From my side I am accompanied
today by the head of International Relations and other colleagues,
and I must explain that it would have been nice to have other
members of Parliament, but unfortunately this is the week when
members are not sitting and many decided to go back to their
provinces. in addition to my role of Deputy Speaker, I have agreed
to see you also as an activist and member of the ANC. I hope we
will have an open and frank discussion today. I am happy, that
you want to learn both the good and the bad in order not to make
the same mistakes that we made, and I think that is a very good
approach.
I think that as South Africans, from the beginning we needed to
have the will to resolve the conflict. Though you cannot solve a
problem just as one country, as we are a global community, you
need to find the right solution for your own case. As I am sitting
here, 19 years after the establishment of a democratic government,
I am still convinced that there was no other way to resolve the
conflict. It might be different in other countries, but here we would
not be where we are today if we had not resolved it in the way we
did. It is certainly taking a long time, we still have lots of poverty,
but that is the road we chose to take. I think maybe it would be
better if I took your questions directly, so that it will not be just me
talking, and we can address the issues that you are really interested
in.
Participant: Your Excellency, I would like to tell you that I am
really happy to be here. What I would like to ask you is: what were
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the main obstacles you had to deal with in Parliament regarding
the issue of reconciliation?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: To answer this question properly perhaps I
have to start from before we became Parliamentarians. You know
the history of South Africa, the ANC had already been established
in 1912, and at some stage it was banned and exiled. There was
a very hostile environment. Some of us did not even dream that
there would ever be a possibility to one day sit across the table
from those who we previously saw as enemies. Leaders had to talk
to the people of South Africa and convince them about what was
good for the country, and they needed to have the political will
to do it. It was very difficult for the leadership of the ANC, some
of whom had fled the country in the 1950s, and were sitting in
exile being angry. They thought freedom meant that we needed
to change our situation immediately; that we had to go and take
houses, just as they had done to us. We wanted some of the wealth
of the people that were in government at the time, a wealth that
was stolen from people, who were not even compensated. Though,
I think that the firm voice stating the political will to do the right
thing prevailed. It was only after 1994 that everybody in this
country could vote. It was only then that we started to consider
the process of reconciliation as one that should be framed within
the context of Parliament, as an institutional process. People were
still very angry. We could vote, we had a democratic country, and
we were about to change many laws that discriminated people;
but we needed to create a platform for the country to go through
a process of collective healing, by revisiting some of those very
challenging experiences. Mandela chose wise people to be part of
the TRC, from both sides. We were able to talk to the people we
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identified as having committed those atrocities, and they were able
to apologise. The process took a long time, and many people from
the old government and from different departments (particularly
the army) came to testify and apologise. I think it was a very good
experience for all of us, because we were able to have some - I am
specifying some - closure. Families did not know where their loved
ones were buried, or even whether they were dead or alive. The
requisite for forgiveness was that all the truth had to come out.
If the commission felt that the amnesty seekers were lying, they
would not be released; the same would happen if they were known
not to be acting on their own and yet did not want to reveal their
accomplices’ names. Once they discovered the truth, the problem
was to assist the victims, which is the part that is still incomplete,
and we are still dealing with it. Did we force full reconciliation
after that? Yes and no. While talking about anger you need to be
consistently aware that the path towards reconciliation does not
take a day or a single commission. It needs each and everyone to
know that we need to move towards a better country. Many people
who were responsible for atrocities were not forgiven, even though
they went to the TRC and admitted everything.

The delegation before a roundtable meeting with Deputy Speaker of the South
African Parliament Nomaindia Mfeketo
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Participant: Is anyone in the Parliament now trying to revoke
some of those laws that were passed at the time? After 19 years, is
anyone trying to retain anything?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: Surely there were laws made by the apartheid
Parliament. You will realise that most of those were laws that were
oppressive to those who were not regarded as South Africans, and
naturally the most obvious ones were the racial ones. But there
are laws, like the Black Local Authorities Act of 1982, that were
specifically designed for black people. Even after 19 years, we still
realise that even acts that we have already amended still speak more
to the old power structure, so we keep amending them. It has taken
a long time up to now, and we are still amending or devising new
laws to replace the old ones. So yes, we are changing, though not
as fast as would be required by ordinary people on the ground,
especially by those that are feeling the pinch of poverty. I hope I
have answered your question.
Participant: I have a psychological question; how do you feel about
de Klerk being Deputy President of Mandela after he was part of
the old regime?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: How do I feel about him or what he did?
Well, consider that he was the one who at least was able to read
the writing on the wall, and do the right thing, by stopping the
bloodshed that was going on. A simple request from the majority
in this country was the release of Mandela, the unbanning of our
organisation and the beginning of talks at the negotiating table. It
was not a change of heart from his side, but he did it all. And I must
say that this was also done to a larger extent because of the global
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pressure put on South Africa. They could no longer take part in
international sport events and the majority of them would not feel
proud abroad in most of the countries; they were not welcomed
comfortably anywhere. And yet, he was able to do the right thing.
Participant: Did you meet resistance from the institutions of the
old regime, such as the Police, the Army, or the bureaucracy?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: No, not really. One of the things that we
have done in Parliament is that whenever you introduce new
laws, there needs to be public participation; you have hearings,
you go back and forth modifying them, and it takes a long time
to pass the law. Here in South Africa we did not have resistance
from the bureaucracy in particular. It might have come under the
disguise of ordinary community members, or maybe of NGOs,
but I do not remember an incident when there was a very sharp
dissatisfaction within those parts of the Department of Defence.
Naturally there would be lots of debates, and from time to time the
NGOs in the community were able to mobilise very strongly, but
we have always taken it in a positive spirit, because we believe you
can only be confident that you have a good law in place if there
has been that vibrant, robust debate, which at times forces you
to make changes on issues that you really had not seen when you
were drafting the law in the first place. At the end of that process,
the appeal is significantly improved because of the debate within
the community between legislators, opposition, and NGOs. In
Parliament the fact that the governing party is both in legislative
and executive arms does not mean that we can afford to exclude
people from participating in the process. To give a good example,
if there is an appeal that we believe would affect women negatively
we would stand against it even if it comes from the ANC.
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Participant: But I asked you about the old regime.
Nomaindia Mfeketo: I would say yes, at times, because they are
part of the opposition, but I would not necessarily call them the
old regime, because as time goes people have mixed.
Participant: My question is about you being a woman: was there
a similar Free Mandela platform organised by women, and how
effective was it? Did they work together with white women?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: Yes, as far back as the 1950s women were
mobilised in different places, there was an African Women Congress,
an Indian Women Congress and a Coloured Women Congress,
and they formed themselves into a federation. They marched
on August 9, 1956. We were young back then, and even though
that organisation was never banned like the others, many of the
members went into exile anyway, because they were harassed by the
police. In the 1970s we started women organisations in different
provinces. We did not want to see them as political, even though the
background was. For us it was a platform for starting what we have
today. And I still remember the motivation for that. We wanted
black and white women to work together and to cooperate; we had
incidents in South Africa where a black woman would work for a
white family for years and raise this young man who at the age of 18
would have to go to the Army. He was then sent to the townships
to kill everybody, including this woman whom he regarded as his
second mother, and the kids he used to play with. And of course in
that instant he would do it reluctantly. Our organisation was saying
that it was important to come together both as white and black
women, to begin to create the South Africa that we wanted. We
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created this organisation called the United Women Organisation,
which became part of the United Democratic Front, and it was the
forerunner of the women’s organisations that we have today. When
the negotiations started, we said that we wanted to be represented,
since as women we had fought shoulder to shoulder with our men.
In most countries you would have women struggle in the fight and
then be pushed back to the kitchen once the struggle is over. We
did not want that; we needed to have representation of women.
If you read our country's Constitution we can still point out the
clauses that were included to ensure women's rights. Those issues
were put sharply into negotiation.
Participant: When did they allow women into the ANC?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: In about 1953. Even then as women we did
not relax. As a result, the ANC is now the only party that ensures 50
per cent of gender quotas, whether it is in Parliament, or in Local
Authorities. It works. It is a policy. If you submit a list that does not
respect the quotas, we change it ourselves to get the balance.
Participant: If the previous Constitution had not been changed,
would it have been possible to bring together all of the political
parties and accomplish these changes? Would the old Parliament
have been able to perform them?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: No, that is why we had to start with the
Constitution of the country. You had to start with changing that
Constitution. The old Constitution did not even allow me to sit
in this chair. Changing it enabled us to create an environment in
which we could change laws.
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Participant: The ANC was the party of the oppressed race, but
it was also the party of the oppressed class. What did the ANC
propose to change the crude reality and the balance between ‘first’
and ‘second class’ citizens?
Nomaindia Mfeketo: This is a very important question. We took a
particular route to reconciliation as a country, but it does not mean
at all that that route was 100 per cent smooth. Now even though
the majority of the membership of the ANC are those people who
were marginalised and poor, the ANC was a liberation movement
of all classes, and if you go back to the beginning of the institution
of the ANC, the people who came forward with the idea of coming
together were most of all religious ministers and academics of that
time. It sort of accommodated everybody. It is a process, and
you are right, it seems to be taking even longer than we thought
to change the situation. And in the end, did we really deal with
poverty? People are still living in dreadful conditions. Though what
you need to look at very carefully is the negotiations’ focus around
the first phase of freedom - political freedom. There is nothing
you can do if that environment is not in place, if you do not have
a Constitution that accommodates everybody and a government
for all the citizens of one country. And we are equal before the law.
That change is not an easy one, and up to now you still have people
that behave as if we were still in 1993. This was the first phase.
Now to have the situation of economic freedom which would
deliver what you are talking about, we have to make sure that it is
not the 10 per cent of the population of South Africa that controls
more than the 80 per cent of the economy. This is a reality we are
facing. Yes I agree, as a government we could make laws that would
take from the rich to give to the poor, but what is that going to do
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to the country? When you are working on reconciliation, you want
everybody to agree that it is important not to have the majority
of people subjected to poverty when the tiny minority is the one
that controls all the wealth. What would you do in your country,
would you make laws that say that you can only earn a certain
amount of wealth? It is something to discuss. If you think about
the extremely rich land that was stolen from the black population
about 100 years ago, it would not be democratic to take back that
land by force, as it is not the present generation that took the land.
They are instead people you are trying to embrace. In the shortest
possible time, we need to deal with poverty. We need to deal with
unemployment. We need to deal with the gap that seems to be
growing in a democratic country, between the rich and the poor.
Kerim Yildiz: Deputy Speaker, many thanks for your time and for
sharing your experience with us. It was amazing to be able to talk
to somebody who has such direct experience here today.
Nomaindia Mfeketo: I think they were very important questions,
those that came around this table today. I really appreciate that
you included South Africa in the countries you want to visit and
learn from. We chose a route that we thought would bring us much
more quickly to the goal of having a democratic country; it did not
provide us with all the solutions to our problems, but one thing
that I can say is that now we do have an enabling environment to
do whatever we want as South Africans. Every now and then there
will still be resistance, but if the political will is there, even those
that are resisting will see that there is no option except to do the
right thing, in a democratic country. Thank you very much.
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Thursday 2nd May – Lunch at Kombuis Restaurant, in Bo-Kaap
Cape Town
Venue: Kombuis Restaurant, Bo-Kaap, Cape Town

Members of the delegation enjoying lunch at Kombuis Restaurant, Bo-Kaap

Bo-Kaap is an area of Cape Town situated on the slopes of Signal Hill,
west of the City Bowl. Formerly known as the Malay Quarter, the
area was populated by a mixture of political exiles, convicts, skilled
craftsmen, artisans, scholars and religious leaders from different
parts of Southeast Asia, and collectively referred to as ‘Cape Malay’.
After the demise of racial segregation under apartheid, and as a
result of Cape Town's recent economic development, property in
the Bo-Kaap has become very sought after, causing gentrification.
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Thursday 2nd May – Session 4: Roundtable meeting with Dr
Shuaib Manjra and Judge Siraj Desai10
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
The protection of religious minorities and of religious and
cultural freedoms
With:
Shuaib Manjra, Muslim Community Leader
Faizal Dawjee, Head of Communications at the Office of Former
President Thabo Mbeki
Judge Siraj Desai, High Court Judge
Venue: The Forum, Victoria and Albert Hotel Boardroom, Cape
Town
Moderated by Kerim Yildiz

Dr. Shuaib Manjra and Judge Faizal Dawjee with Mohammed Bhabha
10 Mufti Siraj Desai served as an Imam at the Islamic institute of education Masjid
Abu Bakr at the Darul Uloom; he is a member of the National Board of Muftis and
SANHA's board of Muftis. The Darul Uloom is the centre of many projects initiated
by Mufti Siraj: arranging Jumas and Taraweeh for the Eastern Cape, running Maktabs,
EC Muslim Prison Board, publications and more. He has authored several books on the
subject of Islam.
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Kerim Yildiz: This afternoon we have three speakers with us; we
will briefly discuss the role of Muslim leaders in South Africa and
will be looking at a number of issues, including the Bill of Rights
of South Africa for the protection of minorities and of religious and
cultural freedoms. We have two distinguished speakers, Dr Shuaib
Manjra, who was very much involved in the role of civil society in
bringing down the apartheid regime, and Faizal Dawjee, whom
some of you may remember, as he used to freelance with Milliyet
newspaper in Turkey; here, he was responsible for the Government’s
communication issues. We also have a third speaker, Judge Siraj
Desai, who is a Constitutional Court Judge. Many thanks to our
distinguished speakers for joining us today.
Shuaib Manjra: Good evening, Salam aleikum, marhaba. My
name is Shuaib Manjra. I have been an activist for many years as
both a Muslim youth activist and a political activist, and I currently
work with many NGOs in the area of development. I will speak
about what our experience has been in terms of the struggle and
in terms of drafting the Constitution. I want to begin by saying
that we have an enormous respect for Turkey as a country: we are
impressed by the level of democracy and its intensification, and by
the largely secular ethos in Turkey; we also have deep respect for
your economy, and for its important role on the international scene,
as well as for Turkey’s role as an arbitrator in many issues within
and outside of the Middle East. There are hundreds of Turkish
volunteers coming to South Africa to help, especially in the field
of education. Of course you have your challenges and of course we
can share some of our experiences in order for us to learn from one
another. Every one of us saw the struggle in South Africa in very
simple terms; it was a struggle for human dignity and common
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citizenship, which cut across race, religion, ethnicity, language
and culture; every one of us looked at the human being beyond
labels. In this struggle Muslims and Christians, Jews and Hindus,
communists, atheists and people from the African traditional faiths
all struggled together. We had marches led by all sorts of religious
leaders. Everyone was part of the struggle; all South Africans had
a stake in a non-racial South Africa. Of course we have a country
that is divided, that has different colours and religions, but the
purpose of the struggle was to transcend these differences. As South
Africa became democratic in 1994, one of the challenges that we
had in drafting the new Constitution was to decide which kind
of Constitution that was going to be, whether entirely secular or
religious in nature. The body of opinion that won was that which
supported a third model, a largely secular Constitution which
recognised the important role played by religion in South Africa.
The critical element in this Constitution was that, although 80 per
cent of the country is Christian, all communities have the same
rights. Secondly, we did not provide for the protection of minority
rights, within neither the Constitution nor the Bill of Rights; we
provided for the protection of the rights of every citizen, every
single individual.
Through this, we forged a sense of non-racialism and non-religious
discrimination. Of course when you have a majority and a minority
there is always the possibility that the majority may in some way
compromise the rights of the minority, and the government
acknowledged this fact. If you look at the mandate of Nelson
Mandela, you will see that he took a number of steps in order to
prevent this. He formed a Government of national unity, which was
formed across racial barriers and was multi-religious: the first Chief
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of Justice in democratic South Africa was a Muslim, and it was the
same for other communities. It was our Government that, reflecting
every part of the population, gave us the comfort that everybody
had a stake. They still created institutions that protected the right
of minorities. One of these is the Commission for the Protection
of the Rights of Religious, Linguistic and Ethnic Minorities. We
have equality courts and public protectors, and if anybody feels
wronged they can turn to them. We also have a Constitutional
Court, and of course a number of other institutions; we have the
independence of the judiciary and of the media, and importantly,
vibrant civil society organisations. Having said that, of course there
are challenges, we do not live in Utopia. One of them is that there
is a hegemony of the ruling party, which has 65 per cent of support,
which sometimes might make minorities feel threatened. Secondly,
there are fewer and fewer people from minorities entering politics.
Thirdly, South Africa is still a fragmented society as we are still
lacking social integration: there is still a great deal of segregation
between religious and racial communities. Finally, what we need
to imbue in our population is the sense of a common citizenship.
We need to emphasise it. While I say that South Africa is trying
to achieve an ideal, it is still a fragmented society and there are
still tensions between groups and especially between classes. We
need to confront these challenges, though I realise that it will take
generations to fully address them. Thank you.
Kerim Yildiz opens the floor for discussion.
Participant: You mentioned the role played by civil society in the
transition to democracy in South Africa. Could you talk a little bit
more about it?
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Shuaib Manjra: Civil society was represented in the process, and
we also had an important role for the involvement of trade unions.
We had a whole host of civic organisations: media, education,
trade unions, and all of them played an important role through
an organisation called the United Democratic Front, which was
a front formed of all the democratic and civil institutions. There
was a period after 1994 when NGOs went into decline because
their leadership was in politics, and only now are we beginning to
reconstitute a form of civil society. They are playing an important
role now to ensure that the Government respects the Constitution.
They are helping people to take the Government to court for issues
such as housing and education, and every time this has happened,
the civil society organisations have won. Every day in South Africa
there are demonstrations against the Government. Although they
are not organised in a coherent body yet, they are coming together
and they are keeping the Government in line.
Participant: Could you reflect on the role of Muslim communities
in the process and look specifically at the role of Muslim expatriates
from India and Malaysia?
Shuaib Manjra: To look at the role of Muslim communities we
have to go back to the pre-1994 period. There were a number
of personalities and organisations back then. You had youth
organisations, which were very independent: the Muslim Youth
Movement, an organisation called Qibla, which was involved
in the armed struggle, and one called The Call of Islam, which
was very much linked to the ANC. All three were very active in
the anti-apartheid struggle. Ethnic backgrounds were mixed
between people of Indian and Malay origin. Since South Africa
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geographically is divided into provinces, the majority of Malays
are based in the Western Cape, while the people from India live
mainly in the north. Then you had other institutional organisations
which represented the ‘Ulama’ bodies such as Majlis al ‘Ulama’ in
Transvaal and Jamiat al ‘Ulama’ in Natal, both of which were mainly
Indian and very conservative in matters of theology. In the Western
Cape you had the Muslim Judicial Council, which was mainly Malay
and very progressive, and played an important role in the struggle. You
got large numbers of Dar al ‘Ulum-s, training colleges for ‘Ulama’
that essentially follow the Indo-Paki form of Islam. There was also
a portion of the Muslim population that did not act within the
framework of Muslim organisations, but instead within democratic
ones, and a large number of them are still in politics. Many of the
members of The Call of Islam were in politics after 1994; Qibla
became involved in media and civil society, while the ‘Ulama’
bodies became sympathetic to the government. There were also a
few ‘Ulama’ who went into the government, both in the opposition
and in the ANC. If we look at the role Muslim communities’ play
now, I have to say that being a minority community they cannot
become overtly critical of the government for reasons of selfpreservation.
Participant: Have there been tensions between Muslim
communities?
Shuaib Manjra: I do not believe there are tensions. If so, they
must be tensions of an ethnic kind, which are a legacy of apartheid,
as Muslims of African descent are still dispossessed. We need to
change this and bring empowerment into these communities.
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Participant: You mentioned that some did not support the process.
What was their rationale?
Shuaib Manjra: The rational was the theological principle that
you respect the rule of the country. There is a Koranic verse - the
4:59 - that says ‘Obey God, His Messenger, and those in authority
among you’. The second rationale was that, as I said, as a minority
group you always respect those in power.
Participant: How big is the community? Are you represented in
Parliament?
Shuaib Manjra: one to two per cent of the population of South
Africa is composed of Muslims; out of a population of 50 million,
about one million people are Muslim. In Parliament we have three
or four Deputy Ministers, and we have Muslim judges of the High
Court, including Judge Siraj. The Muslim community is very well
represented at all levels of civil service, government, parastatal
organisations and civil society. They are probably better represented
than demographics would suggest, and this has to do with the fact
that they came from Malay and Indian communities which were
relatively privileged compared to these of black Africans.
Mohammed Bhabha: If you want a figure, in 1994 when Mandela
was elected while only the two per cent of the population was
Muslim we had 13per cent Muslim representatives in Parliament.
Participant: What happened to those who did not support the
process?
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Shuaib Manjra: The new society and the new government embraced
everybody and held no grudges, so people that were part of the
apartheid government became part of the new one; but if you look
at those organisations, given that as I said, their core principles were
self-preservation and to support those in positions of authority, it
follows that they got to support the new government as well.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you Shuaib. Now let me hand over the floor
to our second speaker, Judge Siraj Desai.

Members of the delegation during a roundtable meeting with to Judge Siraj Desai

Judge Siraj Desai: Good evening, and thank you for inviting me
here today. When South Africa changed, all the judges here in
South Africa used to be white Europeans. I was the first person of
colour to be appointed to the bench, and I have been a judge for
17 years now. So I have seen the evolution of this country from
the perspective of a High Court judge. But that is not my life;
I spent most of my previous life fighting against apartheid. My
experience was slightly different from that of Dr Manjra: I grew
up in the Cape, where there was a big leftist movement, and I
was at the very left of the political spectrum. My conversion to
the ruling party was slow, but in the end I joined it before 1994.
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The position we had adopted was that any compromise would be
a betrayal of the majority of the people of this country, but no
ruling party would cede power voluntarily. Mandela's government
brought about fundamental changes to the country. Our greatest
achievement was a Constitution that grants equal citizenship to
all South Africans. Prior to the maturation of our democratic
progress this country was fragmented. The greatest things of all
are the mechanisms placed in the Constitution for its protection.
All South Africans are not only equal but also equally protected,
thanks to the Constitution. There is one aspect of our Constitution
that is unique to a modern democratic Constitution: it also gives
social and economic rights next to basic legal rights (such as the
rights to housing and running water). But in the period of change,
fundamental liberties have been protected. Not just thanks to the
courts, but also to other institutions. Sometimes we have made
mistakes, but we have a Human Rights commission, which is
representative of the South African people, one that people who
want to complain about human rights abuses can approach. There
is a contentious issue of language in this country as well: there were
two major official languages, English and Afrikaans.
It took a lot of effort at the time of the negotiations to deal with the
difficult situation, as everybody was fighting for his own cultural
and linguistic rights. We came out with the unique resolution that
all languages in this country are official and need protection, so
now we have 11 official languages. Of course in practice in most
instances, such as in courts and universities, we only use one or
two, but there is a massive strive to protect all the official languages.
There are also institutions that protect the various cultures in
South Africa. A problem that we have is that with any decision
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the Government makes, it has to provide with a reason for it. That
has resulted in a number of complications, because the majority of
people are not sufficiently literate and sometimes decisions are set
aside because the reasons that are given are not properly articulated
and people cannot understand them. But we live with the legacy
of what the TRC has given to us. The TRC was an enormous step
forward in resolving the problems in this country, but of course it
had its own problems too. There are numerous cases still pending
in our courts, where people have complained that some of the
perpetrators never had to serve. I am not entirely sure that the TRC
as we did it was entirely consistent with the norms of international
law; I was recently in Nepal and I saw that the courts there set
aside the TRC. But coming from my background, although I was
initially sceptical about it, I must immediately admit that without
that important step we would not be where we are today. There are
also other problems: the Constitution as it was interpreted resulted
in inequity of land in this country. We celebrate this year the 100th
year of an act of Parliament that resulted in the vast majority of
people living on 8 per cent of the land. It achieved its intended
purpose, the result of which was the dispossession of the indigenous
majority in this country.
The Constitutional mechanism that was set up to deal with that
problem was the Land Claims Court, which is over-legal. In 20
years we have only seen that problem to a very small extent. There
is still a big economic gap between the rulers of yesterday and those
of today. On the other hand we have been unusually successful in
developing, popularising, and protecting fundamental liberties. We
also have Equality Courts, where judges have jurisdiction to deal
with all sorts of discrimination. So at that level we succeeded as a
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nation and the Constitutionalism and the protection mechanisms
in the Constitution have been effective, but we have problems with
regards to economic disparity. As I said, I was sceptical, but looking
back I have to say that my scepticism was unfounded. Although
the process was slow, we have managed to democratise all of the
leaders in this country. In one of my other jobs as the Chairman
of the National Muslim Prison Board of South Africa, which is an
extremely difficult function, we have set up processes by which
people can be liberated through democratic means. As Chairman
I take responsibility for that. That is another arena in which we
have managed to rebuild South Africa. You could not publish a
photograph of a prison back in the day; today they are open to
inspections. Much has changed from the past, we let sunlight in.
We are fortunate to see democracy working in this country. I am
familiar to some extent with your problems in Turkey; I am not
going to deal with them but I can just say that in our country we
set up a road map with our friends in the ANC, and we can say,
humbly, that our leadership succeeded. Can you imagine appearing
in a courtroom where there are three judges, and they are all white
and you are black? A lady could not wear a scarf in our courts; men
could not wear the Fes. Our courts are so different now. I was the
first Muslim judge in the Cape.
Shuaib Manjra: That is striking, if you consider that the first
Muslims in South Africa came in 1658.
Kerim Yildiz opens the floor for discussion.
Participant: Thank you very much, your Honour. I have a
question concerning the number of national languages: how do
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you manage all of them in the court? In which languages do people
defend themselves?
Siraj Desai: That is a very important issue in this country. The
charges are delivered in the accused’s own language, and that has
never been a problem. The real problem is which language the judge
should speak. I speak English and Afrikaans and if the attorney
speaks one of the two I speak his, but the problem is that many
judges appointed outside of Cape Town do not speak Afrikaans.
Records are in a language they do not understand, and it costs an
enormous amount of money to translate each record into English.
A few years ago we decided that the language of records should be
English because it is the language universally used in this country,
and three judges were appointed to look into this. Sometimes we
use interpreters to understand the accused, but the problem is that
there are different nuances in languages and interpreters are not
always satisfactory in this, though it is the only solution here. Thank
you very much for raising that problem; it is a very important issue
and it has been discussed for ten years now.
Participant: In the previous presentation it was said that the
Constitution protects the basic rights of all South African citizens,
and that it also secures the right of religious communities to impose
their own rules. What happens if there is a conflict between the
two?
Siraj Desai: This is also a very difficult issue in this country, and
the problem comes from the religious communities themselves,
which cannot agree on their own regulations. For example, the
Muslim communities among themselves could not agree on how
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to deal with divorce on a Muslim basis, and they still cannot agree
on how to resolve Muslim marriages. That happens with a variety
of cultural rights. Of course when cultural decisions are susceptible
to change, they develop over years.
Shuaib Manjra: There are two communities which are particular:
one is that of African traditional religions, which had African
customary law. The courts made some effort to recognise some
of the precepts of African customary law, but the problem with
recognising it is that the application of that law might conflict at
times with the Constitution. The Muslim community for many
years got together to work on a bill together with the Parliament.
They wanted to develop Muslim personal law regulations, but the
community itself could not agree on the provisions: disagreements
emerged, especially around issues of marriage and divorce, and
around that of polygamy. The government still cannot rule on
these issues, as agreement has yet not been reached. Some of us
believe that personal liberties are better protected under the
Constitution than under Muslim personal law, and therefore we
argue that there is no need for it. If women want to access justice
in some cases and do not have the resources to do so, they have to
resort to the Constitutional Court. There is another body that says
that, issues of Muslim personal law (and the same goes for other
groups), should be dealt with by the communities and not by the
Government. I believe we should have one law for everybody, some
people have even begun to speak about sharia courts, and that has
become hugely problematic.
Participant: What about property law? Are there any problems?
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Siraj Desai: That is a huge problem as well, not so much
concerning property law, but rather the law of inheritance. If you
die without having made a will, then properties are distributed to
the descendants according to our law. The problem arises when
you make a will and say that your properties should be devolved
according to Islamic law: we have had situations in which people
would leave their houses, to be divided according to Islamic law.
Imagine if you leave a small house where your wife and children
still live, by Islamic law your wife would not get a share of it. So
we dealt with these situations according to our own vision of
Islamic law, we told people to come to us to compile their will, and
explained to them that if they wanted their wives to be protected
they had to make provisions for that. In the South African context,
simply applying Islamic law can lead to unfortunate circumstances.
Shuaib Manjra: I agree entirely, ultimately I believe that the aim
of Islamic law should be justice, and if there is no justice then there
must be a problem with the law.
Participant: Do you still have problems of hate speech, and if so,
how do you deal with it? Are there specific laws against it?
Siraj Desai: That is a very important question in the South
African context. That is what they called Equality Courts for;
they have been designed to deal with hate speech. There are two
constituencies that use the hate speech mechanism: one is the old
order, meaning those people who were in favour of apartheid.
There was a famous example, in which a political leader sang a
song which involved the words ‘kill the Boer, kill the farmer’, and
that was held to be hate speech, although I disagree with it, because
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it was a song of the old order, that we sang during the struggle years
and we still sing it rarely, but that was the decision of that court.
The other hate speeches running instinctively are those against the
Jewish community; those regarding the Palestinian cause. There
are a lot of complaints about it from the Jewish community, which
considers them to be examples of hate speech, especially when they
call for change in Palestine. There is a famous case where a radio
stations had a foreign speaker that dealt with that issue, and it has
been vigorously debated in our courts. Coming from our past we
have more freedom of speech and religion than most countries in
the world. The Muslim community is small, but our values and
rights are protected by the Constitution. Freedom of speech is one
of the main components of every truly democratic system; the
problem is the limitations to it.
Participant: when did you begin to issue the harmonisation law?
What is the role of the Constitutional Court? Is it just to make
the law comply with the Constitution or is it also to balance the
executive and the legislative?
Siraj Desai: Thank you for this question. This took much of our
time in the period leading up to 1996, when our Constitution
was finally adopted. What we did was making all laws subordinate
to the Constitution. It did not mean though that our criminal
law fell away as a practice, all laws remained in force unless they
were abrogated by the Parliament or the Constitutional Court
ruled them to be unConstitutional. There were many laws that
discriminated against people and immediately after the new
Parliament was elected it erased all of them. But we retained are
criminal legal system which is partially based on English law and the
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actual content of criminal law is based on the Roman Dutch legal
system. But that did not deal with modern society, so the modern
crimes were promulgated by statute. But the most important thing
was that we as judges could not take any decision based on a law
which was unConstitutional. If we found any Act of Parliament
to be unConstitutional we were not allowed to make a decision
without sending it to the Constitutional court within 12 months.
For instance I have to say the ANC was coward in one respect: they
did not abolish the death penalty because there would have been
a popular outcry against it, so they referred to the Constitutional
Court which, in one of the most extensive judgements, ruled it
to be unConstitutional, being in conflict with the right to life.
Most important is the separation of powers between legislative,
executive and judiciary. We are not allowed to infringe upon
political decisions. For example, the Western Cape government,
which is not an ANC government, passed a law closing down 20
schools, and the matter came before me and two other judges. The
argument was that the closure of the schools was unConstitutional:
one judge said that the closure of schools is a politic decision, and
courts cannot intervene; I held that before you close schools the
law requires you to consult with the affected community and in
this instance there was not sufficient consultation, resulting in the
decision being made without being consistent with the law. They
took my decision to the Constitutional Court but it refused to
hear it. The other important case was that they introduced toll
roads. One court held that road tolling was unConstitutional for
various reasons, but the Constitutional Court found that to be an
infringement of the separation of powers. The issue that you raise
is a very important one, we have to deal with that in our daily
lives, and make sure that we do not infringe on the separation, but
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sometimes as a judge you need to make a decision. My time came
six months ago with that ruling; I ruled that the schools had to stay
open. Judges are not elected, so there is a rational basis for it.
Participant: How are the judges appointed?
Siraj Desai: Judges are appointed in this country by what is called
the Judicial Service Commission. It consists of 8 politicians, the
Chief of Justice, representatives of the Court of Appeal, some
representatives from the opposition parties and of the legal
profession. There is now a debate about the presence of too many
politicians on the board, but it is a false debate, because unlike
the United States or some other Western democracies where the
Government appoints everyone, we have a fairly open process that
involves professionals, the judges, and the politicians. Our system
is far more advanced than that of most of the Western democracies.
But there is consistent pressure on us by the establishment of
the legal order to change that. I would rather be appointed by
the majority of the elected representatives of this country than
having judges appointing other judges. We have a profoundly
good system, and the political pressure from the opposition to
change that is both unfair and an attempt to put gatekeepers to the
judiciary. I was appointed 17and a half years ago, and I appeared in
some of the most difficult cases, I defended the rulers. I was only
appointed because the system realised that it needed someone with
my background and experience. In the previous period judges were
appointed beyond rights, as they had to be white, and secondly
they were appointed by means of a secret process. But that was
during Apartheid. Look at any modern democracy: in the German
Supreme Court they are all appointed by politicians. Look at the
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American system. Here we have input from both the professional
circles and the political ones, including the opposition. We are
the most advanced. If I must defend our Constitution, one of the
strong points I would defend is the mechanism for appointing
judges, especially in a country such as ours.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you very much to Judge Siraj and doctor
Manjra. It was a very lively discussion, it was really valuable. Thank
you very much again.

Thursday 2nd May – Dinner with Yunis Carrim, Gold Restaurant,
Cape Town
With
Yunis Carrim,11 Deputy Minister of Cooperative Governance
Department
Venue: Gold Restaurant, Cape Town

11 Mr Carrim has served as a member of the Branch and Regional structures of the African
National Congress (ANC) and the Branch Central Committee and Politburo of the South
African Communist Party (SACP). He has been a MP in the National Assembly since 1994.
He currently holds the position of Deputy Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs as of May 2009.
•
•
•
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Previous posts and achievements include:
Secretary of the Pietermaritzburg Combined Ratepayers & Residents Association
(1986-1990)
Chairperson of the Provincial and Local Government Portfolio Committee (19982004)
Chairperson of the Justice and Development Portfolio Committee (2007-2009)
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Deputy Minister Carrim with Bejan Matur and Kerim Yildiz

Yunus Carrim: Good evening everybody. First of all, on behalf of
the Government, I want to extend to you a warm welcome to South
Africa and in particular to Cape Town. We are very happy to have
you here and we hope you are having a very good and rewarding
stay. In many respects we are brothers and sisters, we are colleagues,
we are comrades. We see you as allies. To many extents, if I may say
so, a country of the south. We have got issues in common, against
the more establishes industrialized democracies. We know you
have specific concerns about your relationship with the European
Union and we understand and support your cause, as we think you
have the right to be part of the EU. I am told you are interested in
our own negotiating transition. I will say a very little bit about it,
because you will be meeting other people who are more appropriate
to speak on this matter than I certainly am. For what it is worth, I
am the Deputy Minister of what we call Cooperative Governance
and Traditional Affairs. In our country we have a Minister and
then we have a Deputy or Assistant Minister to fulfil political tasks
allocated by the President to the Minister, and basically we deal
mainly with the local governments. So I will talk to you about
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our experience as I see it. I also serve on the Politburo and Central
Committee of the South African Communist Party, which is in
alliance with the African National Congress and the Trade Union
Movement. So this government is an ANC led government, and
the ANC is a broad national movement that includes all strata
and all classes of our population. We call ourselves a National
Democratic Movement and our major tasks are three interrelated
aspects: the first one is to forge a sense of nationhood out of our
diversity; the second is to ensure a meaningful democracy that
goes beyond just voting once every five years; and the third is to
achieve development for all our people, but particularly for the
poor and disadvantaged. We cannot have democracy effectively
unless we ensure development and reduce the inequality in our
society significantly. Essentially, we engaged in accommodation
of the ANC, of its mass struggle, armed struggle, international
struggle and underground political struggle, before we got to the
negotiations of 1990 to 1996, when we finally shaped our final
Constitution. We came to these negotiations in the context of the
collapse of the USSR and the Eastern European block, which made
the climate more suitable for negotiations, but also, as it was very
well described by an academic, instead of a balance of power at the
time (1990) we had a balance of weakness. Neither side had won,
and neither side had lost. We were in an impasse, in a stalemate,
and it required the considerable wisdom of Nelson Mandela and
FW de Klerk to see we could not carry on like that; it would have
destroyed both sides. Mohammed Bhabha tells me you want to
know why the economy has not performed better and benefited
the poor more. When we came to power with the ANC, we realised
we needed the whites and other minorities, as we were not strong
enough to make a more radical transformation. We found that the
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State was not strong enough. When we signed the Constitution in
1996 we could not have a more radical reform; we did not want
our white brothers and sisters to leave the country. So we decided
that we would put in the Constitution a property clause that while
protecting private property also allows the government, under
certain legislations, to appropriate and expropriate properties in
a way that gives some measure of reassurance to whites and other
minorities. They feared that we would not go the Soviet way. 19
years later, though, we realise that we have not done enough to
redistribute from the rich to the poor, and we feel that more has to
be done, though not in a way that completely penalises the rich.
Finding this balance is very difficult; one of the striking features of
our new democracy is that the wealth gap between rich and poor
blacks is increasing. There are blacks who are extremely wealthy;
they have become rich overnight. Many of them are members
of the senior liberation movement: some have broken with their
traditional progressive values while others, as rich as they are, still
care about the poor. But clearly the gap is too wide. We are moving
towards a more state-led growth path. We have something called
the New Growth Path, but we also have a national development
plan for the country as a whole, with which we are trying to bring
together the bourgeois, the middle class, the working class, and the
underclasses in a common programme which will stretch from the
immediate future up to 2030. Basically we have achieved political
power, but economic power still resides way too much in the hands
of the old, mainly white elite. And when the black elite is rich, it has
often benefited from what we call black economic empowerment:
part of their wealth is made up of shares in mainly white owned
companies. Even now, 19 years later, we do not have an emerging
industrial class as you are familiar with in Europe. Much of the
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rich black strata do not produce new value, they do not set up
factories, they are not creating employment. They are only taking
a share of wealth that has already been created. The government is
very concerned about this and we're putting enormous pressure on
these new strata of emerging very rich blacks. The other problem we
have is that unfortunately many of them are politically connected
to the ANC, and so what is worrying us – and particularly the
communist party – is the link between business, politicians and the
civil service. We are going through a very challenging time, when
we want to move the economy around to benefit all our people but
especially the poor and the disadvantaged. In our country we get
many community protests around service delivery issues; there is
an increasing impatience and frustration amongst the poor about
the pace of delivery and the new wealth being unduly concentrated
in far too few black hands. We need to move towards a more
redistributive programme, and that is what our new economic
policies seek to do. That is where we are, and I am sure you have
got a lot of questions. You can ask whatever you want; sometimes
I will specify if my answer represents the government position, or
if I am answering you as an activist from the Communist party,
or ultimately if it is just my personal opinion. I would also like to
listen to your opinion about what you have listened to in the last
48 hours, and what you have retained from it. Thank you.
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Kerim Yildiz opens the floor to questions

Ertuğrul Kürkçü and Sezgin Tanrıkulu enjoying Gold Restaurant’s entertainment

Participant: What are the figures related to growth after 1995?
Can you make a comparison with the growth during the apartheid
regime?
Yunus Carrim: Before the collapse of the apartheid system we had
a negative growth rate, -5/6per cent. After we became democratic,
for about 4 years it grew of 2.5/3per cent and in 2005 it jumped
to 4,5/5per cent. With the post 2008 global economic crisis we
dropped from 5,2per cent to 2/3per cent. The current projection
for the coming year is about 2.7per cent. Unfortunately this is
nowhere near what we need; to face a 40per cent unemployment
we need a 6per cent growth rate minimum, ideally a 8per cent
growth rate, but I fear our projection for the next three to five years
is that we are going to reach at best 4per cent, so unfortunately our
unemployment is going to increase.
Participant: This new redistribution policy you were talking
about, is it a fiscal policy or a programme of public investments?
What is its main direction?
102
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Yunus Carrim: Well, if you ask me to what extent it is a fiscal
restructuring and to what extent it is a public investment I would
say that it is both, actually, but mainly the latter. We are intending
to invest 843 billion RAND (which is about $100 billion) in
economic infrastructure and some social infrastructure – so in
ports, electricity, transports, and in making conditions more
favourable for state company and private sector to grow. We have
ignored infrastructure and a lot of it is now ageing and old, because
even if we have got the money unfortunately we do not have the
technical capacity to spend that money efficiently and effectively.
We manage our budget fairly well; some will tell you that the poor
are affected, but the reality is that we had a budget surplus before
the global crisis. Now we have a deficit, but it is a small budget
deficit.
Participant: I heard that there is a strong Landless People
Movement, what do you think about it? How does the government
face movements of this kind?
Yunus Carrim: The wonderful thing about this country is that
we have enormous mass struggles. We hear that South Africa has
the highest number of community protests in the world, and as
the ANC and the Communist Party, we have no problem with
that. What we are unhappy about is that some of them are very
violent; we understand people's frustration but as a government we
feel that they should engage with us more. We have set up work
committees, school governing bodies and policing forums for that
purpose. We want people to be more active. We have consented
to ensure more democratic participation but we agree we have not
delivered enough.
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Participant: is the black bourgeoisie increasing or decreasing?
Yunus Carrim: We were hoping to distribute the 30per cent of the
land to black people by 2014, but we have admitted we cannot do
that. Only 4per cent of the land has been redistributed from whites
to blacks, unfortunately, but overall if you add this 4per cent to what
was initially owned by black people it sums up to about 15per cent
of the land as a whole. But that is a quantitative issue. Qualitative,
the land is not being used properly. Black farmers do not have the
capacity nor the resources; and where we have invested in land
redistribution as a government we have not done enough to help
black farmers, so we are partly responsible for the situation. But we
should not romanticize the poor either. They also make mistakes
and they also take the land and then they do not use it, and then
they move into the urban areas and leave the land for which they
had fought. So it is a combination of government failures, the
complexities of the transformation, and the inadequacies of our
people as well. But this is my view, you might not agree with it.
We have guaranteed only that when we take land, we will give
compensation to the whites that own it. There is nothing in the
Constitution that says we cannot transfer land; it just says that we
must pay people a reasonable amount as compensation. Now what
many whites have done is that they have increased the value of the
cost of the land, and our own officials, some of them, have been
very corrupt. They have agreed to inflate the price of the land, so
both the white farmers and they themselves can benefit. But our
problem is not so much money, that is a problem, but our main
problem is capacity.
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Participant: When I travel I like to talk to taxi drivers, because
I find it an interesting way to get an assessment of the country,
so I have been taking taxis, and checked how some of them feel.
Yesterday a taxi driver told me that they have to pay a certain
amount of money each month for schooling. How are you hoping
to achieve the economic empowerment of black people without
providing with free education? When you look at the international
development index, South Africa still ranks very low and has not
progressed much. Thank you.
Yunus Carrim: Firstly, we are committed in principle to free
education. Prior to democracy, about 65per cent of black people
went to school while now 97per cent do. So as far as entry to school
goes, we are one of the highest in the world. But the quality of
our education is not great, we agree. Now it depends to what type
of school your taxi driver's children are going. The law is clear, if
you cannot afford to pay, no school can require you to pay. And
a certain percentage of our schools are free of any charge at all.
But these schools are spread in far wide areas; they might not be
near where a person lives. And yet everyone can go to any school
and depending on how much they earn, and provided they can
prove it, they have a right to be at that school without paying if
not any fees for sure very limited ones. But sometimes the school
teachers, the school governing body, and the principal do not allow
that to happen, and the poor people do not know their rights. I
have dealt with one of these cases last week in my constituency;
if they go to a member of Parliament they can get help. I called
the principal of the school, and he took the child in because that
child's parent is a domestic worker and does not earn enough. The
law is clear. We support free education in principle, but we cannot
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afford it. Why should I, as a Minister, with what I earn not pay?
I have to pay, so someone who cannot afford it can go for free.
We can cross subsidize it. So the taxi driver is relatively privileged
compared to the 48per cent of unemployed citizens, and I am way
more privileged than the taxi driver, so I should pay much more.
So it is not good, but it is not bad either, it depends on the income.
But there is also a lot of corruption of course, unfortunately.
Participant: As far as we have understood, black people could not
make a big contribution economically. What are you doing to keep
this economic growth and make people equal?
Yunus Carrim: We are doing very well economically on the one
hand, we are BRICS indeed, but we are not doing enough for our
own people. Partly we are in BRICS because of our geographical
location. Obviously Turkey, Mexico, and Indonesia, are far better
economies than South Africa, but they are not on this continent.
When the Chinese and the Indians think about trading with us
and investing here, of course it is not for simple solidarity, it is not
because they love Mandela. It is because they recognise we are a
port of entry to the whole continent, to 500 million people. South
Africa may be small, but the continent is big. And we are growing
as a continent; we have got mineral and agricultural resources that
BRIC countries need. So we are not naïve about what is going
on, we are taken far more seriously than we should if you looked
only at our economy, but given our political role and our economic
growth in the continent as a whole, they see an ideological and
strategic value in having us there. But it is true; we have huge
inequalities here, as I explained earlier. My own view is that we
are a far less racist society than we were 19 years ago, but we are
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still far too racist for our own needs. New forms of racism have
also emerged. There are also tensions within the black community
itself. I think whites have adjusted to the new South Africa far
better than many of us thought; we thought that the whites would
put bombs everywhere and try to assassinate Nelson Mandela,
or current President Jacob Zuma. Now there are pockets of the
Afrikaner right that are committed to violent counter revolution.
But what is very interesting is that many times it is other whites
that expose them to the government and the police services. So
what I am saying is that we sure need to be more non-racial; whites
need to appreciate the generosity of Africans far greater. African
people are remarkably generous, remarkably generous. Not just
Nelson Mandela, but the average African. You cannot separate
Nelson Mandela, he did not fall from the sky. To answer your
question, some whites remain racist. Some whites have come to
terms with the new South Africa, but we are not doing enough
to break down barriers between black and white. When Bafana
Bafana plays, we are all together, but we still remain too separate.
So I think it remains a remarkable transition, far better than we
would ever imagine but we still have a long way to go. Remember
that we came out of 300 years of colonialism, we cannot undo that
overnight. We are not asking white people to like black people, we
are simply asking them not to be racist.
I would like to conclude by saying that we have many problems,
among which the main ones are unemployment and corruption,
but we have also made remarkable improvements. We do not have
political violence. We read about what is going on in Turkey, and
we want to wish you well with the challenges you have. We are not
sure how far our experience is relevant to yours; what has worked
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for us might not work for you. What I can tell is that you are
coming to a sort of settlement with the Kurds. I see that the leader
of the Kurds has asked for the armed struggle to be suspended, and
I see that your government, even if there are differences within it,
wants to talk to them. We can tell you from our own experience,
and from the experiences of others who have come to visit us, that
there is a legitimate role for the armed struggle, and the ANC is
completely unapologetic about ours. But once the opponents are
prepared to talk, it is our view that a negotiated settlement must be
pursued at all costs. We cannot judge whether the Kurdish struggle
is correct or not, I cannot speak about it, I do not know enough.
But my own view is that whenever people struggle for national
self-determination one needs to engage with them. And there
are ways to give people a sense of identity, a sense of autonomy,
without undermining the national state but instead strengthening
the national state. In our country a section of Afrikaners said they
did not want to be part of South Africa, so we said that, so long as
they stopped violence, they would be granted a part of the country
only for whites, provided they did not break any of the laws of
the country. That area is called Orania. They stopped the armed
struggle. They are allowed to have only white domestic workers
and labourers, but they cannot break any of the laws of the country.
Some people are unhappy, but the result is peace. I am saying
t6hat there may be something of what we did that may be of some
relevance to you, and if we can be of any help, please know that
we would be more than willing to engage with you. Mohammed
Bhabha has been encouraging people to come here from Bahrain,
Sri Lanka and so on. We are delighted to have you. And finally I
want to say I've visited your lovely country last year on a holiday
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for ten days. I was in Istanbul and a lovely sea side town, called
Kas. I really liked your country and I think it is an enormous
promise; I had no idea what a deep civilization and culture you
had. I wish you well. If you want to ask me any more questions, I
am a politician, I could talk all night. So I am happy to take further
questions. Thank you.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you Deputy Minister, this was a very
interesting presentation.
Friday 3rd May – Visit to the Midrand Mosque, Johannesburg
With:
Kaan Esener,12 Turkish Ambassador in South Africa
Mustafa Eroglu, Secretary General of Horizon Educational Trust

The delegation received a private tour of the Midrand Mosque.
The delegation in front of the Midrand Mosque
12 Ambassador Esener formerly served as Deputy Permanent Resident for Council of Europe
and Head of Department for Human Rights and Council of Europe at the MFA in Ankara. As
of September 2012, he is the Turkish Ambassador to the Republic of South Africa, the Republic
of Botswana, the Kingdom of Lesotho and the Kingdom of Swaziland.
Previous posts and achievements include:
•
Head of Section- Balkan Countries
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The Nizamiye Turkish Masjid was officially opened on October 4,
2012, by South African President Jacob Zuma. Its awe-inspiring
dome and soaring minarets, the mosque, the first of its kind in the
Southern hemisphere, is a sight to behold. The richly ornamented
spaces try to emulate the traditional Turkey. The mosque is, in
fact, a smaller replica of the Selimiye Camii mosque in Edirne,
Turkey, being 25per cent smaller than the Turkish original, being
its founder a retired Turkish property developer.

Friday 3rd May – Visit to the Apartheid Museum, Johannesburg
The delegation received a private tour of the Apartheid Museum.

Segregated entrance to the Apartheid Museum

The Apartheid Museum opened in 2001 and is acknowledged as
the pre-eminent museum in the world dealing with 20th century
South Africa, at the heart of which is the apartheid story. The
museum is the first of its kind and exhibits an assembled and
multi-disciplinary team of curators, film-makers, historians and
designers. They include provocative film footage, photographs,
text panels and artefacts illustrating the events and human stories
that are part of the epic saga, known as apartheid.
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Ertugrul Kurkçu, Cengiz çandar and Bejan Matur in front of the Museum

Friday 3rd May – Visit to Soweto, Johannesburg
The delegation visited the neighborhood of Soweto and Vilakazi
Street, once home to the Nobel Peace Laureates Nelson Mandela
and Desmond Tutu.

Members of the delegation meeting local high school students in Soweto

Soweto is an urban area of the city of Johannesburg, bordering
the city’s mining belt in the south. The area is most composed
of old ‘matchbox’ houses or four-room houses built by the
government to provide cheap accommodation for black workers
during apartheid. The name Soweto originated from an English
abbreviation for ‘South Western Townships’. The 2008 census
declared the population of Soweto to be 1.3 million, meaning that
approximately one-third of the population of Johannesburg lives
in Soweto.
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Yılmaz Ensaroğlu and Hatem Ete in front of Nelson Mandela's house

Friday 3rd May – Dinner at Bukhara restaurant, Johannesburg
Venue: Bukhara restaurant, Johannesburg

The delegation enjoying dinner at Bukhara, an Indian restaurant in Johannesburg

Saturday 4th May – Sunday 5th May –
Safari at Madikwe Safari Reserve
The delegation enjoyed two days of Safari Game Drives at the
Madikwe Safari Reserve. Other than providing the delegation
with a different insight into South African culture, the two days
spent at the Madikwe Reserve proved to be an essential time for
internal evaluation, dialogue and reflection.
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The delegation at the Reserve's entrance gate

The 75000ha Madwike Safari Reserve lies in the extreme
northwest corner of South Africa's North West province, abutting
the Botswana border close to the Kalahari Desert. The land on
which the Madwike Safari Reserve now stands was formerly dotted
with cattle and maize farms that were showing poor returns due to
the unsuitability of the soil. Following an independent feasibility
study, the government of the time made a decision to claim the
land for wildlife-based tourism purposes more sustainable of the
remote region.

Ali Bayramoğlu enjoying the Safari Drive
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Sunday 5th May – Dinner hosted by Kaan Esener, Pretoria
With: Kaan Esener, Turkish Ambassador in South Africa
Venue: The Ambassador's Residence, Pretoria

Sezgin Tanrikulu and Burhan Kayatürk with Ambassador Esener

Ayla Akat and Kerim Yildiz

Monday 6th May – Session 5: Meeting with Roelf Meyer and
Mohammed Bhabha, St Albans College, Pretoria
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
South Africa's Negotiation Process
With:
Mohammed Bhabha, Advisor to Development Bank of Southern Africa
Roelf Meyer, Founder and Co-Leader of the United Democratic Movement

Venue: St. Albans College, Pretoria
Moderated by Catriona Vine
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Mehmet Tekelioğlu, Nursuna Memecan and Burhan Kayatürk
With Mohammed Bhabha and Roelf Meyer
Catriona Vine: Good morning everybody. You are familiar with
them both, but let me introduce them again. Roelf Meyer was
elected in 1979 as an MP for the National Party, and in 1986 he
became Deputy Minister of Law and Order. In 1988 he became
Minister for Constitutional Development, and he was appointed
Minister of Defence in 1991 by President FW de Klerk and
subsequently he became Minister of Constitutional Affairs and
Communications, and it was this position that got him involved
in the negotiating process, and it was here that he established
an effective relationship with the ANC’s chief negotiator Cyril
Ramaphosa. After the conclusion of the negotiations in November
1993, he became the Government’s Chief Representative in the
Transitional Executive Council, and after that in 1994 he became
Minister of Constitutional Development and Provincial Affairs.
Since leaving politics in 1997, he has held a number of positions,
including Chairman of the Civil Society Initiative of South Africa.
Mohammed Bhabha is an ANC member and activist, and was
part of the ANC negotiating team at CODESA and contributed
to the negotiations for the final South African Constitution. He
subsequently became Chairperson for the Select Committee on
140
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Constitutional Affairs in the South African Senate. He currently
works as an advisor to the Development Bank of South Africa,
and acts as an advisor to the Office of the Deputy Minister of
Traditional Affairs. As you can see, these two people have a vast
experience between the two of them, and we are greatly honoured
to have them here to share with us this experience and give us
an insight into the methodology of the negotiating process and
the Constitutional drafting process as well as their experience
throughout the transition in South Africa.
Roelf Meyer: Thank you Catriona. Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to share some experiences from the South African
process with you. I am going to repeat a little bit of what I said
last time, also to give a little bit of context. You know by now what
the process is about, but I think it is important to emphasise that
what we have achieved through the process was to bring effectively
apartheid to an end. Apartheid was not a creation of the last 30 or
40 years, it was an essence, a paradigm that prevailed for more than
three centuries in South Africa; a paradigm of separation between
white and black, one of superiority versus inferiority. And that
came about as a result of the Europeans coming to South Africa
for the first time in 1652: the paradigm of apartheid prevailed ever
since. As a framework, it was institutionalized by the National
Party when it came to power in 1948, and the separation came to
be in various pieces of legislation. And that system is what had to
be abolished with the liberation struggle. As a result, Mandela and
many others were imprisoned. There were tensions between the
government and the liberation movement, to such an extent that
the situation was intolerable by the late 1980s. How did it happen
that the South African government decided to initiate the process?
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There were four particular reasons: First, the comprehensive nature
of the international sanctions against South Africa which were
imposed in the 1980s not only by the UN, but also by individual
governments. It is fair to say that these sanctions were legislated in
the United States in 1986, in one of the most comprehensive pieces
of legislation ever drafted, much more effective than those now in
place against Iran. Secondly, the ANC had a widespread support,
to the extent that they had representation in more countries than
South Africa had official diplomatic missions. The third reason was
the level of unrest started in the last part of the 80s: South Africa
was in an uninterrupted national state of emergency between 1986
and 1990. It became more and more difficult to keep control.
Part of the ANC policy was to make South Africa ungovernable,
and they were really successful. Lastly, and this is very important, de
Klerk and many other in power started to realise that we had laws
that were completely unjustified, and that we had to move towards
a democratic system. Keep this in mind, because if it was not for
this we might never have seen these changes; that recognition was
fundamental to bring about the reforms. The role of de Klerk and
his government was key in bringing about the change. In December
1989, two months before the actual announcement that this
resolution was taken by the government, they were trying to assess
the level of support for the decision. Two months later the decision
was announced, and the process started. It was not always carefully
planned. During that period of 6 years we had various breakdowns,
some of which of such a nature that we had to start again from
scratch. It was a dense period of on-going struggle to find the
right agreements. In the process there were three factors, which I
mentioned the other night; three principles that were fundamental
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to the South African success: the first one was the inclusive nature of
the process. What I mean is that we had all the parties participating
in the process; it was an open invitation to all political groups. That
did not mean that they were all there at all times, some parties
decided sometimes to walk out, sometimes to return. The Freedom
Party walked out of the process at a given stage and never returned.
They thought they would make more pressure by dropping out
but did not succeed. What I want to emphasise is that the process
was of such a nature that it was completely inclusive, the seats were
open, and at all stages we had more than 20 parties. This was one of
the factors that led to success. The second factor was the trust that
we had succeeded in developing among us. We started as complete
enemies; we had been kept apart for decades. And suddenly, for
the first time, we had the opportunity to look at each other in the
eyes, and cooperate to change the destiny of South Africa. We were
fortunate, we managed to build trust between us as opponents in
that process, managing to come to an agreement that was reliable.
If you ask me today how it was possible to change that position of
animosity into one of trust, I think we were really fortunate. But if I
have to analyse the key elements of trust, I think it starts by showing
respect for each other. That develops in creating understanding for
each other, and after understanding trust follows. I can say truly
that the level of chemistry that existed between us and that of
trust that followed was of such a nature that let us bring about
this change and come to an agreement. The third one is the ability
to take ownership and responsibility. In the beginning, when the
announcement that Mandela had been released was made and the
process was starting, there were huge expectations. Many people
from abroad started to come to South Africa to assist us on how to
negotiate. Fortunately, we resisted all of those pressures. Both the
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ANC and we declined it for different reasons. Some very important
individuals and institutions came forward. We did not close our
ears for good advice, but we never allowed anyone to come forward
to facilitate or mediate. Whenever there was a breakdown, we had
to go back to look each other in the eye and figure out how to
go on from there, and there were many of those moments. That
does not mean that we were not sometimes seeking advice: we
sought the advice of the Secretary General of the UN, but we
never accepted that someone would come and impose himself. We
know that each situation is unique, and that all that we can do
here is to share our experience, but in those situations of dozens
of counties where another person has been involved or has tried
to facilitate, the process has not worked out. I think that from my
side I have covered the main points I wanted to make, and we can
move on to the questions that you have in terms of what you have
observed. We want to hear from you. Before I leave the floor to my
colleague Mohammed Bhabha, just let me mention that we were
from opposing side, we were not trusting each other. We really saw
each other as enemies, but during the process we became personal
friends, and that is an amazing experience. In some moments I
would trust him more than my own colleagues. And that is maybe
because during the process we had such an interaction that brought
about such a level of trust that we knew we wanted to do the best to
achieve democracy for South Africa. Let me use an example: when
we had to negotiate the question of the nature of the South African
state, it was a point of great disagreement whether we wanted it to
be centralized or decentralized. There where people in the National
Party who wanted some level of federalism, while the ANC wanted
a very strong unity. We came to a conclusion which was somewhere
in between; it did not satisfied completely anyone, but it was a
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model. And today South Africa is definitely not a federal state,
but it could move there in the future. We spent days and nights
together, negotiating. I used this example because Mohammed was
a key negotiator on the ANC side. Lastly, I have to say that when
we reached a certain point in the negotiations after some years, we
felt that there was not a problem that we could not resolve. And
that was what helped us bring the country to the current peaceful
state of affairs. We knew we could solve any problem.
Catriona Vine: Thank you very much Roelf, thank you.

Havva Kök, Sezgin Tanrıkulu, and Levent Gök
with Mohammed Bhabha and Roelf Meyer

Mohammed Bhabha: Good morning. We are extremely fortunate
to have you all here. I just want to sketch a scenario: over decades the
supporters of the ANC were told that the white people were enemies,
that they were brutal. On the other hand, Roelf ’s constituency were
told for a number of decades that black people were sub-humans.
It is necessary to understand this scenario. Secondly, as the head of
the defence, Roelf was head of one of the largest militaries in the
world. He was able to understand that despite the power they had
in their hands, they had to negotiate, that the country had to come
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first. If the National Party had stayed in power, there was a high
chance he would have become President; he was the golden boy. So
it is wrong to give the ANC credit for everything; it was a collective
leadership. The leaders were able to take their constituencies to
the table, despite the fact that they had been told for decades that
the other was the enemy. Secondly, the leaders themselves cannot
take credit for everything that happened in South Africa, not alone.
There was a certain narrative, a paradigm, a consciousness created
by the press. Both of us had some very bad people on our sides,
and while the negotiations were going on people were being killed.
And both of us realised that the only way we could survive in South
Africa was to find a convergence of moderates in the centre: the
larger the centre we created on both sides, the easier would have
been for us to squeeze out the extremists. There were people who
were very angry and scared, and understandably so. Many people
had been told for many years that the only aspiration the blacks had
was to steal the white women. We had to undo what we had been
doing for years. During our discussions there were rogue elements
that had been responsible for a terrible massacre that brought the
process to a halt. I remember speaking to members of the mob
and all they wanted was to take revenge and kill white people, and
they were ready to do it. It required leadership to convince the
people that we could not fall into the trick and stop negotiating;
we could not let our rage win. When Chris Hani, one of the top
leaders of ANC, was assassinated, it was more difficult to go back
to our own constituency than speaking to a white person. We were
fortunate that it was a white woman the one who identified his
assassin. There are simple things in history that help us, but we
have to make political capital about it. The value of leadership is to
say things that are not particularly popular. We were unbanned in
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1990 and we established branches in every little town, and it was
not a top down approach. Never underestimate the intelligence of
your supporters, but never overestimate the information you give
them. Make them feel included. During the weekends we would
go to inform them about our decisions and the process. That was
absolutely crucial. Many of our discussions now, 20 years after
the process, are about the Constitutional solutions that we took
at the time; we should have done a more empirical study on how
they would have affected us. We gave local governments power, for
instance, and now it is actually not facilitating us from a technical
point of view. It was a political compromise, but it means we have
over engineered the political structure. Whatever solution you
come up with, discuss it with technical people. If a solution is not
sustainable, it is not worth being adopted. These are some of the
lessons we learned. Thank you.
Catriona Vine opens the floor to questions.
Participant: What was the reaction of white people to the release
of Mandela? You said that building trust was important; can you
make some concrete examples of what helped you to build this
trust between each other?
Roelf Meyer: You would find a number of reactions. Definitely
curiosity was one of them, as people did not even know what he
looked like since during his 27 years of imprisonment no one had
seen pictures of him. There was anxiety too. The right wings, who
were about 30per cent of the white community, were all against
his liberation; they called it ‘Black Friday’. Two years later, that
reaction was so strong that de Klerk decided to call a referendum,
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and he did it with the consent of Mandela himself. It was the last
white-only election in South Africa, and it showed that 70per
cent of the electorate supported the decision. On the question of
trust, I do not think that is something tangible. I often say that
the best way to describe the development of trust is to put yourself
in the shoes of the other person, to understand where he or she is
coming from. Once you have that understanding, you can develop
eventually trust. When negotiators on the other side would accept
one of our proposals, I was sure that they would go on with it.
When on the other hand they did not accept, I would understand
that it simply was not possible for them to accept it.
Participant: How did you manage to build trust between
communities?
Roelf Meyer: To develop trust between communities is obviously
much more difficult. People were coming from such different
backgrounds and views that up to day we have not succeeded in
creating that level of trust. But there was one way of dealing with
it at the time of our process, which was by creating mechanisms
based on peace accords structures. People like Ivor Jenkins were
working at a grass root level. We had to address the level of violence
that consistently occurred around the country. We agreed, among
all political parties and with some members of the civil society and
businesses, that the peace accord was a national accord. This helped
us to address to some extent the constituencies and achieve a better
understanding at a grass root level. We set up peace committees,
where adversaries from the past were sitting together to address the
issue of violence. That helped us to improve the relationships, but
if you asked me how successful that all was in terms of developing
trust between the communities, there is still much work to do.
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Ertuğrul Kürkçü, Ayla Akat and Nazmi Gür
with Mohammed Bhabha and Roelf Meyer

Mohammed Bhabha: The politicians cannot change a country
alone. We were very fortunate to have very strong NGOs, and the
role of businesses. The peace structure that Roelf talked about was
very important: for all our lives when we saw police uniforms, we
wanted to shoot. We hated the police. And all the NGOs held
many initiatives at the grass root level where they got police and
communities together; it was a bottom-up approach. I will give
you an example from my hometown: for 9 years of my life I was
transferring guns to my community from my law practice to shoot
at the security personnel at Sasol, the energy company. In 1990,
when Mandela was release, the first gesture that was made to me
was from Sasol, the very people I had been shooting at. We agreed
it was over, and we created an NGO together, to bring children
together. We worked with the press and promoted these peace
projects all the time. Politicians could not have done it alone, we
were fortunate to have strong NGOs.
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Participant: Throughout the process was your will to live together
strong enough? And if there was any weakness, how could you
compensate it? Lastly, have you ever thought to separate regions
for blacks and whites at any stage of the negotiation?
Roelf Meyer: As a result of the status quo, the idea that we were
equal never came about until the process started. The homeland
policy, or Bantustan - as it is called, that was the fundamental
part of apartheid, created nine separate black states in South
Africa, and the idea was that black people from different ethnic
origins would have completely different political destinies within
those ‘homelands’. In the 1960s, there was no idea among the
majority of white people that this would ever change. The strange
thing this is that despite the fact that this was the Constitutional
model, we were living all around the country, and white people
were completely dependent on the labour provided by black
people in the mines, in the farms, and in the factories. It was a
matter of allowing the blacks to work for us, but not in the same
political dispensation. It was not until 1979 that people started to
change their way of thinking, and realised that our Constitutional
arrangement was not going to work. It was a growing notion of
the recognition of the incorrectness of apartheid. From then
onwards, this was in the minds of white people for another decade
before the actual process of change was set in motion. Your last
question, then, is a very important one. The reality is that some
of the right wing elements in the white community wanted to
have a separate state for themselves, and there are still some of
them that think that way today. But fortunately the government
and the majority of white people would never hold those views. It
would be impossible to find a predominantly white area or region
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in South Africa which could be declared a separate state. White
people are scattered around the country, in the cities, in the rural
areas, in the small towns, everywhere. To root them up to a specific
region and establish another state would have been a ridiculous
solution. So nobody took that proposal that came from some right
wings seriously in that regard. At the same time, the ANC and
other liberation movements did not want that either. There was
not a single political force that wanted to divide the country. The
foundation of the ANC’s thinking was the 1955 freedom charter,
and a very important line in this charter says that this country
belongs to all of those who live in it, black and white. There was
never a strong body of opinion in favour of that.
Mohammed Bhabha: I think this is a very important question.
It would be naïve to believe that this country is so homogeneous;
it is not just divided in terms of race, the African community was
exploited by the apartheid government. We had another challenge,
the one between customarily and cultural practices: by a systematic
patronage, the government had given chiefs of certain tribes
privileges that they did not want to give up if apartheid was brought
to an end. To say that even in today’s world ethnic allegiance does
not play a role within the consciousness of an average person in
South Africa would be extremely naïve. So we had to create a
model that would accommodate black and white, and especially the
Afrikaner people who were a minority. We also had to accommodate
people within the African community, who had stronger ethnic
ties and who had also not necessarily had a strong appreciation of
democracy. I say this because of our Constitution: the creation of
provinces was something that we as the ANC were totally opposed
to, but it enabled us to manage the ethnic urges. Our challenge was
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to create a multi-dimensional, multi-identity South Africa. A Zulu
person would not feel that his Zulu identity is compromised, while
at the same time framing it within the context of a broader South
African identity. And the only way we could do that Constitution
was to first foster the powers of local government. We could try to
include the concept of ethnicity within a broader South African
identity, and this is a very easy step to undertake but it has to
translate into Constitutional mechanisms. I think this is, if not
the only, for sure the first instance in the world where the powers
of local governments are Constitutionalized. No government that
ever comes into power can remove them; I think we have given too
many, but that is a different issue. When people believe that the
day to day running of their lives is managed by a municipality that
reflects their community, the ethnic tensions are made manageable.
Participant: I have a question about the negotiation process itself.
I am interested in the technicalities: how long did it last? Who
were the people around the table? Did you have an agenda? Did
you need to discuss with your parties if you reached an agreement?
Roelf Meyer: From your question I understand you are a really
strong believer in processes. If you ask me what would be the value
with regard to content versus process, I would say it is a balanced
combination. What we fortunately did, was to found a process that
was workable and implementable, and then to sit down and start
the negotiations. When Mandela was released it took us almost
another two years before we got to the real point of the negotiation.
For the first two years we just held talks, until we got to the point
when everybody recognised we were ready and we decided to design
the process. It was a very intense period of three months, when we
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just focused on the design: who should be there, what should be
the size of the delegations, who would be the chairmen. All of these
issues were part of the negotiation of the design. There were more
than twenty parties participating at each stage. We had a negotiating
council. Each party was represented and decided who was the chief
negotiator. We had three formal and three secondary ones, and at
least one the three had to be female. We had a good spread of women.
We had a steering committee of ten wise people, who would come
from different parties and were able to give directions whenever
there was a stalemate. We had various tools to bring about decision,
and the best one was sufficient consensus: it was designed as a way
to come into decision making acknowledging that we would never
have general consensus but also that pure majority decisions would
be problematic because of the minorities. The sufficient consensus
does not have a definition, but it was generally accepted that if
there was an agreement between the ANC and the National Party,
it would be much easier that the thing would move forward. Then
we would speak to the other parties and work out something from
there. The chairperson of the day would be responsible to decide if
there was sufficient consensus.
Mohammed Bhabha: It was not about creating unanimous
decision, it was about consensus and that created a lot of trust.
Much of the negotiation was carried out in public, so what
happened is that they felt the pressure of disagreeing. There was an
actual excitement. It is all about building a momentum.
Participant: Thank you both for your presentations. The main
actors were possibly de Klerk and Mandela, but how many other
people had been involved in the negotiations before they were
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made public? Was there inequity the first time you went to the
table and if so, how did you solve it? How did the National Peace
Accord affect the process? Finally, how could you socialize the
process among the communities, and what was the most important
element in making it public?
Mohammed Bhabha: You have to remember that the project was
not only political, it was about reaching a social agreement. The
society was divided on various levels. Picture this, you are in Turkey
and every night in the afternoon there is a public bombardment
of messages about social cohesion. Then there were clever ways to
create the excitement. We used to have judges and academics going
on the state television with programmes; there was a judge, for
example, who was the anchor person of a show where he would
discuss the possible Constitutional solutions and the various
legal mechanisms. It generated an excitement and it popularized
democracy, at least for sure in my constituency, where people had
never voted. The meetings themselves were broadcasted live. The
main things were done behind the scenes, but the public became
excited to be included.
Roelf Meyer: Let me provide some context for the first question:
the first direct talks took place in great secrecy and for three or four
years there was no word about them. The process was conducted
by the intelligence community; they were the first one to interact
with Mandela. I would say this developed an appetite for a process
to start. This was happening at a stage where the government
position was that they would never allow the release of Mandela if
the violent struggle was not put to a halt. They would only engage
negotiations if the ANC renounced violence. When it was finally
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decided, they informed de Klerk that it was time. Also Mandela
set conditions: he would not walk out of prison unless all of his
comrades were back from exile. It was all about mutual expectations
and setting conditions. Mandela and de Klerk took sort of back
seats then, they were not expected to be there on a daily basis. As a
chief negotiator I had to report to de Klerk on a daily basis, but he
did not have to be there. I had a wonderful relationship with him.
Participant: Just to follow up, how many times did you need to
ask them to step in?
Roelf Meyer: It depended on the nature of the issue. We had
frequent meetings of Mandela and the Klerk and the close advisors,
but it was often behind closed doors. We did not hold them more
than three or four times a year. The main process was the public
one, then they would step in to sign stuff. All the meetings of
the negotiating council were open to the press. It was completely
transparent; South Africans in every corner of the country were
kept up to date with what was going on. Sometimes we also had
to go behind closed doors to find the answer. You also asked about
the role of the Peace Accord. It was a very important element in
helping us move forward. The negotiations that Mohammad and I
were responsible for, together with our colleagues, took place about
the drafting of a new Constitution for South Africa. But outside
of that arena there was a lot of tension playing out, which led to
lots of violence which we could not control from the negotiating
table. It created many problems for us, because every time there
was violence taking place that would reflect on our agenda. But
we could not do anything to control it. So that it when the Peace
Accord came in, because it was agreed upon by all parties, and
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we agreed the structures that could deal with the problems of our
country. It was taken out of our hands, and we could go ahead with
the drafting of the Constitution.
Mohammed Bhabha: Even the composition of typical meetings
was not only made up of high level personalities; there were people
working on the ground: civil society, police, and businesses there.
In many ways the authority of the police became community based:
communities started to police themselves to ensure peace would
be maintained. The 80 per cent of the issues that we discussed
were technical. There were also some major political issues: civil
servants, for example, were extremely nervous that they would lose
their jobs, and we had to discuss ways in which to reassure them.
These were issues that had to be negotiated behind the scenes.
But the other issues had to be discussed by technical people. We
did not want the ‘deal breakers’ to mess up the process, so we had
a channel: we broke our discussion into themes, such as the Bill
of Rights or the Judiciary; then we separated them into different
teams. In this way, if there was disagreement on one issue it would
not halt the whole process. There is just one other issue that I think
is very important to mention: the confidence in the process. After
two years of talks we had gained credibility and ownership of the
process. If you do not have confidence in the process, you will
never be able to bring it into the outcome.
Participant: How did you ensure that the principles you had
negotiated in the Constitution would be respected after the
elections? Clearly, the political situation was very different then,
how could you trust that they would not be set aside?
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Roelf Meyer: After two years we had a complete breakdown in
negotiations. The reason was that there was a massacre, perpetrated
by government security people. After the breakdown we had to
start the process from scratch again. Cyril Ramaphosa and I drafted
a document that was signed three months later by Mandela and
de Klerk, that was called the Record of Understanding, and it
contained all the essential elements. In this document it was agreed
that we would draft an interim Constitution, and that it would be
a complete Constitution including the Bill of Rights, and would
provide for the establishment of the Constitutional Court. It was
further agreed that it would be re-drafted after the election of a
government. Finally, the Constitutional Court would adjudicate
that the principles in the first one would be respected in the second
one. This provided the continuity; the Record of Understanding
was the founding agreement.
Participant: Are these principles something abstract or concrete?
Can you be more explicit?
Mohammed Bhabha: Let me give you some context again:
the ANC had been unbanned. The government was that of the
Nationalist Party, which entered into negotiations with the ANC
and the other parties, which we separated into statutory and nonstatutory. The first would be those represented in Parliament, the
non-statutory were those that were not in Parliament but that by
and large represented the oppressed population of the country,
such as the ANC, the Pan African Congress, the Congress of South
African Trade Unions and so forth. Those were the two groups
that started discussions on the interim Constitution. Remember
that we also had to have discussions about the first democratic
elections, it had to be recorded somewhere, we needed institutions
132
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that would oversee them. That document was recorded in the
interim Constitution. There were also other very important things
recorded in it; neither the ANC nor the National Party would have
taken part in the elections unless certain principles were agreed on:
a major one was that of one person – one vote, universal franchise.
There was also a major concession on the part of the ANC,
which was included in the interim Constitution and that was the
nature of the state. Remember that there was a battle between two
movements: a unitary view and a federal view. One Constitutional
principle said that there would be three levels of government:
municipal, provincial and national government. There would also
be an Independent Electoral Commission, because we needed
someone to ensure free and fair elections. There were two areas
that were really the central nerve of everything the Afrikaner people
felt insecure about: one was the problem of schools. You have to
remember that our schools were separated, and we had to manage
all the fears white people had about having black people in their
schools. The second thing was local government. For some reason
or other, Afrikaner people feared that if we took local government
over, their lives would be over. So we organised it in three phases,
and local governments became truly democratic only six years after
the elections; we gave them some special concessions, and they were
all contained in the interim Constitution. But the important thing
is that it gave us a roadmap of how to organize the first free and
fair elections and of which interim bodies were going to oversee
them, we had to establish an Independent Electoral Commission
(IEC). When we started to negotiate the final Constitution, all the
Constitutional Court had to do was see whether the content of the
final Constitution was compatible with the 32 principles contained
in the interim one. The first time, they actually sent it back.
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Participant: Who elected it?
Mohammed Bhabha: We agreed on it actually, that was an
agreement. Also the IEC was agreed upon. Those were some of the
political decisions that had to be taken.
Participant: I asked you about the size of the delegations, and
you said 40. Of course 40 people cannot negotiate face to face,
they were organised in committees. How many of those were
assembled, and what type? Of course every country has its specifics
in matters of conflict resolution, one should not assume that to
have an agreement we need the same 40 people; this is the South
African experience. This leads me to my second question: the first
time DPI engaged in this endeavour in London, Jonathan Powell
as well, after telling us about the process in Northern Ireland and
the mistakes they had made, told us not to repeat them, and to
make our own instead. But we can still draw lessons from both
experiences. Now, what impact do you think the South African
experience had on the settlement in Northern Ireland?
Roelf Meyer: The composition of our structures was led by the
fact that we had six different theme committees. Each party had
to allocate members from their delegation to those committees
which were not all necessarily composed of politicians, many were
technicians. We had lawyers, professors coming in to support.
When I say 40 from each, they were spread out over six committees.
I must admit that for some of the smaller parties it was more
problematic because they did not have sufficient members to cover
all the committees, so sometimes they had people serving in more
than one. Clearly it was problematic from a logistical point of view,
as we had to accommodate their needs, but that is how it worked.
134
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Mohammed Bhabha: So, we are now talking about the final
Constitution. We had 490 people elected, and we broke them into
six theme committees: the first was the Bill of Rights; others were
the Judiciary, the Nature of the State, Chapter Nine Institutions
(Such as the Human Rights Commission, the Gender Commission,
the Youth Commission, a Public Protector, and the Commission
for Linguistics, Language and Culture), and so forth. To change
anything within the Constitution, a two-thirds majority was
necessary. The most important institutions are those that protect
the Constitution: with the Human Rights Commission we might
have not eliminated apartheid in the minds of the people, but at
least nobody can act upon it publicly. In each theme committee
there were about 15 people from different political parties; we also
had academics and technical people who used to give us support in
specific fields. In this way we settled on a number of the agreements
discussed. Though we had two majority parties, almost all the
parties were represented and all the agreements that were made
were then processed through the Constitutional Court; whatever
decision the Court would make had to go through the apartheid
Parliament. All of this was done in public, but clearly when we had
political issues and could not reach an agreement we would have to
go behind closed doors in order to solve the problem.
Roelf Meyer: Concerning the last question you asked about our
impact on the Northern Irish settlement, according to their own
admission, when Gerry Adams came here in 1997 the parties were
not ready to talk to each other yet. We took them to a private place
close to Cape Town, where we stayed with them, and that was the
first time they started talking to each other. According to their own
admission that was a key moment.
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Participant: During the first secret negotiations between Mandela
and exile leaders and the Intelligence Agency, was there any
foreign institution mediating? You said that when later on, public
negotiations were about to start, important institutions wanted to
mediate, but you declined. What were your motives for rejecting
them? Finally, was any foreign actor trying to spoil the talks during
negotiations?
Roelf Meyer: Concerning the way in which we approached the
secret talks, I have to say that it all happened because of direct
approaches by the South African Intelligence to Mr Mandela when
he was in prison. When he was in hospital, that situation even
provided an opportunity for the Minister of Justice to go to see him,
with the excuse to see whether he was feeling well. The members
of the Intelligence then started to initiate more direct initiatives
and to engage with some of the exiles as well, but that was very
secretive. Mr Mandela was not even aware of the approaches that
the Intelligence was making to the exiles and vice versa, plus he did
not necessarily share what he was involved in with his colleagues
in prison. It would have been risky both for him and the South
African government if it had been leaked at that stage. I was not
aware that those talks were going on either, and I was the Deputy
Minister of Police. The Intelligence did not even disclose it to the
cabinet; only the President and the Minister of Justice were aware
of it.
Participant: What were the bases of engagement?
Roelf Meyer: According to the report, it started off as reaching
out, it was not about any fundamental issue, but through that, they
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started to build a relationship and they developed the understanding
that it would be possible to reach a potential agreement in future.
It started to develop an appetite. Officially, it was to ensure that de
Klerk was fully convinced that it was possible to release Mandela,
to give him confidence. On the question about our refusal of other
international actors, the reason is very simple, and it is that we did
not trust anybody from outside. On spoilers, I have to say that
we did not experience any. I think that when the process started
the whole world was so surprised that all we got was support.
Nobody tried to influence us not to do it, although there were
a few Constitutional experts from abroad that tried to influence
some of the parties with their views, on the possible Constitutional
settlement. One of the parties that they tried to influence heavily
was the Inkatha Freedom Party, and it was to their detriment.
Participant: You said that one of the most important factors was the
inclusiveness of the process. Why did you need that inclusiveness?
What would have been the result without it? Secondly, you said
that for the first time you had Constitutional unity. Do you believe
that the notion of ‘nation’ now could be created?
Roelf Meyer: I think that the concept of inclusiveness is quite
fundamental, not only because of our experience, but also because
of what I have seen observing other conflict situations. This was
probably one of the most fundamental principles to be addressed:
if one does not include in the negotiations all those who have an
interest in the resolution of the conflict, it will never be resolved.
To put it in simple terms, as Mandela always reminded us ‘you
negotiate with your enemies not with your friends’. It was a simple
way to tell us to be as inclusive as possible. As far as the subject of
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nationhood goes, I just need to give a little bit of context. Up to
halfway through our process, some people in the National Party
and the white community thought that there was a possibility of
finding a solution that could protect in some way, the superiority
of the white community, in conformity with the old paradigm,
and I can give you various examples of Constitutional proposals
that were actually put on the table: one was that there should be
rotating presidents, so as to ensure that they have veto power on
each other. Fortunately we came to our senses; we realised there
was no way we could go on with a Constitution that preserved
our privileges. We are all equal before the law, and that is the
basis of our Constitution. If you look at the fundamental rights
contained in it, you will realise it is probably the most liberal set of
fundamental rights you will find anywhere in the world. If you ask
me today whether I think we have succeeded, I think we can say
we have, because not only are these principles are enclosed in the
Constitution; they are also applied through the institutions that
Mohammed was referring to. Every individual can appeal to the
Constitutional Court for their rights to be respected. Inasmuch as
we have an imbalance in Parliament, considering that the ANC has
got 65 per cent of the votes while the opposition is much smaller, I
think we still have the most public, transparent, and honest debates
you could imagine. Lastly, I think there are certain moments when
the notion of ‘nation’ is shown, in particular during sporting events.
We had three world cups since the end of apartheid: the first one
was the rugby world cup in 1995; then we had the cricket world
cup in 2003; and finally the soccer world cup in 2010. All of those
moments were important for the nation-building process here in
South Africa.
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Participant: Did you ever feel that the process could not succeed?
And if so, did you have any ‘exit plan’?
Roelf Meyer: We had no option; we had to succeed. The reason
I say so is that the day Mandela walked out of prison we knew
he could not go back, no government in South Africa would have
been able to put him back in jail. We could only go forward and
find answers. Sometimes we would move one step forward and
two steps back; sometimes we would go to bed at night without
knowing where to start the next the morning. But we could not
go back. We could not rely on others to do it for us, we had the
responsibility, and that consciousness was a very powerful drive.
Participant: Is there anything you wish you had done in a different
way?
Roelf Meyer: I think that the biggest mistake we have made is that
we should have started earlier. We could have started in 1985 as
well; it would have been a good moment for it, and instead for five
years we sunk into more and more violence. It took us five years to
seize that opportunity, and the country lost a lot.
Mohammed Bhabha: I think we should have focused more on
changing the power relations with regard to the economic context.
A second thing I think we should have done in a different way is
a Constitutional issue, and specifically the distribution of power
within the state itself: the distribution of power to the provincial
governments; I think we could have done it better, we should
have focused more on efficiency rather than politics. If I had the
opportunity to do it again, I would change this, because at the
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end of the day it is affecting the new generations. Lastly, we are
very proud of our institutions, but maybe we should have found
a mechanism that would make them more accessible to the poor.
Participant: My question is for Mr Bhabha: did the ANC have an
‘exit plan’ from that of making the apartheid government unable
to govern? Were the changes of mind of Mandela and that of the
ANC parallel or there was there a difference between him and his
constituency at the time of negotiations? Was there an alternative
channel of communication between him and the ANC during his
time in isolation?
Mohammed Bhabha: Concerning your last question about the
channel of communications between Mandela and the ANC
while in jail, tomorrow you are going to meet the man who was
responsible for it. Secondly, the ANC would have supported him
anyway. I am not sure whether it was a change of heart or more a
matter of pragmatism; with the fall of the Berlin wall we found
ourselves in a negotiating position of weakness, so we would have
supported him no matter what. Regarding the question about the
exit plan, I would say that we did not have a specific plan, partly
because we did not have the military capacity to accomplish much
more than civil unrest. Failure was not an option.
Participant: You talked about international Constitutional experts,
and I wanted to ask you how were they trying to negatively affect
the process? Do not you think that their experience could have
been beneficial to the process? Also, can you name them?
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Mohammed Bhabha: We did learn from the experiences of
other countries, but we did not want other people to instruct us
on what to do. Everybody has an agenda: the Americans wanted
our Constitution to suit their views, the British and the Germans
likewise, although we learned a lot from the Germany experience.
The point is that in the end the solution was ours, we learned from
them but took our own decisions. We went to India, to Portugal, to
the United States; we went to the United Kingdom, where Scotland
was an issue at the time. So we did learn from them, we just did not
let them tell us how to write our Constitution.
Roelf Meyer: I am afraid I might have been misunderstood: when
I mentioned that there were some Constitutional experts from
abroad that tried to influence the drafting of our Constitution, I
did not mean that I have a negative opinion of these Constitutional
experts, I definitely do not. They were people that greatly helped;
people of great value. Saying that we did not want to involve
mediators or facilitators, does not mean that we would not listen
to good advice. We went to seven countries, and I can tell you that
you will be able to find things that we learned from each of them
in our Constitution. It is very important not to close your mind to
others, but ultimately the decision has to be yours.
Participant: Did white women have an independent organisation
that influenced or contributed to the process?
Roelf Meyer: There were a number of instances in which white
women were active in civil society engagement. Unfortunately they
were not involved in the Constitutional process. I came to power
in 1979 to a completely male Parliament; that was typically the
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old South Africa. Politics were entirely dominated by men, and
that situation did not change until we brought about the new
democratic arrangement. Therefore you will not find a previously
strong example as far as women are concerned.
Participant: If the government had not set Mandela free, do you
think it would have still been possible to negotiate a successful
agreement?
Roelf Meyer: Not really, I believe there would have been a civil war
in South Africa if he had not been liberated.
Catriona Vine: Thank you very much, thank you to both our
speakers for this incredibly informative talk.
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Monday 6th May – Lunch with Ebrahim Ebrahim and Essop Pahad
at KOI Restaurant, Pretoria
With
Ebrahim Ebrahim,13 Deputy Minister of International Relations
and Cooperation.
Essop Pahad,14 Director of Vuziswe Media and Editor of The
Thinker.
Venue: KOI Restaurant, Pretoria

Ebrahim Ebrahim and Essop Pahad addressing
the delegation at KOI Restaurant, Pretoria

Mohammed Bhabha: Good afternoon. We have two highly
esteemed gentlemen here with us today. To respect the protocol
I will start with the Deputy Minister of International Relations,
Mr Ebrahim Ebrahim, even though I am sure you will be more
interested in listening about his non-governmental role, particularly
13 Ebrahim is the Deputy Minister of International Relations and Cooperation. He
is a Member of the African National Congress (ANC) National Executive Committee
(NEC) and a senior political and economic advisor for the President of South Africa.
14 Dr. Essop Pahad has been involved in the struggle against racism and apartheid
for more than 50 years. He has held numerous political offices, as a member of the
National Assembly from 1994-2008, Parliamentary Counselor to the Deputy President
of the Republic of South Africa (1994-1996), and Deputy Minister in the Office of the
former Executive Deputy President, Thabo Mbeki, (1996-1999). Dr. Pahad was appointed Minister in 1999 with specific responsibility for the Office on the Rights of the
Child, Office on the Status of Women and Office on the Status of Disabled People in
The Presidency, as well as the National Youth Commission and the Government Communication and Information System. He currently serves as the Director of Vusiywe
Media, and as Editor of The Thinker.
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prior to 1994. As you know, during our visit to Robben Island you
will have learnt that, and he was there for 17 years. He was also
part of our intelligence, and part of our military and strategic wing
as well, and this is why I think he would be the most appropriate
to answer a number of the questions you have asked regarding the
armed struggle and what brought the government down. Next to
him, is Mr Essop Pahad, who now, (apart from looking after his
grandchildren!), is the editor of a South African news magazine
called The Thinker. As you know, he was based in London with our
former president Thabo Mbeki, and they initiated the discussion
in South Africa with the apartheid government. Therefore, I am
sure that he will be able to answer many of the questions you
asked about the negotiation process, as he was a Minister in the
presidency of Thabo Mbeki.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you very much for finding the time to come
here and meet us. This delegation from Turkey, consists of three
political parties, including the main opposition parties, and the
ruling party. We also have a number of journalists, academics and
representatives of the civil society with us here. We are very grateful
to have you here and to be able to hear some of your experiences.
This trip is the continuation of previous Comparative Study Visits
that we have carried out in different parts of the United Kingdom
and the Republic of Ireland. Thank you very much.
Ebrahim Ebrahim: Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. . Mr.
Essop Pahad is the main speaker today, so maybe I can help by
answering some of the questions you will ask.. We are happy to
welcome you here and we are happy to share our experience of how
we were able to create a democratic order in South Africa; how
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we were able to negotiate and move from an apartheid, oppressive
system to a new democratic one. Now let me leave the floor to Mr
Essop Pahad. Thank you.
Essop Pahad: Welcome everybody; it is a pleasure to have you
here. Mr Ebrahim and I have known each other since 1960, and we
have served together on the National Executive Committee of the
ANC for many years. I think it is good to have him here to answer
some of your questions; if you have questions about the government
today, what it is doing or not doing, he can answer that. Today I
wish to talk about just two or three aspects of the negotiations, as
you have already talked to a lot of people. I think that the most
important thing, is that there is no direct correlation between
different conflict situations: you cannot take one set of experiences
and impose it on another situation and circumstance. The first
important aspect is that from the ANC side, as soon as we
understood and realised that the negotiations were going to take
place, we took the position that they had to be as broad as possible
and we tried to involve in the process as many of the political actors
as we could. Of course we understood that the ANC was going to
be the leading force and play a leading role, alongside the National
Party, which was the ruling party at the time. Secondly if you enter
negotiations, you then must be ready to accept compromise, even
though you should also have a bottom line, marking those issues
that are non-negotiable. On our side, we took a common position
between the ANC, the Communist Party and others, and what was
non-negotiable for us was that a process had to be initiated which
would put us on the road to democratic elections, so that our
people, for the first time in our history, would have the right to
freely elect whomever they wanted to govern the country. That was
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non-negotiable. As other issues came up we would examine them
individually, in order to determine what we should or should not
compromise on. That is an extremely important part of negotiating,
the capacity to understand when to stay firm and when to give in.
The ANC involved all the other parties that were close to us in
every single part of the leadership structure of the ANC. We had
very moderate discussions about the process itself, and about what
we would need to do and to compromise in order to get something
else. In my view, it is important for parties that are in the negotiating
process to have very regulated discussions among themselves,
especially within the leadership core, which would then have to go
out and explain to their constituencies. I know you talked to Roelf
Meyer and other members of the National Party. One of their
biggest mistakes was that they never went back to their own base of
support to explain what they were doing. Never. It is not in their
culture to act in a democratic way. So it is very important that you
do it, because if you cannot take your own membership with you it
is will be much harder to reach a satisfying agreement. And you
must remember that your membership is composed by a wide
variety of people, who have different kinds of interests, so they will
not always have converging opinions on the issues you will discuss.
The question therefore is how you make sure that when you are
actually negotiating important things you have the support of your
own party membership. For example when we took the decision to
suspend the armed struggle, it was really problematic. Fortunately
the proposal was put forward by Joe Slovo and Ronnie Kasrils, who
were the leaders of both our armed wing and the Communist Party.
We knew that our people would find this decision very difficult to
accept, and once we took it we then had to work very hard to
convince our own membership that it was the right thing to do. We
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had to organize a conference of the ANC, and for two days we had
very hard and serious discussions. But we won that day, because we
were convinced that that was the correct decision to make. The
second lesson you should learn, is that you need to have the courage
of your convictions: if you seriously believe that these are the steps
that are necessary to bring about a negotiated solution of the
conflict, then you must have the courage to stand for your
conviction and defend it, winning people's opinion. That is what
happened with our decision to suspend the armed struggle. Even
after we suspended the armed struggle, though, we still needed to
make some moves to convince the Nationalist Party of the
seriousness with which we were engaging in the discussion. So we
had to discuss and figure out what else we could possibly offer to
the other side: they were the ruling party, but they knew that if
elections took place they would inevitably lose power. You also
must understand that we were operating in the most racist society
in the word; apartheid was declared a crime against humanity and
it was the fountainhead for world racism. The white minority
population was essentially brought up to believe that they were
superior due to the mere colour of their skin. Under these conditions
we were understandably concerned about getting their support,
because we knew that even though it would not be easy, we needed
it in order to reach an agreement. We thus took a decision which
we called the ‘Sunset Clause’. Essentially, it revolved around two or
three things: the first one was that, following the elections, we
would have an interim Constitution. The second one was that the
leader of the National Party, who happened to be de Klerk at that
time, could be a Deputy President: Mandela would have the
Presidency, and two Deputy Presidents would be appointed, one
from each side. This was a very important compromise we made:
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knowing that we were going to win the elections, we agreed to a
broad national unity government which would also include
representatives from the other parties. Furthermore, we understood
that we were operating in a context in which the apartheid military
machine and intelligence agency had still enormous power. At that
time it was certainly the most powerful military machine in the
continent, with great experience in warfare and some of the most
sophisticated equipment. At that time South Africa was even a
nuclear power. So not only had we to take the overwhelming
majority of these people into supporting something that clearly
was not in their interest, but we would also have to prevent some
of them from engaging in counter revolutionary action of a violent
nature. Thus, we decided that all the civil servants from the old
apartheid regime would be integrated into the new civil service;
none of them would lose their pension rights. They actually still
have better pension rights than we do anyway. That was a way to
try to soften the blow for people who were being asked to voluntarily
give up their power or authority, which they knew they were not
going to get back in a democratically elected government. That is
why we adopted the Sunset Clause, which was also very difficult to
explain to our constituency. I remember that during one of the
meetings of the Central Committee, Harry Gwala, one of our
friends who had served a very long time in Robben Island, came in
spitting fire and venom against Joe Slovo, who at the time was the
Secretary General of the party. We discussed it and let him talk for
a long while, but in the end the decision had been made, and we
thought that the General Secretary was correct and that the Central
Committee should support this decision. So it did. Another issue
we had to deal with was the great amount of violence orchestrated
by the state, which was using non-state actors to carry out acts.
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What we did was to accept an agreement called the National Peace
Accord, which was designed for representatives from the ANC, the
Communist Party, the Trade Union Movement, the National Party,
and some of the other parties to meet on a regular basis in order to
try to reduce tensions. For us though the main event was the
election: but how do you go for an election in which the ruling
party still owns all the power? So we decided to set up an
Independent Electoral Commission: we found a much respected
judge, judge Kriegler, who speaks Afrikaans as well, and we set up
a multi-layer party forum, where all of us would meet. I was
representing the ANC at that forum. Everybody would have papers
that would allow them to vote, and essentially it was a relatively
free and fair election. Of course it still had a lot of problems: there
were areas to where the ANC could not even go, and the same goes
for the opposition in other areas where the ANC was very strong,
but the Independent Electoral Commission, which was seriously
independent, gave the process that legitimacy that would have
otherwise been lacking. And we also brought some people from
outside South Africa to serve on the IEC, to give it even greater
legitimacy. On the first day, though, many polling booths did not
have the ballot papers: we do not know where the sabotage came
from; they hired people from the private sector who created a
disaster, so we had to reproduce thousands of ballot papers. We still
managed to carry out the process in the end, because we were
working together. After the elections, then, we started the
negotiations in Parliament to draft the final Constitution. The last
thing I want to say from my own experience is that you can draft
Constitutions in many different ways: in our case, again, all the
parties in Parliament were represented in what we called the
Constitutional Committee. Even before that, we brought in legal
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experts, some of whom you are going to meet tomorrow. In
conclusion, these were some of the experiences from our side, in
terms of the negotiation process and of the readiness to make some
compromises when necessary. If you do not want to compromise,
my advice to you is not to negotiate: if you do negotiate you must
be ready to compromise. Thanks.
Mohammed Bhabha: Thank you, Mr Pahad. Mr Deputy Minister,
do you want to intervene, or should we take questions?

Kerim Yildiz, Nursuna Memecan, Ayla Akat, Cengiz Çandar,
Sezgin Tanrıkulu, Hatem Ete and Havva Kök

Ebrahim Ebrahim: I would like to briefly intervene. Thank you
very much; I think comrade Essop has covered all the main aspects
of our transition in South Africa. But I just want to point out
some other issues. You know that when Mandela was negotiating
with the President of the time, FW de Klerk, he was moved from
Robben Island to another place. There he was able to invite some
prisoners who would be taken to him from Robben Island for the
day, just to consult and share with them what he was doing. In
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one of the documents that he wrote to FW de Klerk, he wrote
that he wanted South Africa to be a fully democratic country, and
that there should be no compromise on that. At the same time he
recognised that within this democracy he would have to address
the fear and the concerns of the white minority. This is why I was
saying that conflicts like yours in my view are very unnecessary,
because there is nothing that cannot be addressed and resolved
within a fully democratic system. There are three or four things
you need to remember from our negotiation: number one, it was
fully inclusive; we never excluded any party. Some parties that
were at the extreme left and right of the political system refused
to participate, and were therefore marginalised in the process.
Secondly, the negotiation process was very transparent: we could
have met behind closed doors, the ANC and the National Party,
and write our Constitution, but that would have not had legitimacy
for the people. Everything was broadcasted on television and on
the radio, so that people could listen to the deliberations. The third
point was that, as Essop was saying, we involved civil society. We
in the ANC established what was called the Patriotic Front. We
invited to our first meeting 96 organisations: trade unions, women's
organisations, cultural organisations and youth organisations,
and we asked for their mandate. Throughout the negotiations we
kept them informed of what was happening; if we had to make a
compromise, then we also had to explain to them our motives. The
last thing I want to say is that you need to have a strong leadership;
one that has a vision, that is far thinking, and that seriously wants
to resolve the conflict. You see, South Africa is a very beautiful
country. One of the reasons I say so, is because I have never been
able to understand why people fight over languages: we have 11
official languages, that is what makes South Africa so beautiful;
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people can speak whatever language they want to speak. We are
one nation with many cultures; we have four religious groups. We
have a mosque here, next to the mosque we have a Hindu temple,
and on the opposite side of the street we have a church for the
Christians; they all live in harmony. So that is why I say that there
is nothing that cannot be resolved in a democratic system with full
democratic rights while at the same time accommodating different
religions, languages and cultures. That is all I wanted to say. Thank
you.
Essop Pahad: I must add that Deputy Minister Ebrahim was the
leader of the ANC in the Patriotic Front.
Kerim Yildiz opens the floor to questions
Kerim Yildiz: I would like to ask two questions, related to one
another. Looking back at the first stage of the process, how prepared
were you to have negotiations with the national government? My
second question is: towards the end, how did you deal with your
armed wing? How were its members reintegrated into society? Did
they get a job, or compensation?
Ebrahim Ebrahim: We were better prepared than the National
Party. They were not as prepared as the ANC because even in
exile we had already prepared our Constitutional principles.
We were much more prepared than the opposition. For what
concerns the armed wing of course when we dissolved it there
was a reintegration with the apartheid army into the new national
army. We also reintegrated our security into the new South African
National Security structure, and we reintegrated our diplomatic
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representatives in various countries with the Department of Foreign
Affairs. I cannot think of any compensation that occured, but we
reintegrated them wherever we could. Of course they had to have
the capability and the capacity, and many them who had those
even became Colonels and Brigadiers.
Participant: Did you have any particular channel outside of
government control to communicate with Nelson Mandela during
his isolation period on Robben Island? One through which he
could convey his messages to you without any interference?
Ebrahim Ebrahim: Towards the end, when he was removed from
Robben Island and was put in a place called Victor Vester, he was
not in prison but in a house in the prison complex that belonged
to one of the officers. He was not wearing prison clothing; he was
allowed to wear his own. And he was also allowed see whomever
he wanted to see.
Participant: For how long was he in this place?
Ebrahim Ebrahim: That was in the last five years of his
imprisonment. For instance, he would call us prisoners from
Robben Island, and they would bring us there and leave us
with him for the whole day. Now we have learned that all our
discussions were tape recorded. But then he would also call some
of the leaders in the country in the United Democratic Front, those
leaders in overground organisations, to inform them that he was
in consultation with Oliver Tambo, who was the president of the
ANC. So there were channels of communication, and I think the
nationalist government allowed it because they knew that it would
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be in the end to their advantage, and that they should allow him
to consult with other prisoners, with the leadership in the country,
and that outside of the country.
Participant: May I ask you a personal question? Hearing you speak
as such a moderate (politically), why did they imprison you for 17
years on Robben Island? What did you do?
Ebrahim Ebrahim: Well, I belonged to the armed wing of the
ANC. I was arrested in 1963, as I had carried out a number of
acts of sabotage. I was sentenced to 15 years in 1964 and served
the full sentence until 1979. When I was released, I went into
exile to Swaziland, and from there I was kidnapped. I was then
brought back, tried for high treason and sentenced to 20 years
imprisonment. But the important thing is that my lawyers took
my case to the South African Court of Appeal, where five judges
ruled that the court had no jurisdiction to try me, as I had been
illegally brought in from a foreign country. Under South African
law you cannot kidnap somebody and try them, it is illegal. Then I
was released in 1991, but after I was released, all the other prisoners
were also released because of the release of Mandela.
Mohammed Bhabha: But Mr Deputy Minister, you have not
answered the question. He said you look like a really nice person,
so why would they put you in jail for 17 years? Perhaps you are not
what you look like!
Essop Pahad: He is a really nice person, but not for the enemy!
He was a nice person for us. Let me say two things here: one is
that in the beginning it was very difficult to communicate with our
prisoners on Robben Island. But people went to Robben Island at
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different times, so they always brought in new information. And
when they were released, they would bring out information as well.
Others learned how to write letters using some kind of subterfuge –
since all the letters were censored – to try and deliver messages: for
instance, they would communicate with Kathrada, and because he
was like an older brother for us, we would write about family things,
trying to smuggle messages in them. Thirdly, we used our lawyers,
because they had the right to meet with the prisoners and could
thus communicate writing on pieces of paper. They could not talk
because they knew they would be recorded. When Mandela started
the negotiations, we were not aware, just as Mandela was not aware
that some of our people, especially Mbeki and Zuma, our current
President, had their own contacts with the South African security
establishment to open the doors to negotiations. He did not know
we were doing it, we did not know he was doing it; Mandela kept it
a secret even from his closest comrades in Robben Island. The most
interesting and remarkable part of those negotiations is that though
we never spoke to each other, Mandela's position and the position
we took outside in terms of the negotiations coincided on almost
every single point. Only the regime knew who they were talking to,
and they had to realise that there was something remarkable about
the ANC: we did not have to meet to come to common positions
because we were standing by our own principles. Lastly, from the
beginning Mandela recognised that the leader of the ANC was
not himself, but the president of the ANC Oliver Tambo. And
he deferred all major decisions to Oliver Tambo and the National
Executive Committee of the ANC which was based in Lusaka,
Zambia. So it was accepted that all major decisions had to be made
by Oliver Tambo and the National Executive Committee. And that
is how we managed to work together. Thank you.
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Kerim Yildiz: Thank you to both our excellent speakers for what
has been a most valuable meeting. Your presentations and your firsthand experience have provided us with very interesting insights
into the process. Good afternoon.

Monday 6th May – Session 6: Meeting with Deputy President
Motlanthe, Union Buildings, Pretoria
With: Kgalema Petrus Motlante,15 Deputy President of South
Africa.
Venue: Union Buildings, Government Avenue, Pretoria
Moderated by Kerim Yildiz

The delegation with Deputy President Kgalema Mothlante
at the Union Buldings
15 Mr Motlanthe served as President of South Africa between September 2008 and
May 2009, following the resignation of Thabo Mbeki. After the end of his presidency,
Motlanthe was appointed as Deputy President of South Africa by his successor, current
South African President Jacob Zuma. Motlanthe served as Deputy President of the
African National Congress (ANC), a position he held from 2007 until 2012, when he
declined to run for a second term. Motlanthe was previously a student activist, trade unionist and member of the ANC's military wing Umkhonto we Sizwe during the struggle
against South Africa under apartheid. Today, Motlanthe, a left-leaning intellectual, is
seen as a highly skilled political operator within the politics of South Africa, and a key
figure behind the success of Jacob Zuma. Motlanthe also holds the status of having been
South Africa's first Tzwana-speaking president.
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Pretoria is one of South Africa’s three capital cities, serving as the
executive and de facto national capital. The Union Buildings,
sitting on Meintjies Kop and overlooking the city of Pretoria, form
the official seat of the Government of South Africa and also house
the offices of the President. The Union Buildings are over 275m
long and boast a semi-circular shape, with the two wings at the sides
which are said to represent the English and Afrikaans languages.
Kgalema Mothlante: I extend a warm welcome to all of you
today. Here in South Africa we have a very good relation with the
government and the people of Turkey; I have been to Turkey myself
and of course I have interacted with the government, and I have
also visited Parliament there on two occasions. Of course it was
not in session at that time, so I am particularly pleased to have this
exchange with you today. As you have already met many people
during this visit, I think it may be helpful to start directly with your
questions, so that we can respond to what is most of interest to you.
Please, feel comfortable asking about any critical issue, which may
be of interest.
Participant: As a ruler of this country, when you look at your
society and your politics do you recognise any social and economic
baggage from the apartheid years?
Kgalema Mothlante: Well, we have been a Constitutional
Democracy only since 1994 and this was the outcome of 82 years
of struggle waged by the African people, who had been excluded
from the main body of politics since 1910, when the Union of
South Africa was founded. Throughout the 82 years of its existence,
it has waged peaceful struggle sending delegations to the colonial
headquarters in England at the end of the First World War, to
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ensure that the plight of the African people would be taken into
account. It continued for almost 50 years with various forms of nonracial struggle, up to the 1960s, when the apartheid government
outlawed it, together with a number of other institutions, among
which was the ANC too. Of course the ANC still continued to exist
surreptitiously for 30 more years, until it was unbanned in 1990.
Between 1990 and 1994, it engaged the government of the time in
negotiations for a peaceful settlement to the conflict, which was the
result of these exclusive racist and discriminatory policies. Through
negotiation and inclusiveness a government of national unity was
established, which agreed that its main task was to agree and
adopt a democratic Constitution. By 1996 the current democratic
Constitution was adopted. The ANC has been the governing party
since 1994, and part of its programme has been to transform the
previous institutions into democratic, non-racial ones meant for all
South Africans. Today, as we sit here, we have had 19 years of this
democratic dispensation. Of course the accumulated disabilities in
the areas of education, health, as well as in the social and economic
infrastructure still reflect this past history of discrimination: to
accomplish our project of building a united, democratic, nonracial and non-sexist state, we still have a long way to go, but at
least the legislative framework is a democratic one. We have got rid
of all laws that would discriminate; the legal framework underpins
this kind of united, non-racial, democratic dispensation. But of
course in economic terms – in terms of ownership and income
distribution – it still reflects the past allocation of resources, and
that is why we are concentrating all of our efforts on transformation:
transformation of education, of economy, of all aspects of life. This
is the first generation of democratic South Africa, so of course the
scars of the past are still very much with us. Thank you.
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Participant: Thank you very much Your Excellency. I am very
happy to be here in such a beautiful country, and I am sure that,
as we leave, we will keep it in our hearts. The ANC is now the
ruling party, so what is the biggest problem that you are facing as a
government and that you are currently working on?
Kgalema Mothlante: As I said, we have the challenges of education
and infrastructure, which reflect the past history of discrimination.
If you look at South Africa, you will see that there are parts of the
country that are well developed: it was possible for us to host the
World Cup because the infrastructure were in place. On the other
hand, in the peripheries the infrastructures are under developed or
non-existent. We essentially face three major challenges: poverty,
inequality and unemployment. We have a population of about 50
million people, and 4.6 million of them are unemployed. This is
a major issue for us, and as the government we are engaging with
the private sector in order to find ways to face these challenges
by creating new jobs. We have created a democratic structure for
it, which includes labour unions, civil society and businesses. The
problem we have in the area of education instead is that of access.
At the entry level we have 96 per cent of enrolment, and we are
trying to ensure that the remaining four per cent will jump in too.
The difficulty though is that when they pass on to twelfth grade,
very few of them go into tertiary education. We are extremely
concerned with this. We are trying to find a way to ensure that
the same number of students that enrol in entry level go through
twelfth grade into tertiary education. Thank you
Participant: Mr Deputy President, I should say that I have always
shared deep sympathy for the people of this country and admiration
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for the ANC. Having said that, I do not want you to be offended
by the following question. Governing in a post-revolutionary
period sometimes is more difficult, and as you said this is the first
stage of democratic South Africa. Despite this, the ANC’s support
does not diminish below 65 per cent. Following President Nelson
Mandela there has been President Mbeki; after him it was known
that he would be – and he was – followed by president Zuma,
and it seems you will be following, Mr Deputy President. Are we
seeing a dynasty of the ANC? How will the formative period of
democratic South Africa evolve in consolidating democracy?
Kgalema Mothlante: Here in South Africa we a multiparty
system. The ANC now holds 64 per cent of the seats, but it has
never governed all of the country: we have nine provinces and
throughout the years, even if we won the national elections, we
have generally won in eight of the nine provinces. In the Western
Cape we have lost both the municipality and the province to the
Democratic Alliance; we are gaining experience as a governing
party on one hand and as the opposition on the other. We do not
take the mandates of the electorate for granted: next year we will
be going into elections, both national and provincial, which means
we will have to start our electoral campaign, going house to house
to visit people and listen to what they have to say. That is how we
conduct our campaign; the people do not only have complaints
but they also have suggestions, providing us with very important
feedback. That is why we rely on this approach of direct contact.
I am not in line to become President. I have already served as the
President of South Africa; I am the one who followed President
Mbeki and preceded President Zuma. Now I am his deputy, and we
have a wonderful relationship. He has served as a Deputy President
as well, so we can share our experiences and help each other.
160
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Participant: We have been here for a week now, and we have seen a
lot of things that I admire concerning the reconciliation process and
the Constitution that has subsequently been written. Personally, I
do not hold any doubt that this process might be a model for other
processes. Regarding the period of the transition though, do you
believe that you have managed to create unity between the white
and the black communities in the last 19 years, or are all the groups
living together still without interacting with each other in many
areas?

The delegation at the Union Buildings during a roundtable meeting
with Deputy President Mothlante

Kgalema Mothlante: Our mandate was to create a united,
democratic, non-racial, non-sexist, and prosperous South Africa.
The reconciliation of all the parties that in the past were in conflict
has laid the foundation for us to move forward as a democratic
country. From time to time we still do experience some reluctance,
because many people rely on racial categories to explain the
current state of affairs. On the other hand, the problematic nature
of regarding people as black or white is something that is widely
understood by the majority of the population because it is embodied
in the Constitution; everybody understands that they have no right
to discriminate against anybody. In a sense, we are making steady
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progress, but tensions do arise from time to time, especially due to
the problem of unemployment. As I said, it is a huge challenge to
us: about three million of unemployed people are between 18 and
24, and they are not in any kind of institutional plan or in a job.
When you have young people that have all the energy to work but
are instead unemployed, you are likely to also have tensions from
time to time, because whenever there is a public concern those
people would be the first ones to demonstrate. However, that is
not a threat to the project of creating and sustaining peace and
harmony across the board. The slogan of the ANC is that we are
united in our diversity: everybody has a right to practice his or her
culture and religion, but ultimately we are all South Africans; we
are all governed by our Constitution. Thank you.
Participant: Mr Deputy President, thank you for being here and
for sharing your opinion with us. Please, first let me say that I
recognise all your successes and achievements. During this visit,
though, we have experienced a great deal of racial divide in South
Africa; apartheid is over, but when you go to restaurants around the
country you can still see that the people serving are overwhelmingly
black, while those being served are generally white. What have you
done, and what are you still doing to address this problem?
Kgalema Mothlante: Let me give a little background to where we
come from: we come from a background of racial discrimination,
where white people, through the Nationalist Party, believed in the
notion of white supremacy. In 1955 the ANC, the South African
Indian Congress, the South African Congress of Democrats, and the
South African Congress of Trade Unions, organised a convention
where all the political parties were included, even the National
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Party. Of course they did not send any delegation; they only
sent the police to arrest everyone. By the time the police arrived,
though, they had already agreed on a very important document:
the Freedom Charter, which was then adopted by the ANC and all
the other democratic organisations. Its fundamental principle was
that South Africa belongs to all those who live in it. On one side,
then, you had the whites believing in racial discrimination, while
on the other you had the ANC calling for non-racialism rather
than black supremacy. For that reason, in 1956 the government
arrested 166 leaders and charged them with treason, as claiming
that blacks and whites are equal human beings was considered to
be treason. The trial lasted for four years, but in the end it had the
opposite effect: it gave visibility to the notion of non-racialism,
promoting it and consolidating its acceptance. When the ANC was
banned in 1960, younger generations used the Freedom Charter
as a political pamphlet; young people read it and were brought
up on a political diet of non-racialism. That is why reconciliation
was not difficult: it was a goal shared by the majority of the South
African people, and by 1990 the very Nationalist Party, which had
previously regarded it as treason, embraced the Freedom Charter.
It is embedded into South Africa culture to such an extent that the
opposition parties are accusing the ANC of deviating from it. Today
younger people go to mixed schools where they become friends, so
they do not experience this culture of racialism. However, income
distribution and skills still reflect the past, and that is why, if you go
to restaurants in the suburbs, you may well find that the main chef
is a black person and so is the cashier, while the restaurant is owned
by white people and the clientele in the south would be mostly
composed of white people.
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Participant: Your Excellency, first of all thank you very much. I
have two questions: first of all, the Constitution has an article that
states that everybody is equal in this country, but it also recognises
that this equality should be protected. If you did not have this
protection clause, what would be of South Africa today? Secondly,
the ANC came to power paying a very high price; it has a very
important connection with the past, and with the comrades
who lost their lives for the cause. Since 1994, has being in power
changed the ANC?
Kgalema Mothlante: The spirit of our Constitution is to
transform: we must take our history into account, and transform
society into an equal democratic one, as in terms of access to basic
education and income distribution it still reflects the old structures
of power. The Constitution affirms that we must transform these
injustices, and for this reason it also contains a Bill of Rights,
which provides for what we call ‘first generation rights’. You spoke
about protection, which is enshrined in the Constitution itself:
we cannot pass a law that does not comply with it. To give an
example, if there is a bill that somebody feels would prejudice
freedom of expression, that law would not be ratified before being
checked by the Constitutional Court; we have systems of checks
and balances. Concerning your second question, when the ANC
was still a liberation movement the people who became members
were people who expected no personal rewards, in the sense that
they knew they may end up in prison or in exile, or even killed.
Their inspiration came from the love for the South African people
and from their commitment to the liberation struggle. When the
ANC was unbanned and became the governing party, though, that
all changed, as to be in the ANC and in a position of leadership
now also entailed the possibility of rewards at a personal level. Thus
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many of the people who joined at this point did so because it was
the best thing to do, because they would be part of the ruling party
and have good connections. Of course this all affected the ANC.
In our lingua franca we call these the ‘sins of incumbency’; the
ANC could not sufficiently protect itself from it, and this is what
we are dealing with on an ongoing basis now. Whereas in the past
the internal democratic practices were excellent, now they are not.
Just to give you an example: the banks have an interest in who
will be appointed as Minister of Finance, since if they are friendly
towards him they might stand a better chance of being allocated
the responsibility of managing social grants. We are not immune
to those influences. The front line soldiers of corruption are gifts:
when people want to corrupt somebody, they give him or her gifts;
you therefore need to have a policy concerning what happens to
gifts, as a public representative should never be indebted to people
who have personal interests in his work; that is how corruption
takes root. Thank you.
Participant: I would like to ask three questions: first of all I
understand that the racial line has shifted, however given that your
government has a left leaning, is not it a huge dilemma to speak in
the name of the oppressed class while operating in a system based
on a liberal economy? I would also like to ask if those security
guards that shot dead 34 mine workers who were protesting at
the Marikana mine complex last August are being prosecuted and
brought to justice, and what happened to them. Lastly, we always
hear about these new conglomerations of power such as, Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa – the BRICS. Do you think
this represents a new redistribution across the globe or is just a
second instance of capital accommodation?
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Kgalema Mothlante: Let me deal with the first question of
convergence of racial and class divides. Of course in South Africa
these two have converged, because of our history. What has
happened in the last 19 years is that even though the rich have
grown even richer, a massive middle class has come into being,
particularly among blacks who in the past were excluded from even
being involved in a business in white areas. Now we do not have
such restrictions. Today every black person that has the means to
set up a business in town is allowed to do so, and a huge middle
class has developed, as opportunities in both the private and the
public sectors are now there for skilled black people. In the past,
the most brilliant blacks only had access to three areas of study:
law, medicine, and education. This new middle class is the one that
determines which way the politics swing. Having said that, about
the specific case of the mine workers who ended up being shot by
the police last August, I can tell you that there is a commission
of inquiry which is looking into that situation; and once they
have produced a report and made their recommendations the
government will act accordingly. Lastly, BRICS is an alignment
put together by Morgan Stanley. The G8 and G20 have made
huge mistakes as power brokers: the financial crisis of 2008 was
triggered by the fact that the trade in the money market was 68
times bigger than the trade in commodities. It was clear that the
economic system was not really underpinned by a real economy,
and consequently we bore witness to banks going under and the
G8 struggling to rescue them. Europe is still struggling to find
a solution to these challenges even today. Analysts at Morgan
Stanley realised that what initially were the BRICs, were growing
economies, and so they thought that, if these countries cooperated,
maybe they could pull the rest of global economy out of the crisis.
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In Africa, South Africa accounts for almost 50 per cent of the trade
in the whole continent, and because of our history we have the
best managed banks in the world today. An infrastructure like
that was seen as a gateway into Africa: the rest of the continent is
underdeveloped, full of resources but with no infrastructure, and as
the BRICs saw their growth progress in Africa they recognised the
potential advantage of including South Africa in the BRICS. Today
when we assess the investments of Brazil and China in Africa, they
are bigger than ours. Africa, though, manages to speak as a block,
as we operate within economic communities, meant to create the
critical mass requirement for interstate trade. As individuals, the
African countries would not know how to deal with such a huge
market as the Chinese one. As a block, our approach is to produce
goods that can be exported into these markets. Thank you.
Kerim Yildiz: Mr Deputy President, thank you very much once
again for receiving us and for providing us with such valuable
information and views. I have no doubt that this will be very
helpful for us, and we will very carefully consider all that we have
learned about development here in South Africa. Thank you very
much.
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Monday 6th May –Dinner at Kream, Johannesburg
Venue: Kream Restaurant, Johannesburg

Kerim Yildiz with Ambassador Esener and Roelf Meyer

Tuesday 7th May – Session 7: Meeting with Moe Shaikh at the
Development Bank of Southern Africa, Pretoria
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
The role of security structures during negotiations
With:
Moe Shaik,16 Chief Executive Officer of the International Division
of the Development Bank of South Africa and Former Head of
South African Intelligence Services.
Venue: Development Bank of Southern Africa, Pretoria
Moderated by Mohammed Bhabha
16 Moe Shaik is the Chief Executive Officer of the International Division of the
Development Bank of South Africa. He previously served as the Head of the South
African Secret Service. Shaik has served in the internal underground structures of the
African National Congress where his duties involved the collection and analysis of
intelligence at the coalface feeding into the African National Congress headquarters in
Lusaka. In 1994 he was part of the Transitional Executive Council team that facilitated
the amalgamation of services into the new dispensation of intelligence. Previous posts
and achievements include: South African Consul-General in Hamburg (1998), South
African Ambassador to the Democratic People's Republic of Algeria, Special Adviser to
the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Head of Policy Research and Analysis Unit (20032004).
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Moe Shaikh with members of the delegation

Mohammed Bhabha: Good morning everybody. I am pleased to
introduce you to my mentor, my friend, and my superior here at the
Development Bank of South Africa, Moe Shaikh. When we went
to Robben Island earlier this week, many of you asked about how
the ANC transferred its intelligence information. Moe Shaikh was
responsible for setting up the network between Lusaka, Robben
Island, and London. He was also responsible for the disarmament
and integration of the military forces.
Moe Shaikh: Welcome to all of you. Let me begin by saying that
security and development are two sides of the same coin; you
cannot have one without the other. For the first 30 years of my life
I worked in the field of security, for the second 30, instead, I want
to work in that of development. So that is why I am here, at the
Development Bank.
Moe Shaikh: So, I was asked to share my experience of how
we moved from conflict here in South Africa to some kind of
‘unquiet’ peace first, and then towards peace. I have heard that
you met the Deputy President of South Africa and are going to
meet the Secretary General of the ANC. Both Mohammed and I
are longstanding members of the ANC; I joined when I was 16,
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and now I am 54. I was trained by the Stasi, the secret police of
East Germany, as I was living there before coming back into the
country. During my diplomatic life I spent some time in Hamburg
as well, were I had the pleasure of meeting the Turkish community;
with them I tried your very nice soup, the işkembe. But now let
me take you back to South Africa, in 1985: the ANC inside the
country was escalating its civil war, and the apartheid government
was repressing it using its military forces to fight the civil uprising.
A state of emergency was declared, followed by a second one in
1986. Thousands of people were being detained and killed, and
a very important point was reached in South African society: the
apartheid government and its military came to the realisation
that to win they had to kill more people, and the ANC came to
the realisation that to win it had to kill more people. When both
sides came to this understanding, we had an instance of what in
security terms is called ‘dual power’: one side does not have the
authority to exert its power on the other, and the other is too weak
to win. When you reach dual power, both sides have to answer
one fundamental question: what price are you willing to pay for
your victory? A good example of dual power is the current state
of affairs in Syria, where the rebels are not strong enough to win
and the Assad regime is not strong enough to defeat the rebels.
That situation cannot continue for too long; whether there has
been or will be chemical weapons use, the United States will end
up entering that conflict one way or another in favour of the rebels.
When we reached dual power in South Africa, something had to
be done; someone had to make a move. It was in this context that
a group of Afrikaner leaders reached out to the ANC in 1987 to
test whether they were willing to negotiate. Of course the ANC
was very receptive, and its intelligence services and those of the
apartheid government started to have a dialogue. The first talks
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took place outside of South Africa, in Switzerland (where activists
in exile such as Zuma, Mbeki, Aziz, and Pahad were flown with
false passports) and both sides accepted that a negotiated solution
was possible. When the negotiations started, there was a general
agreement that they must take place inside South Africa. We resisted
the call from other countries that wanted to host them, just like the
British are currently hosting talks on Somalia in London; it was a
conflict within South Africa and therefore it had to be solved here.
This was a crucial point in negotiations: we found it was better to
conduct our negotiations in our own country, so the South African
people themselves could determine the pace of the negotiations;
when you have negotiators and third parties, instead, the process is
detached from the people on the ground. We did not want it to be
a transfer of power from one to another group of elites; we wanted
to establish a paradigm for the people to live and move forward in
peace. By 1987 the ANC took the decision to increase its offensive
against the apartheid regime through what was called ‘Operation
Vula’, which consisted in combining various movements in a single
formation. Many of the leaders who were thought to be in exile
outside of the country were actually in South Africa, as it was
better for us to hide them here rather than having them crossing
the border illegally to come back. Once the ANC was unbanned
in 1990 and the negotiations started, the important element that
had to be figured out was that of inclusiveness: how do you get as
many parties as possible to take part into the negotiations? Many
political parties were believed to have wide popular support, so the
ANC and the National Party agreed to include them in the process.
In the end, then, we had about 20 parties, even though everyone
knew that it was just the two main parties that really mattered.
So they designed a term that has now entered the vocabulary of
negotiations, ‘sufficient consensus’: the agreement of the two most
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important parties was both sufficient and necessary to move on
with the process. This was a very important point. Let me give you
an example: one of the parties which claimed to be a very powerful
party was the IFP, a Zulu nationalist party. As it did not agree with
some of the issues, it decided to pull out of the negotiations, as the
process had continued thanks to the sufficient consensus between
the ANC and the National Party. When it came to the elections,
the IFP agreed to participate only one day before they were to be
held and, not surprisingly, they lost. Many parties believed that
they could hold the negotiation process to ransom. When you enter
negotiations, though, you do not want a side to surrender. That is
not a negotiation: if you want the other side to surrender, it would
be better to continue the war and defeat it militarily. Negotiations
change the very nature of what you are negotiating about: if you
think that a whole is better than a sum, you will probably end up
reconceptualising the idea you had. Those who are successful in
negotiations are those that are flexible enough but still do not lose
sight of the ultimate objective. The principle we held on to was that
we wanted to live in a united, non-racial, non-sexist, democratic
South Africa. First, we wanted one country. When the Zulu party
wanted to have its own nation, we refused it, and we did the same
with the Afrikaners that asked for a separate state. This was a most
important principle. Secondly, by non-racial and non-sexist we
meant that there should be no discrimination based neither on
race nor on gender. Lastly it had to be democratic; we wanted to
have free and fair elections based on one person – one vote. This
is what we wanted to achieve. When we stated our principles, the
National Party claimed it did not have the mandate to negotiate
these things, because white South Africans would never support
this outcome. We could have given up, but we did not. We sent
them out to go get their mandate: a referendum was conducted in
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which only white people participated. Only if you have lived in a
society oppressed by race discrimination will you be able to fully
understand how great of a concession it was from the ANC to
allow white South Africans to determine the fate of black people.
This concession, though, trapped the National Party: 75 per cent
of the white South Africans who participated in the referendum
agreed to start the negotiations. We had very clever use of tactic
and strategy; imagine it we had not been willing to allow whites to
decide of our future: the negotiations would have failed. Even if it
meant discrimination, as no one asked the blacks for their opinion,
it was based on the assumption that we had to bring the other
side into the process. Having done it this way, they could never
withdraw from the process.
I now want to move on to talk about some other important things,
particularly about the military. In every conflict we militarise our
society: we have an army, we give them a budget and leadership,
and we ask them to engage in war with the other side. In the South
African conflict there were two militaries because we had to form
our own army and guerrilla groups. The problem is that, while it is
rather easy to convince a person to fight, it is extremely hard to then
tell that person to put the gun down: in such contexts, the military
always obtains certain rights and power, and it is this power that
is very difficult to remove when you are going through a political
process. This is why you have coups d'état. I was involved in the
negotiations to form one police, one military and one intelligence
service; we had to move from many into one. The first principle in
dealing with this kind of thing is to have a united political perspective
on the role of the military and on the use of budget: if there is
none, you will end up with the military lobbying the politicians,
not to make concessions. Here in South Africa we were united in
198
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the belief that the military should not be involved in the political
affairs of the country. And if you want a very good example, just
look at Chapter 11 of our Constitution: there you will find all the
precepts concerning the principles that govern national security,
the military, the police and the intelligence services. We are the
first country in the world to include this in its Constitution, and
we did so because of the role the military played in the apartheid
struggle. When there is a high degree of conflict, the military gains
rights and prerogatives; how do you get the military to move down
to a democratic accommodation when the conflict is low? No one
surrenders power easily, so we had to move forward step by step: for
the first five years we changed neither the structure of command,
nor the budget. What we did, was first of all to put deputies to each
of the officials in power, which was not a move greatly welcomed
by the ANC’s military, but we had to compromise. Secondly,
we created a civilian secretariat to oversee military spending. We
basically sought political control of the military, and neutralised it
by inserting our people within the chain of command; it did not
take long before they started to build a new culture. Only after
five years did we start to change the command structure of the
military; while in the past the possibility of a military coup was
seen as a serious threat, now nobody would ever think of it. We
have had three black people fulfilling the position of Military Chief
so far; the first one was in 1999, five years after the elections. The
same happened within the police and intelligence forces. This is
the paradigm we employed; it was not an easy prospect of course,
no negotiation goes smoothly and might have two steps back and
one forward. You will always be dealing with tensions. You need
to have the right people in place for the process to work. To use a
metaphor, we could say that there are hawks and doves: when the
doves can come together they are able to bring peace, while when
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the hawks come together they can derail the process. So the key to
success is to always keep the doves involved in the process, and it is
not always simple to figure out who is what. Thank you.
Mohammed Bhabha opens the floor for discussion
Kerim Yildiz: Could you talk about the role of the diaspora in
conflict resolution?
Moe Shaikh: This is a very good question. Here in South Africa
the diaspora was very connected to the anti-apartheid movement
and they became very involved in it, but the key player in the
negotiations was the ANC. Even when its key leaders were in
exile, the ANC maintained its hegemony. The diaspora played a
very big role in support, policy advice, and so forth, but it is not a
political organisation per se: when members of the diaspora want to
participate in the conflict resolution process, they must do so from
within an organisation that operates in the political system. Let me
give you an example: since the problem here in South Africa was
mainly a racial one, many African-Americans believed they could
come here and tell the ANC how to deal with the process. But why
would an African-American know better than us, who have lived
and struggled in this country? The problem with diaspora is that its
influence often turns out to be the influence of the host country. I
think it has a huge role to play, but it should be the political parties
that decide on that role, you should not let the diaspora decide it
themselves.
Participant: Could you talk about the role of the Muslim
community in the liberation struggle? And also, what are you
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doing in order to bring about economic development here in
South Africa?
Moe Shaikh: The Muslim community in South Africa has been
very much involved in the liberation struggle; they contributed
in an enormous way. There have been two religious groups that
have contributed to the struggle disproportionately to their
numbers: the Muslim community and the Jewish one. When I
say ‘disproportionately to their numbers’ I mean that even though
the population of South Africa is composed of only about 1.5 per
cent to 2 per cent of Muslims they were greatly engaged in the
struggle and the same can be said of the Jews. On the other hand
though, both groups are extremely well represented and can be
seen in a lot of public offices. For what concerns your question
on economic development, I have to say that being a developing
country we use our resources in a very smart way to address the
three fundamental challenges that South Africa is currently facing:
the first one is social inequality, meaning that the rich are growing
even richer while the poor keep getting poorer. I am aware that
this is a global phenomenon, but here in South Africa it is a huge
problem. The other two major challenges we need to deal with are
poverty and unemployment, and from the State side we have been
greatly engaged with these issues. The Development bank plays
a major role in this, and it does so by focusing on infrastructure,
such as transportation and water: we want to lay the foundations
for the economy to grow. It is not an easy task, and this is the main
reason why I moved from security to development: while it is easy
to control a hundred thousand soldiers, it is very hard to change
the lives of a hundred thousand people. But we are very committed
to those principles.
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Participant: thank you, you said a very important thing: it is easy
to equip somebody with arms and push him to fight, but it is
much harder to then convince him to put those weapons down. In
your experience, how important was the role of the leadership in
convincing soldiers to give up the armed struggle?
Moe Shaikh: I spent a lot of time with the Turkish and Kurdish
community in Hamburg. I can say that the role of a leader is crucially
important. Let me give you an example: there was an occasion
when one of our senior leaders, Chris Hani, was assassinated here
in South Africa during the negotiations. The country was going to
explode, there was going to be black against white violence; people
were starting to burn houses. This was in 1992. It was that day that
Nelson Mandela became the de facto president of the country: he
went on television and addressed all South Africans. The role of
leadership is crucial: he asked everyone to stay calm and informed
everyone that the person who had reported the killing was actually
a white woman, thus defusing the racial component of the issue.
The people listened. In a crucial moment, he could have seized
power, but did not do that. I have borne witness to the wisdom of
many leaders changing history over the years; I greatly value the
role of leadership. It can be a very lonely role, as sometimes a leader
might have to make unpopular decisions. Authentic leadership is
something you should always value. Thank you.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you very much; the lessons that we have learnt
today are extremely important ones. Thank you for hosting us here
and sharing with us your experience, it is greatly appreciated.
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Tuesday 7th May – Session 8: Meeting with Baleka Mbete, ANC
Headquarters, Johannesburg
Presentation and Roundtable Discussion:
The ANC – from a liberation movement to a political party
With:
Baleka Mbeke, National Chairperson of the ANC
Jess Duarte, Deputy Secretary General of the ANC
Obed Mapela, Deputy Minister for performance Monitoring and
Evaluation of the Republic of South Africa
Ms Moshodi, ANC Representative
Venue: ANC Headquarters, Johannesburg

The delegation at the ANC Headquarters

Mohammed Bhabha: Welcome everybody to the ANC
headquarters. This morning we have some very distinguished
speakers, who will be able to answer all your questions about the
political transition of the ANC from a liberation movement to an
actual political party, as well as your questions about the party’s
current work.
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Baleka Mbete: Thank you Mohammed; I would like to thank and
welcome our guests here to the ANC headquarters. I would also like
to introduce the delegation that is here with me. I have to admit it
is not always easy, to remember my colleagues actual names, as in
exile we all had different names and it is complicated to readjust!
On my right side is Jess Duarte, the Deputy Secretary General
of the ANC. Next to me on the left, is comrade Moshodi, and
next to her there are Roelf Meyer, whom you all have already met,
and Obed Mapela, the Chairperson of the National Committee
of the ANC on International Relations. He also has a full time
job as Deputy Minister in the presidency, but here he leads this
subcommittee. We all would like to welcome you to this building.
We are aware that you have met a whole range of people and that
you have had a lot of information already, so we think it would
be best to just tell you something about the ANC and then let
you ask us your questions on anything else you would like to talk
about. In this very boardroom the members of the ANC meet every
Monday morning at 10.00, including the President and the Deputy
President, except when we are in different parts of the country. Let
me now give you a summary of the structure and functioning of
the ANC: the highest organ is the National Executive Committee
(NEC), which has the responsibility of leading the organisation. It
is elected every five years by our highest decision-making body, the
National Conference. We ensured a very strong local presence by
the institution of Regional and Provincial Executive Committees,
which are elected by the representatives of the branches in the
regions and provinces. The branches themselves are lastly the
basic units of the ANC, those that allow us to grasp the needs
and feelings of our constituency. They annually elect their Branch
Executive Committee. This structure helps us to stay on top of
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issues and challenges that we as leaders are expected to solve; it lets
us lead our people properly, implementing the policies that they
have supported by electing us. We also have a Women’s league, a
Youth league and a Veterans’ league.
Participant: How many people are there in the National Working
Committee?
Baleka Mbete: 22. May I now allow the leader of your delegation
introduce you?
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you very much; we are very honoured to
be here and to listen directly to people who have been part of the
South African struggle. Our delegation is composed of members
of three political parties in Turkey: the two main opposition
parties and the ruling party. We also have a distinguished group
of academics and journalists to represent civil society, and we have
three ‘wise men’ who have been recently appointed to address the
main issues concerning the conflict. As a matter of principle, we are
all here to carry out a comparative study that will help us discuss
and potentially resolve our internal issues. Thank you for giving us
this opportunity.
Kerim Yildiz opens the floor for questions.
Participant: Throughout our visit we have listened to so many
things related to the South African experience. My question is what
kind of changes did the ANC have to undergo after 1996 in terms
of party structure, language, discourse, and organisation? Was the
passage from an illegal organisation to a political party a difficult
one?
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Participant: Dominant parties are often not seen so sympathetically,
because the rulers might get caught in the routine, and society might
grow to dislike them and withdraw its support. What measures
have you taken in order to keep your dynamism throughout these
19 years? Do you believe you still have the necessary freshness?
Baleka Mbete: What changes we have faced, how the party
has reflected the changing conditions, and what it takes to keep
dynamism in the leadership. The answer to these questions is that
of course nobody can guarantee for how long parties will remain
attractive for the electorate, as the conditions on the ground
change. However we can tell you, on the basis of our experience
over the last 19 years, that as the ANC has put before the people
a manifesto, presenting itself in terms of policies that address the
issues that are challenging our country, the people have supported
our policies and have voted for us again and again. We are not
claiming to be perfect. Being in office is a totally different terrain
from what we were used to: when we arrived in Parliament it was
very weird for us, as we were used to be standing outside of it
demonstrating, screaming and throwing stuff; it takes time to adjust
and to transform. Neither could we avail ourselves of instruments
that had been geared to achieving something totally different; we
had to change them. Now we have completely different challenges
and priorities, in particular the social and economic conditions in
which our people live. The ANC has found that it has to keep asking
itself what needs to be done, and this is why for us the branches
are the most important part of the ANC: being extensively present
on the ground, they let us be constantly in touch with our people;
we need to be with our people. When we talk about the challenges
faced by the communities, then, we are informed about them by
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the very people that live in those communities. Every five years we
have a National Conference, which is representative of those more
than 4,000 branches, where we decide who is going to lead the
party. There is no one that just sits around occupying these chairs
every Monday, unless our branches decide so. Nobody can be in
charge forever; we all need to get our mandates from the branches.
Jess Duarte: Transforming a very old, entrenched system is a very
hard process. You cannot achieve things overnight: overnight we
found ourselves, from the underground movement that we were,
to being the government, which was a real shock to the system.
Today we are still dealing with the tensions that arose from
that shock, as some civil servants of the old regime that are still
in the system are hostile to the ANC’s new way of thinking. It
is also hard to provide fast training to people who will assume
administrative responsibilities: we have learned that it takes time,
as the transformation needs to happen from the lowest level, that
of the municipality, to the regional level and the national one. The
first thing you are confronted with is the budget: it is narrow, and
you do not have a say in it. As time goes on, though, you learn how
to manage the particular contradictions that define the transition
from one system to the other. We are still working on this, the
process of transition is not over yet.
Ms Moshodi: To keep the electorate aware of our existence, there is
also the legacy of colonialism, which created two societies in South
Africa; it created a gap that the period between 1994 and now is too
short to actually close. It is the duty of the ANC to ensure that that
gap is closed. We are getting closer, but we need to keep working
on it. To give an example, in the past it used to be extremely hard to
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buy or rent a house; many of us were raised in small houses where
the whole extended family would live. Now things are changing:
we can safely say that every 18 year old can apply for low cost
housing. Therefore, it is incumbent upon any opposition party to
match or surpass what the ANC has done and is still doing, and
that is not an easy task. We do have opposition parties that keep
us on our toes and we welcome that. Your question reminds me of
another one that we are always asked, namely how can the ANC
have 60 per cent of the votes; many claim that it is not democratic.
In my opinion it actually is, because we work really hard. Being in
politics in many African countries is a relatively big deal: you want
to do your best to keep that job. In European countries, where
there is industrialisation, people aspire to corporate jobs rather
than politics, while here we still have to build and establish the
corporate world and strata. That is a major difference.
Roelf Meyer: The process of transformation is an extremely long
one. If at the time of the transition I thought it would maybe take
15 years to complete it, 19 years down the road I realise we are still
far from it.
Participant: Is the Communist Party part of the ANC?
Baleka Mbete: No. We have an alliance with other parties. When
we run for the national elections, it is the ANC that competes.
Through our own internal mechanism of alliance, we ensure that
people with a trade union background and people that come from
the Communist Party come in their own right as card carrying
members who belong to branches of the ANC.
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Obed Mapela: Each party maintains its own identity. It is not a
coalition, it is an alliance. All of our people are running for the
ANC; we have one manifesto that is debated by every group.
Jess Duarte: The alliance is not a tactical alliance, it is a strategic
one. Since the early 1950s the ANC, the Communist Party, and
what was the trade union movement worked together on the ANC
political platform under a particular set of objectives referred to
as the National Democratic Revolution. We are working together
for non-racialism, democracy, unity, and the overcoming of
colonialism, which reflects our history and apartheid system itself.
What unites us now is looking at how to bring our country forward
in the future. In this alliance we keep an open dialogue; we have a
consensus on the principles we are trying to promote.
Participant: Why do you call each other ‘comrades’? And what is
the mechanism behind the party’s organisation?
Jess Duarte: The ANC works on the principle of democratic
centralism. The most important unit at the decision-making level
is our party branch: even though all members belong to different
groups, they ultimately all belong to the ANC, and their consensus
is needed in order to take decisions. The representatives of the
ANC are all equally elected; there is the President of our political
liberation movement, and the Secretary General and I, who are the
engine of the organisation, as we manage its day to day running.
For what concerns comradeship, it is a vitally important element
of any liberation movement. It is the level to which we can commit
each other to the cause, rather than looking at narrow political
objectives only.
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Participant: Thank you very much. I am very happy to see women’s
faces here around this table. I know you have established a 50 per
cent gender quota in the ANC; we have 40 per cent quotas so
far, but we are trying to move towards a more democratic system,
and we are trying to derive some results from this visit and this
meeting. Over the past week I have been asking the same question
about the role of women in the liberation struggle, but I have not
received a proper response. Especially as Kurdish women, we are
particularly interested in the struggle of black women; we have
been following it and trying to draw conclusions from it. I have
read some academic papers on the topic as well, but was not able to
find satisfactory answers. Could you give us a summary about your
struggle as women?
Ms Moshodi: We have always been involved in the political struggle.
We also had to fight after the struggle had proved successful, to
make sure that women who had fought side by side with their men
would not be pushed back into the kitchen. If you were married in
the apartheid period, your husband was your boss and you would
be inherited like a piece of the furniture. We have changed all of
that, even though it has not always been easy since we have a deeply
rooted patriarchal system here in South Africa. We struggled to
achieve women’s representation: we established a very strict 50 per
cent gender quota system, and that is a particularly of the ANC, it
is not a national thing yet. While the country's Constitution does
not provide a system of quotas, the ANC is enforcing it through
our party mechanism.
Participant: Though does establishing quotas go against the
principle of equality?
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Baleka Mbete: In the Bill of Rights, the equality clause not only
provides for the equality of all citizens, but also allows or affirmative
action of positive discrimination: favouring someone because that
person had previously been discriminated and disadvantaged:
therefore does not constitute a breach of the equality clause.
Participant: Do you have a specific budget for women? And do
you have a women's organisation in the ANC?
Baleka Mbete: We do not have a specific budget but we do have
an organisation: the ANC Women’s League. Each ministry is
supposed to have a focal point on women in order to deal with the
issues related to gender within the context of the ministry’s work,
taking into account its budget and programme. Now we have also
established the Ministry of Women, Children and People with
Disabilities.
Participant: You talked about a Veteran’s League as well, next to
the Women’s one. What were the difficulties you met, with regards
to the integration of the armed militants into politics?
Participant: Defining victimisers and victims is always an issue;
how does this play out with regards to the members of your military
wing? Is there another affirmative action of positive discrimination
towards them as well?
Ms Moshodi: You are right; the concept of victimisers and victims
is always an issue. The ANC adopted the view that members from
all the liberation movements should be integrated into the formal
structure of the Defence Forces, even though this left out of the
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equation a number of people who did not have the necessary skills
and requirements to go into the official forces. We are still dealing
with it now, and that is why we have established a veteran unit in
the armed forces.
Jess Duarte: It is true that there are still many gaps, but we have
accomplished the greatest integration yet. There was indeed the
problem of qualification, but we put in place mechanisms to
recognise which kind of training would provide people with the
necessary skills to be let in. It was by no means a perfect system but
it has worked, and now we have the South African Defence Forces
that incorporates everyone. The same applies to the intelligence
services of the ANC and the PAC; they were integrated in a new
intelligence organisation too. Many are still outside of the system,
but we established a welfare veteran organisation that looks after
the interests of those that could not be absorbed, which still exists.
The Veterans’ Department in the National Defence Forces has
created a comprehensive database, and few weeks ago we achieved a
major development when the Veterans’ Department issued medical
aid cards that allow veterans to receive treatment from any doctor
in any hospital. All provinces will be covered, and this is not an
easy task, since many of our comrades do not have any coverage at
present.
Baleka Mbete: I think it is important to have all the veterans
from different groupings come together to discuss issues through
whatever leader they have confidence in. It should not concern
only the veterans of the groups that were attached to the ANC: our
intelligence people sat with other groups, and they came up with a
common solution.
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Participant: Thank you all; you have already answered most
of the questions I had in my mind. As a politician, I would
like to compliment you for your great achievements: you have
accomplished so much in less than 20 years, and if I look at my
party and what we have carried out in the same period of time, I
have to admit I am really impressed. On the other hand though,
the economic balance has not yet shifted in favour of the blacks.
What are you doing in order to achieve this?
Baleka Mbete: During our last conference we realised that we have
now reached a point where, while we have obtained political power,
the main challenges that face us are of an economic kind, and
that is what the second phase of our transition must focus on. Of
course this is not our only challenge: we recognise that not even the
Freedom Charter that we adopted in 1955 has been fully fulfilled
yet. The Conference has adopted the National Development Plan,
through which we are hoping to achieve a turnaround using a
government institutions. It is not going to be easy. We now need a
breakdown of what we need to achieve; we have a broad blueprint
but we need to look in more detail at the issue of timing.
Jess Duarte: The economic one is a very serious problem. Even the
way our town planning was done resulted in the majority of people
being unemployed: from Soweto it takes one hour by train to come
into Johannesburg. That spatial apartheid is something we are still
dealing with, the mechanisms on the ground need to be improved.
We have not yet managed to alleviate poverty at the rate we would
be happy with, it is a huge challenge but we think we can take it
up and succeed. We have achieved a great step, in that we have
our dignity as South Africans; Roelf Meyer can tell you too, white
people had privileges not rights. Now everyone has rights.
188
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Participant: What are the conditions to become a member of the
ANC? I also would like to ask you another question: power seduces
and corrupts, and looking at the Transparency International
Corruption Perception Index we can see South Africa ranks quite
low. Do you any have special policy to fight against corruption?
Baleka Mbete: Yes, but when the ANC came into power there was
a lot of corruption too. In South Africa now we talk openly about
corruption because, as the ANC government, we have implemented
this policy of calling our own members out if they are found guilty
of corruption. We have anti-corruption policies, and we are not
tolerating these things. Our biggest challenge is actually that of
communication: our society has been misinformed, so now they
think that the fact that we talk about corruption means we brought
it. I am not saying that none of our people has been found guilty of
wrongdoing, but now there is a much wider perception and more
talk about corruption from our side. Some of what is reported as
corruption is more a question of mismanagement: sometimes things
go wrong just because people do not know how to do them; half
the time our people do not provide information that would explain
what happened, and this leads to the assumption that something
went wrong. It is a matter of proper keeping of records. Our people
have not had enough and adequate experience in those offices yet.
Jess Duarte: Membership is open to everybody over 18. Let me
just say something in support to our chairperson on the way we
communicate things: when we started to talk about the problem
of AIDS, all over the world people were claiming that every third
woman in South Africa was HIV positive. We just acknowledged
that we had a problem, and then people went on to make their own
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editorials. We talk about crime, and we get labelled as the crime
capital of the world. We talk about these issues because they bother
us and we want to raise awareness, but then the press distorts the
facts and people are led to believe that that is how we live. Once
I met this German woman who claimed that rape was a tradition
in South Africa. I have lived in Europe and in the US for a long
time, and I know you find shelters for raped women all over the
place even there. The reason why we talk about these issues is that
we want our people to know and understand that they are not
acceptable. That is why we report readily on those things.
Participant: You said that you have an action plan which is
renewed continuously. What are some of its major points? Can you
summarise your project for the upcoming years?
Baleka Mbete: Our programme of action is always the result of
the National Conference and it is contained in the Conference’s
resolution. I am sure that we can share that with you. Our priorities
are education, health, rural development, crime, and land reform.
And through our portfolio we expect our comrades to be focusing
on that.
Participant: What is the ethnic composition of the ANC? Do you
have percentages and statistical data on it?
Jess Duarte: We do not have a breakdown, but I would say it is
proportional to the ratio of people per ethnic group in the country.
The numbers are also determined by our historical heritage, so
clearly we have a majority of black people. Since the way we keep
track of information comes from the branches though, they would
not tell us the ethnic breakdown, because we frown upon that.
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Participant: What is the general attitude of white people towards
the ANC government and its policies?
Baleka Mbete: There are many white people that think that our
policies are good for South Africa, even if they do not directly join
the ANC. Of course there are also many who will never accept this
change.
Roelf Meyer: We discussed this briefly yesterday, and I said that at
the initial stage of the transition there were 30 per cent of whites
who did not support the process. That 30 per cent is still around
now.
Participant: We heard that although the whites knew the ANC
would have won the elections in 1994, they were not sure it would
be able to govern the country.
Baleka Mbete: Yes, we heard that there were some white people
who hid with provisions of food, thinking ‘God knows which
calamity was is to happen’. But everyone is settling down, it is a
long process. Thank you very much; thank you for your attention
and good luck with your process.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you for receiving us and for sharing with
us your experience. I am sure we have all learned a lot from this
meeting. Thank you.
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Tuesday 7th May – Lunch hosted by Justice Zac Yacoob, Clico
Boutique Hotel, Johannesburg
With:
Zac Yacoob, Former Constitutional Court Judge and Deputy
Chief of Justice of South Africa
Venue: Clico Boutique Hotel, Johannesburg

Judge Yacoob and Ahmet Insel discuss over lunch at Clico Boutique Hotel

Zac Yacoob: Welcome to you all. I know you have been here for a
week already, and I hope you have learned a lot listening to people
sharing their experiences from the South African transition. I just
want to give you one last suggestion: I am sure you know by now
that we had a long struggle for democracy in this country. The
black majority of South Africans were poor, disempowered, and
had everything done to them. The ANC was banned in 1961,
and many of our leaders were forced into exile. You know what
happened next; the ANC started a movement of civil disobedience
and unrest that eventually led to its unbanning and to the start of
the negotiations in 1990. What really brought about the process,
though, was the fact that both sides needed an agreement: the
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ANC could not cripple the military, and the white minority had
to settle because the country had become ungovernable. People do
not settle because they have good hearts, they do so when they have
an interest in it. My suggestion to you, then, is to find a common
interest, and you will see that a settlement will come. Good luck
with your process.
Kerim Yildiz: Thank you Your Honour; thank you for joining
us today and for sharing your insights. It has been an incredibly
stimulating week, during which we have had the opportunity to
meet with and learn from high level experts with direct experience
relating to South Africa’s transition to democracy. We will treasure
all the information and advice we have received. Thank you.
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Appendix
Post-Apartheid Reconciliation and Coexistence in South Africa
A Comparative Study Visit
30th April – 7th May 2013
Participants from Turkey:
• Ayla Akat - Member of Parliament, Peace and Democracy Party
(BDP)
• Dr Mehmet Asutay - Professor, University of Durham
• Ali Bayramoğlu - Columnist, political commentator at Yeni
Şafak daily newspaper
• Cengiz Çandar - Writer and Journalist for Radikal newspaper
• Yılmaz Ensaroğlu - Director of Law and Human Rights
at SETA (Foundation for Political, Economic and Social
Research), Member of the Executive Board of the Joint
Platform for Human Rights and İHGD, Chief Editor of the
Journal of the Human Rights Dialogue
• Levent Gök - Member of Parliament, Ankara, Republican
People’s Party (CHP)
• Nazmi Gür - Member of Parliament, Van, Member of EU
Harmonisation Commission of the Turkish Grand National
Assembly; Member of the Commission for Foreign Affairs;
Member of The Turkey-EU Mixed Parliament Commission;
Vice-President of Peace and Democracy Party (BDP)
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• Prof. Dr Ahmet Insel - Professor, Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
University; Professor, Head of Department of Economics,
Galatasaray University. Editor, writer for monthly journal,
Birikim. Writer for Radikal Newspaper
• Burhan Kayatürk - Member of Parliament, Ankara, Justice and
Development Party (AK Party)
• Dr Havva Kök Arslan - Associate Professor, Peace and Conflict
Resolution Programmeme Masters, Hacettepe University,
Ankara
• Ertuğrul Kürkçü - Member of Parliament, Mersin, Peace and
Democracy Party (BDP), Member of Parliament's Human
Rights Commission
• Bejan Matur - Columnist, poet and writer
• Nursuna Memecan - Member of Parliament, Sivas, Chairperson
of the Turkish Group of the Europe Parliamentary Assembly,
Member of the Turkey-EU, Mixed Parliament Commission,
Justice and Development Party (AK Party)
• Prof. Dr Mithat Sancar - Professor of Public Law, Ankara
University; columnist at Taraf Daily Newspaper
• Sezgin Tanrıkulu - Member of Parliament, Istanbul, Republican
People’s Party (CHP). Vice President of CHP, Member of
Central Executive Board of CHP; Vice President of the Human
Rights Research Commission of the Parliament
• Dr Mehmet Tekelioğlu - Member of Parliament, Izmir, Justice
and Development Party (AK Party). Chairman of the EU
Harmonisation Commission of the Turkish Grand National
Assembly
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Participants from South Africa:
• Mohammed Bhabha - Advisor to the Development Bank of
South Africa and to the Ministry of Co-operative Government
and Traditional Affairs
• Yunus Carrim - Deputy Minister of Cooperative Governance
and Traditional Affairs in the South African Government
• Faizal Dawjee - Head of Communications at the Office of
Former President Thabo Mbeki
• Judge Siraj Desai - High Court Judge
• Dr Fanie Du Toit - Executive Director of the Institute for
Justice and Reconciliation (IJR)
• Jessie Duarte - Deputy Secretary General of the ANC
• Ebrahim Ebrahim - Deputy Minister of International Relations
and Cooperation in the South African Government; Member
of the African National Congress (ANC) and of the National
Executive Committee(NEC); Senior political and economic
advisor for the President of South Africa
• Mustafa Eroğlu - Secretary General of Horizon Educational
Trust
• His Excellency Kaan Esener - Turkish Ambassador to South
Africa
• Ivor Jenkins - Managing Director of Institute for Democracy in
Africa (IDASA)
• Dr Shuaib Manjra - Muslim Community Leader
• Nomaindia Mfeketo - Deputy Speaker of the Parliament of
South Africa
• Obed Mapela - Deputy Minister for performance Monitoring
and Evaluation of the Republic of South Africa
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• Baleka Mbeke - National Chairperson of the ANC
• Roelf Meyer - Founder and Co-Leader of the United
Democratic Movement
• Ms Moshodi - ANC Representative
• Deputy President Kgalema Petrus Mothlante - Deputy
President of South Africa
• Prof. Laurie Nathan - Director of the Centre for Mediation in
Africa at the University of Pretoria
• Dr Essop Pahad - Member of Parliament of the Republic of
South Africa; Member of the National Executive Committee
of the African National Congress; Chairman of the Board of
the South Africa/Mali Timbuktu Manuscripts Trust; Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the South African Democracy
Education Trust
• Moe Shaikh - Senior Intelligence Officer of the ANC
• Dave Steward - Executive Director and Trustee of the FW de
Klerk Foundation
• Justice Zac Yacoob - Retired Constitutional Court Judge
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Abstract
For decades, resolving the Northern Ireland conflict has been
of primary concern for the conflicting parties within Northern
Ireland, as well as for the British and Irish Governments. Adopted
in 1998, the Good Friday Agreement has managed to curb
hostilities, though sporadic violence still occurs and antagonism
remains pervasive between many Nationalists and Unionists.
Strong political bargaining through back-channel negotiations
and facilitation from international and third-party interlocutors all
contributed to what is today referred to as Northern Ireland’s peace
process and the resulting Good Friday Agreement. Although the
Northern Ireland peace process and the Good Friday Agreement are
often touted as a model of conflict resolution for other intractable
conflicts in the world, the implementation of the Agreement has
proven to be challenging. This paper will first provide an overview
of the conflict, then address the means by which a political
situation was eventually found to solve this political problem as
well as examine the implementation challenges of the Good Friday
Agreement.
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Introduction
The once seemingly intractable conflict between Nationalist
and Unionist parties within Northern Ireland is considered to
have been largely resolved for over 14 years. Violence has greatly
diminished in the region and most of the parties of the conflict
are now sharing power in formal institutions, accommodated
with popular legitimacy within the reconciling 1998 Good Friday
Agreement.1 Although it is arguably too early to determine whether
the Agreement marks a final break from the past, it is often touted
as a successful model of conflict resolution, notably due to the fact
that it has produced institutions that are intended to be clearly
and consistently consociational. Various accounts of the way in
which the deal between the disputing parties was brokered at the
highest level have emerged over time. This includes back-channel
negotiations between representatives of the Irish Republican Army
and the British Government prior to official talks taking place,
as well as the involvement of third parties, the nature and role of
which have had a significant impact on the final outcome.
This working paper seeks to examine the Northern Ireland peace
process in depth to enable general lessons and observations to be
drawn. After giving an overview of the conflict, this paper will
1 The Good Friday Agreement signed in 1998 was the ultimate compromise between
Nationalist and Unionist parties in dispute, which brought an end to violence in Northern Ireland. The Agreement addressed a number of issues ranging from devolution and
decommissioning to criminal justice and policing reforms. It established the Northern
Ireland Assembly, its Executive and a consultative Civic Forum to which substantial
powers were devolved from the United Kingdom Government to Northern Ireland. A
referendum was held on 22 May 1998 where 71.2% of people in Northern Ireland and
94.39% in the Republic voted ‘Yes’ to accepting the Agreement.
8
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analyse the various features of conflict-resolution inherent to the
Northern Ireland peace process. These main elements include
the preliminary inter-nationalist party negotiations held prior to
official inter-party negotiations, back-channel negotiations which
were subsequently held between the disputing parties, as well as the
role of third parties in facilitating the peace process. Secondly, this
paper will elaborate on the challenges inherent to the Good Friday
Agreement’s implementation. On the one hand, it will analyse
numerous crucial security-related issues such as decommissioning,
the controversial release and reintegration of paramilitary prisoners,
the reform of the police force and the judicial system, as well as
the unresolved question of sovereignty. On the other hand, it will
debate human rights issues faced by the Good Friday Agreement.
Most importantly, these issues include both the missing elements in
various mechanisms which were designed to safeguard and promote
the respect of human rights as well as the issue of transitional justice.
This working paper aims at providing a global understanding of
Northern Ireland’s peace process and the Good Friday Agreement.
Further papers will be published by the Democratic Progress
Institute, focusing on specific aspects of Northern Ireland’s peace
process as part of a series.
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The Good Friday Agreement - Contents
Strand One: The Democratic Institutions in Northern Ireland
Strand Two: The North/South Ministerial Council
Strand Three: The British-Irish Council and the British-Irish
Intergovernmental Conference
Other sections:
• Rights, Safeguards, and Equality of Opportunity;
• Decommissioning;
• Security;
• Policing and Justice;
• Prisoners;
• Validation, Implementation and Review.

Overview of the Conflict
Divisions between the Protestant and Catholic communities of
Northern Ireland arguably date back to as far as the 1600s, when
the affairs of the island were influenced by Protestant Britain, before
being formally incorporated into the United Kingdom in 1801. In
the midst of growing resistance to British rule, the island was divided
by the United Kingdom’s Government of Ireland Act of 1920, which
partitioned six countries in the northeast from the remaining 26
and established separate parliaments in Belfast and Dublin.2 While
the North remained under British sovereignty, represented by the
2 The Government of Ireland Act 1920 was the Act of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom which partitioned Ireland. The Act was intended to establish separate Home
Rule institutions within two new subdivisions of Ireland: the six north-eastern counties
were to form ‘Northern Ireland’, while the larger part of the country was to form ‘Southern Ireland’. Both areas of Ireland were to continue as a part of the United Kingdom, and
provision was made for their future unification under common Home Rule institutions.
10
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Governor of Northern Ireland3, the South formed an independent
Republic, joining the United Nations as an independent State
in 1955. Between 1920 and 1972, Northern Ireland’s devolved
parliament exercised a considerable degree of autonomy. During
this period, Northern Ireland’s two thirds Protestant majority
dominated the political sphere. Widespread civil, political and
socio-economic rights violations led to intercommunal unrest.
The Catholic population argued that they had lower educational
standards and were discriminated against in employment, public
housing and regional development. Local Government boundaries
were redrawn to ensure Unionist domination in Catholic majority
areas. Catholic discrimination against the Protestant population
was also pervasive, but due to the general marginalisation of the
Catholic population, this arguably had a lesser impact on the
Protestant community. The Ulster Unionist Party (UUP) formed a
majority in every parliament. Thus, the Prime Minister of Northern
Ireland, which is the highest executive office, was always chosen
by the Governor of the UUP. Broadly, the Protestant community
favoured maintaining the union with the United Kingdom (hence
‘Unionists’) while the Catholic community generally favoured
uniting with the Catholic majority Irish Republic, and thus are
often referred to as Nationalists or Republicans.4 This disparity
in political representation contributed to the rise of Sinn Féin
and other Catholic Nationalist parties at the expense of a more
3 The Governor of Northern Ireland was the principal officer and representative in
Northern Ireland of the British monarch. The office was established on 9 December 1922
and abolished on 18 July 1973.
4 There are exceptions to this generalisation. Statistics can be found in DPI’s report
entitled ‘Comparative Studies Visit to the United Kingdom – Conflict Resolution’, pp. 55-65
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moderate opposition. It also nurtured growing hostility between
Protestant and Catholic communities, as the political institutions
in place failed to address issues of injustice, unrest and exclusion in
Northern Ireland. Violent communal clashes erupted in 1966 and
British troops were deployed to the region with the aim of ‘restoring
order’ in 1969. The 1960s also saw a proliferation of paramilitary
organisations. The historic nationalist paramilitary, the Irish
Republican Army, split into the Provisional Irish Republican Army
(PIRA) and the Official Irish Republican Army (OIRA) in 1969.
The OIRA declared a ceasefire in 1972 before splintering again,
with one faction, the Irish National Liberation Army, renewing
violence. The PIRA emerged as the dominant group within the
Republican movement and is often referred to today simply as the
IRA. Sinn Féin is often referred to as the political wing of the IRA.
Whether or not this is the case; today it is considered a legitimate
political party. During the peace process, this relationship was
crucial to the importance of Sinn Féin as a party for negotiations.
Unionist paramilitaries were also established during this period,
the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) in 1966 and the Ulster Defence
Association (UDA) in 1971. The moderate Democratic Unionist
Party (DUP) was founded in 1971 by the Reverend Ian Paisley in
opposition to perceived UUP accommodation of Nationalists.5

5 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 239
12
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The Troubles
The period of the late 1960s – early 1970s until 1998 is often
referred to as ‘the Troubles’. This expression was used as a
euphemism to talk about the conflict.
The culmination of the Troubles took place in 1972, when 496
people were killed as a result of the conflict.

The culmination of the Troubles took place in 1972, when 496
people were killed as a result of the conflict. On 30 January 1972,
‘Bloody Sunday’ came to be known as one of the deadliest days of
the conflict. The same year Britain suspended the Northern Ireland
Parliament and instigated direct rule over the region. Increased
security measures were enforced by the British Government during
the 1970s and Republicans expressed outrage at their perceived
criminalisation by British media, politicians and security personnel.
Violence persisted throughout the 1980s and 1990s, and by the
end of the latter decade over 3,600 people (civilians, paramilitaries,
security forces and soldiers) had been killed during 30 years of
conflict.
Bloody Sunday
Bloody Sunday, also known as the Bogside Massacre, occurred on
30 January 1972 when during a peaceful civil rights protest march
in (London)Derry, Northern Ireland, 13 unarmed civilians were
shot dead by the British Army while 14 others were injured.

Relations between the Republic of Ireland and the United
Kingdom developed significantly during this period. Several
bilateral agreements were reached in order to try and stem the
230
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bloodshed. The Sunningdale Agreement6 signed in 1973, approved
a Northern Ireland Assembly, Executive and a cross border ‘Council
of Ireland’ which collapsed due to vehement opposition by both the
Republicans and the Unionists. The Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1985
gave the Republic of Ireland an advisory role in Northern Ireland,
whilst stipulating that its constitutional relationship to the United
Kingdom could not be changed without majority endorsement
by the people of Northern Ireland.7 Similarly, the Anglo-Irish
Agreement faced widespread opposition in both Republican and
Unionist communities and was accused of circumventing popular
discontent.
The Downing Street Declaration
The Downing Street Declaration was a joint declaration issued
on 15 December 1993 at the British Prime Minister’s office in
10 Downing Street. It affirmed both the right of the people of
Ireland to self-determination, and that Northern Ireland would be
transferred to the Republic of Ireland from the United Kingdom
if and only if a majority of its population was in favour of such a
move.

6 The Sunningdale Agreement was an attempt to establish a power-sharing Northern
Ireland Executive and a cross-border Council of Ireland. The Agreement was signed at
the Civil Service College (now the National School of Government) in Sunningdale Park
located in Sunningdale, Berkshire, on 9 December 1973. Unionist opposition, violence
and a loyalist general strike caused the collapse of the Sunningdale Agreement in May
1974.
7 The Anglo-Irish Agreement, signed on 15 November 1985, was an agreement between
the United Kingdom and Ireland which aimed to help bring an end to the Troubles in
Northern Ireland. The treaty gave the Irish Government an advisory role in Northern Ireland's Government while confirming that there would be no change in the constitutional
position of Northern Ireland unless a majority of its people agreed to join the Republic.
It also set out conditions for the establishment of a devolved consensus Government in
the region.
14
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In 1993, a degree of success emerged with the Downing Street
Declaration which included a commitment by the British and
Irish Governments to involve all political parties that renounced
violence in the political conflict-resolution process. The declaration
was followed by ceasefire announcements by the PIRA and several
Unionist paramilitary groups.

The Negotiations
During the 1980s and the 1990s, various lines of communication
were established between the key actors involved in the conflict,
with much of the peace process conducted in private between
representatives of the disputing parties. The British Government
engaged in secret back-channel contacts with the IRA from 1972
onwards.8 The channel gave the opportunity for contentious issues
to be negotiated away from direct media attention and enabled
parties to gain an appreciation of the motives, capacities and
directions of one another. The British Government and the IRA
pursued both direct and indirect contact conducted by Secret
Intelligence Service (SIS) and related individuals. One notable
example is that of Father Alec Reid who served as an intermediary
in negotiations between Sinn Féin and the British Government
from 1986 onwards.9 Father Alec Reid’s involvement demonstrated
8 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 240
9 Father Alec Reid is an Irish priest; a member of the Redemptorist Order based in West
Belfast’s Clonard Monastery, and had been close to the Republicans since the start of the
Troubles in 1969. He has a personal relationship with Gerry Adams which led to him becoming an intermediary and mediator between the Republican Movement and a number
of other parties to the conflict. He has been described as an ‘unsung hero’ who had done
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the prominent role that third parties can have in peace processes.
The existence of back-channel discussions offered a clear sign to
paramilitary groups that the British Government was not opposed
to a negotiated route out of the conflict. These talks paved the way
for the Downing Street Declaration. This declaration signalled the
beginning of open talks between the British Government and the
IRA. Whereas in the 1970s and the 1980s the official position of
the British Government was to reject any public contact with the
IRA, the ceasefires and negotiations during the 1990s led to the
success of the Good Friday Agreement.10
The Sunningdale Agreement
The Sunningdale Agreement was signed on 9 December 1973 by
the British and Irish Governments, and the parties involved in
the Northern Ireland Executive. It attempted to establish a powersharing Northern Ireland Executive and a cross-border Council of
Ireland. Unionist opposition, violence and a loyalist general strike
caused the collapse of the Sunningdale Agreement in May 1974.

Inter-Nationalist Party Negotiations
Establishing communication lines between the Nationalist parties
was crucial for a coherent approach in the search for common
grounds for peace. The motive for the latent discussions was to
encourage the political involvement of Sinn Féin in the peace
more than ‘practically anyone else involved’. However, some are critical of Reid’s conduct,
as he also undertook advocacy in an attempt to mould the process in a way he saw fit
rather than acting simply as an unbiased mediator.
10 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 239
16
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process. The British Government was unequivocally against any
direct representation of the IRA or Sinn Féin in negotiations while
they continued to use violent methods.
The first attempt at inter-nationalist party negotiations is said to
have come from Gerry Adams11 in the late 1980s. Gerry Adams
attempted to start a dialogue with other Irish Nationalists through
the intermediation of a religious figure from Belfast.12 Even
though the Nationalist alliance that Gerry Adams advocated was
unlikely to materialise at the time, negotiations between various
Irish Nationalist representatives had begun, which demonstrated a
political will for future cooperation on commonly accepted grounds.
This attempt paved the way for Sinn Féin and the SDLP leaders to
hold direct talks in 1988. In January 1988, just a few months after
Sinn Féin released its ‘Scenario for Peace’, a document which called
for dialogue on the question of Northern Ireland, Gerry Adams
received a letter from an anonymous third party asking if Sinn
Féin were willing to formally meet the SDLP ‘to explore whether
there could be agreement on an overall nationalist political strategy
for justice and peace’. John Hume had been similarly approached
and expressed the SDLP’s willingness to meet Sinn Féin. Meetings
were subsequently held between 11 January 1988 and 30 August
1988, in spite of widespread hostility, especially from the British
government and the Unionist parties. A series of documents was
subsequently released throughout September 1988, delineating
11 Gerry Adams has been the leader of Sinn Féin since 1983.
12 Bew J., et al. (2009) Talking to terrorists: Making Peace in Northern Ireland and the
Basque Country, Hurst and Company, London, pp. 112-123
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the respective parties’ views and recommendations for the peace
process. Despite their different ideologies and approaches, there was
undoubtedly mutual willingness for cooperation as leaders from
Nationalist parties (such as John Hume) maintained contact with
Gerry Adams from 1988 onwards. In 1990, another attempt was
made to uphold common Irish Nationalist objectives by attempting
to draft a joint declaration with the aim of persuading the IRA to
adopt a non-violent approach. Soon, the on-going dialogue had
acquired a clear public presence. The involvement of Peter Brooke,
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, marked the pinnacle of
this trend. On 9 November 1991, he stated that partition is simply
an acknowledgement of reality rather than an assertion of national
self-interest.13 Claiming that ‘an Irish republicanism seen to have
finally renounced violence would be able, like other parties, to seek
a role in the peaceful political life of the community,’ Peter Brooke
effectively invited the IRA to end its armed struggle to enter peaceful
political dialogue towards an inclusive political settlement to the
conflict. He also reiterated the British Government’s neutrality
by declaring, ‘The British Government has no selfish strategic or
economic interest in Northern Ireland: our role is to help, enable
and encourage’.
The main motivation behind these alternative communications
between the British Government and the IRA was to end violence
permanently through peaceful political means.
13 Hennessey, T. (2001) The Northern Ireland Peace Process, Palgrave Macmillan, pp.
67-70
18
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Back-Channel Negotiations
Back-channel negotiations are defined here as ‘secret communication
between the leadership of opposing groups,’ sometimes conducted
by a third party or involving an intermediary.14 They are often
considered to be beneficial for resolving intractable conflicts.15
The Northern Ireland peace process involved such back-channel
negotiations between the British Government and Nationalist
paramilitaries, dating back to the 1970s. These negotiations can
be seen as constituting a longstanding underground negotiating
relationship. They had significant importance for the peace
process. The negotiations contributed for example to the ceasefire
announced by the IRA in 1994 as well as the final settlement in
1998.16 The effectiveness of any back-channel lies in its ability to
foster the appropriate conditions for the development of mutual
trust and solidarity between parties, as these crucial factors can
move the positions of the respective parties forward.17 Personal
relationships, information sharing and growing trust were defining
characteristics of the channel in Northern Ireland as they contributed
to facilitating the development of a cooperative relationship and
conferred increased credibility on the parties’ intentions.

14 Dochartaigh, N. Ó. (2011) Together in the Middle: Back-Channel Negotiation in the
Irish Peace Process, Journal of Peace Research, 48(6), pp. 767-780
15 Pruitt, D. G. (2008) ‘Back-Channel Communication in the Settlement of Conflict’,
International Negotiation, 13(1), pp. 37-54
16 Dochartaigh, N. Ó. (2011) Together in the Middle: Back-Channel Negotiation in the
Irish Peace Process, Journal of Peace Research, 48(6), pp. 767-780
17 Walton, R. E., & McKersie, R. B. (1965) A Behavioral Theory of Labor Negotiations:
An Analysis of a Social Interaction System, Ilr Press, Ithaca, N.Y.
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Back-channel communications can have a transformative effect
on relationships due to the centrality of personal relationships and
the building of trust.18 Mediators often encourage negotiators to
change their attitude in back-channel negotiation processes. In the
context of Northern Ireland, when the chief negotiator of Tony
Blair’s Government, Jonathan Powell19, met secretly with Sinn
Féin politician and IRA leader Martin McGuiness20 in a climate of
distrust and mutual suspicion, he was given homemade soup made
by Martin McGuiness’s mother, and came to see the humanness
of Martin McGuiness: ‘being able to talk about the soup together
helped. Those kinds of things are essential’.21
Brendan Duddy, a Derry businessman with extensive political
connections and access to senior contacts, acted as an intermediary
in the Northern Ireland negotiations for over 20 years. Brendan
Duddy had been accepted as the primary official channel of
communication by both sides and he had developed strong personal
relationships with the president of Sinn Féin and the chief of police
in Derry, both considered key figures in the process.
18 Putnam, L. L., & Carcasson, M. (1997) ‘Communication and the Oslo Negotiation:
Contacts, Patterns, and Modes’, International Negotiation, 2(2), pp. 251-278
19 Jonathan Powell is a British diplomat. He served as the first Downing Street Chief
of Staff throughout Tony Blair’s mandate as British Prime Minister, from 1997 to 2007.
20 Martin McGuiness is an Irish Sinn Féin politician. He used to be a Provisional Irish
Republican Army leader. He was the MP for Mid Ulster from 1997 until his resignation
on 2 January 2013. He is currently the Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland since
2007.
21 Democratic Progress Institute (2011) ‘Turkey: Comparative Studies Visit to the United Kingdom - Conflict Resolution’, p. 38
Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/turkey-comparative-studies-visit-tothe-united-kingdom-conflict-resolution/
20
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Despite being by no means impartial - he was described as having
strong Republican leanings - Brendan Duddy was trusted by both
sides thanks to his motivation for peace. He was thought to have
met the key requirements for being an intermediary, having both
discretion and the ability to accurately convey intentions and
information from side to side. 22
Secret communications are often preferred to public official talks
by peace negotiators. Secret communications allow parties to focus
exclusively on problem-solving rather than on taking positions that
seek public approval.23 In the mid to late 1990s, it was confirmed
that a line of communication had been existent for over 20 years
between the British Government and the Republicans.24 This
information was leaked to the press following British Intelligence
Officer Michael Oatley’s retirement and his arrangements for
contact succession by a fellow SIS Officer. It was at this point that
the British Government considered reviving its policy of ‘talking to
terrorists’ indicating that the line of communication remained open
and that the British State was ready to listen. The IRA responded
positively, asserting that it was in a position to consider alternative
options. Secret contacts informed the British Government that the
IRA may be ready to discuss a political way out of the conflict.
22 The Guardian, ‘Talking to the enemy: the secret intermediaries who contacted the
IRA’, 18 March 2008. Accessible at: http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2008/mar/18/
northernireland.northernireland
23 Wanis-St John, A. (2006) Back-Channel Negotiation: International Bargaining in the
Shadows, Negotiation Journal, 22(2), pp. 119-144
24 Setting the Record Straight: A record of communication between Sinn Féin and
the British Government October 1990 – November 1993, Belfast, Sinn Féin Publicity
Department 1994, p. 3
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However, in the case of Northern Ireland, underground negotiations
did not go unhindered. Apart from Brendan Duddy, there were
other intermediaries. Some leaked information to the press and
were considered unreliable as they attracted press coverage.
Continuity of personnel can play a very important role in a
negotiation process. The renewal of contact in the 1980s and
1990s involved individuals from both sides, who had participated
in previous rounds of negotiations.25 Brendan Duddy explained in
an interview that the personality of the individuals who were to
take over his role had to be compatible with his own personality.26
Building trust requires time, especially under conditions where
both sides reject one another’s legitimacy, therefore continuity in
personnel and entrusted individuals gave the secret channel high
levels of validity, which came to be a defining characteristic for
cooperative communication.
While back-channel negotiations have the potential to create an
environment of trust and exchange of information, there is an
increased chance that inaccuracies and errors occur and lead to
misunderstandings. One of the most controversial incidents of
misunderstanding happened in 1993 when the British Government
received a message purportedly from the IRA, stating that ‘the
conflict is over but we need advice on how to bring it to a close’.27
25 Dochartaigh, N. Ó. (2011) Together in the Middle: Back-Channel Negotiation in the
Irish Peace Process, Journal of Peace Research, 48(6), pp. 767-780
26 The interview was conducted by Niall Ó Dochartaigh. Niall Ó Dochartaigh is a
Lecturer in Political Science and Sociology at the National University of Ireland, Galway.
27 Setting the Record Straight: A record of communication between Sinn Féin and
22
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As the message was believed to be genuine, the British Government
responded with a nine paragraph document to Sinn Féin saying
that ‘only if the IRA’s campaign was brought to an end could
progressive entry into dialogue take place’. Apparently in response
to the message, the following day, the IRA exploded a bomb in the
English town of Warrington.28
In short, the defining characteristic of back-channel negotiations
is secrecy. In order for a viable relationship to emerge between
the disputing parties, on-going cooperation and coordination is
required to build trust and to reduce uncertainty. The development
of personal relationships, the existence of long-lasting intermediaries
and the consequent exchange and flow of information are factors
that can increase mutual understanding and create a shift towards a
more integrative approach at the intersection between opponents.

Third Parties
From the start of the negotiations it was evident that the road to
peace in Northern Ireland would be complicated. Consequently,
the parties to the conflict sought assistance from international
interlocutors. The traditional role of a third party is to help the
conflicting parties to find a solution to the conflict or to limit
the destructive effect of continuing violence.29 A facilitator must
the British Government October 1990 – November 1993, Belfast, Sinn Féin Publicity
Department 1994, p. 24
28 Dillon, M. (1996) 25 Years of Terror, Bantam Books, p. 291
29 Byrne S. (1995) ‘Conflict regulation or conflict resolution: Third-party intervention
in the Northern Ireland conflict – prospects for peace’, Terrorism and Political Violence,
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be trustworthy, impartial and credible to both sides. Such a key
facilitator sent by the United States to Northern Ireland was Senator
George Mitchell, who became known for the introduction of his
so-called ‘Mitchell Principles’.30 The Mitchell Principles, through
the public embracement of democracy and non-violence, offered
the possibility to both parties to proceed with decommissioning
and negotiations. This attempt was successful. The PIRA declared
a ceasefire to which the British Government responded by
requesting a six-week quarantine to ensure genuine compliance
and endorsement of the Mitchell Principles.31
Mitchell Principles
On 22 January 1996, the Report of the International Body on
Arms Decommissioning was released, outlining the six ground
rules of the Mitchell Principles.
The Mitchell Principles specified that ‘all involved in negotiations
had to affirm their commitment. They were named after U.S
senator George Mitchell, who played a key role in the peace
process.
7(2), pp. 1-24
30 The Mitchell Principles specified that ‘all involved in negotiations had to affirm their
commitment:
- To democratic and exclusively peaceful means of resolving political issues;
- To the total disarmament of all paramilitary organizations;
- To agree that such disarmament must be verifiable to the satisfaction of an independent
commission;
- To renounce for themselves, and to oppose any effort by others, to use force, or threaten
to use force, to influence the course or the outcome of all-party negotiations;
- To agree to abide by the terms of any agreement reached in all-party negotiations and to
resort to democratic and exclusively peaceful methods in trying to alter any aspect of that
outcome with which they may disagree; and,
- To urge that ‘punishment’ killings and beatings stop and to take effective steps to prevent such actions’.
31 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 239
24
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• To democratic and exclusively peaceful means of resolving
political issues;
• To the total disarmament of all paramilitary organizations;
• To agree that such disarmament must be verifiable to the
satisfaction of an independent commission;
• To renounce for themselves, and to oppose any effort by others,
to use force, or threaten to use force, to influence the course or
the outcome of all-party negotiations;
• To agree to abide by the terms of any agreement reached in allparty negotiations and to resort to democratic and exclusively
peaceful methods in trying to alter any aspect of that outcome
with which they may disagree;
• To urge that ‘punishment’ killings and beatings stop and to
take effective steps to prevent such actions’.

These positive developments eventually led Sinn Féin to take part
in the talks leading up to the Good Friday Agreement. It should
be taken into account however that the Mitchell Principles did not
establish full confidence amongst the parties involved. The UUP
did not meet directly with Sinn Féin until 1999, and the DUP
refused to meet with Sinn Féin until 2007. Furthermore, whereas
violence had been publically renounced, it was not brought to a
complete end as independent decommissioning bodies continued
to find evidence of PIRA involvement in violence until after the St
Andrews Agreement of 2006. Despite its limitations, however, the
commission led by Senator George Mitchell forged a new approach
to the establishment of negotiations.
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The St Andrews Agreement
Following multi-party talks held in St Andrews, Scotland,
regarding the devolution of power to Northern Ireland, the
St Andrews Agreement was signed by the British and Irish
Governments and all the major political parties in Northern
Ireland on 13 October 2006. It restored the Northern Ireland
Assembly and created a new Northern Ireland Executive.
Promises of international aid, especially from the United States, also
incentivised resolving the conflict. In 1977 Jimmy Carter delivered
a public speech promising United States aid to Northern Ireland
for a political settlement to be reached. Following the Anglo-Irish
Agreement of 1985, substantial capital was injected by the United
States into Northern Ireland. USAID set up the International
Fund for Ireland, which to date has received £628 million from the
United States Government, the EU, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand. Third parties, just like back-channel links, can play an
important role in facilitation of a process that opens up lines of
reliable communication between conflicting parties, developing
good will and a common sense of humanity.32
In a quagmire of conflicting motives and alleged agendas, the
international and intermediating presence contributed to building
trust in the process amongst the parties. Third party intermediaries
can help disputing parties realise the need to cooperate with each
other in order to attain a sustainable solution and to stress what
their basic needs really are: economic and industrial development,
employment, security, housing and civil rights.
32 Mitchell, C. & Webb, K. (1988) New Approaches to International Mediation, Westport, CT: Greenwood
26
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The Anglo-Irish Agreement
The Anglo-Irish Agreement was signed by the British and Irish
Governments on 15 November 1985. It aimed to help bring an end
to the Troubles in Northern Ireland. It gave the Irish Government
an advisory role in Northern Ireland’s Government while
confirming that there would be no change in the constitutional
position of Northern Ireland unless a majority of its people agreed
to join the Republic of Ireland. It also set out conditions for the
establishment of a devolved consensus Government in the region.

The Role of Civil Society
The role of civil society as a key mediating institution with
the ability to bridge differences has been widely recognised
and advocated for in conflict resolution processes.33 Indeed,
commentators have spoken of civil society as the ‘premier mediating
[and] moralising institution’ which can have a profound impact on
conflict resolution.34 Similarly, President Al-Nasser of the United
Nations General Assembly has stressed that efforts should be made
to ‘ensure greater inclusiveness [of ] traditional and indigenous
mediation mechanisms’ that are ‘incorporated and combined with
official mediation efforts’, to ensure the optimum situation for
conflict resolution.35
33 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolution’, p. 15 Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/civil-society-mediation-inconflict-resolution/
34 Post, R. C. & Rosenblum, N. L. (2002) ‘Introduction’, in Rosenblum, N. L. and
Post, R. C. (eds.), Civil Society and Government, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, p. 3
35 United Nations, ‘Mediation Plays a Vital Role in Preventing Conflict, Settling Disputes’, 23 May 2012. Accessible at: http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=42
067&Cr=mediation&Cr1#.UE2wgbJlRbw
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The reasons for the successful role civil society has played in peace
processes are manifold. Firstly, civil society, notably a cooperation
of NGOs, is more likely to be neutral than are governments.36 As
neutrality has been recognised to help mediators establish trust,
credibility and respect from both sides of any conflict, mediating
attempts conducted by civil society have proven to be more
successful overall.37 This ability may be enhanced by the importance
of mediation in strengthening the legitimacy and authority of
leaders in civil society. For instance, faith-based actors are often
well suited for mediation as this can be seen as a key part of their
everyday job.38 Additionally, civil society has significant knowledge
in specific areas and can thus dedicate a more comprehensive effort
to mediation efforts.39 Civil society mediators, especially at the local
and national level, are usually better equipped to sustain mediation
throughout and following a peace process because they have easier
access to information than an external state or inter-governmental
organisation (IGO) for instance.40 Finally, civil society actors have
the luxury of being able to dedicate more time to their activities,
and unlike political actors, do not have constituents to respond to,
which enables them to be independent.41 Civil society actors can
36 Taulbee, J. L. & Creekmore Jr., M. V. (2003) ‘NGO Mediation: The Carter Centre’,
International Peacekeeping, Vol.10, No.1, pp.157-58
37 Maiese, M. (2005) ‘Neutrality’. Accessible at: http://www.beyondintractability.org/
bi-essay/neutrality
38 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolution’, p. 23 Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/civil-society-mediation-inconflict-resolution/
39 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolution’, p. 24
40 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolution’, p. 26
41 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolu28
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contribute to mediation in a number of different ways: faith-based
mediation; Track I ½ diplomacy, which is conducted by ex-political
figures having direct access to decision-makers and insurgency
groups; and Track II diplomacy, which is carried out by NGOs and
civil society as a whole and is the main mediating channel for civil
society actors.42 Many critiques of Northern Ireland’s peace process
point to a lack of integration of the wider community. There is
indeed a tension between expanding participation – and thereby
legitimacy – and the increasing difficulty of cooperation and decisive
action as the number of players at the negotiating table increases.43
However, civil society organisations have provided ‘a large measure
of the glue that has held Northern Ireland society together’ since
the start of the Troubles, as this report will demonstrate.44
As the British government had largely been unable to present itself
as an objective party in any negotiation or mediation attempt
because of their intrinsic role in the conflict, it was all the more
necessary for civil society actors to play a direct role in conflict
resolution and reconciliation.45 They had the potential to offer a
viable intermediary route to build trust and come to a compromised
tion’, p. 25
42 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, pp. 246247
43 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, pp. 246247
44 NICVA and CIVICUS (2005), ‘Civil Society Index: Data Overview Report. Northern Ireland’, p. 3
Accessible at: http://www.nicva.org/sites/default/files/Research_Background_Report_
CIVICUS.pdf
45 Johnston D. M. (1991-1992) ‘Religion and Conflict Resolution’, Notre Dame Law
Review, Vol.67, p. 1436
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settlement. This was particularly evident during the backchannel
negotiations, which would not have been as successful without
the involvement of key intermediaries, such as Brendan Duddy
and Father Alec Reid, to mediate between the different sides. In
particular, faith-based actors such as Father Alec Reid took the lead
by ‘focusing on the inclusion of all parties to a final agreement’.46
Other notable examples include the 1974 Feakle Talks, the FitzroyClonard Fellowship, the Corrymeela Centre for Reconciliation,
and the Civic Forum for Northern Ireland, which this report gives
a brief overview of.

The 1974 Feakle Talks
In May 1974, the 1973 Sunningdale Agreement broke down due to
a lack of cross-community belief in the British government’s abilities
to mediate at this time. On 10 December 1974, a group of eight
Protestant clergymen met secretly in Feakle, County Clare, Republic of
Ireland, with senior representatives of the Irish Republican Army, in an
attempt to ‘halt the campaign of violence that had then been carried
out by the Provisional IRA for nearly five years’.47 They appealed to

the Republicans on humanitarian grounds, arguing that violence
would not bring about their goals. The meeting was productive to
the extent that the Republicans produced a document outlining
their own aims and justifications for their methods.48 Although
46 Sandal, N. A. (2011) ‘Religious actors as epistemic communities in conflict transformation: the cases of South African and Northern Ireland’, Review of International Studies,
Vol.37, No.3, p. 946
47 English, R. (2003) Armed Struggle: The History of the IRA, London: Macmillan, p. 178
48 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolution’, pp. 53-54
Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/civil-society-mediation-in-conflictresolution/
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minor, this mediation assisted in developing the links that spurred
the 1990s peace process into action and was conducive to the
announcement of the IRA temporary ceasefire over Christmas and
New Year of 1974-1975.49

The Fitzroy-Clonard Fellowship and the Corrymeela Centre
for Reconciliation
The Fitzroy-Clonard Fellowship and the Corrymeela Centre for
Reconciliation are both faith-based civil society actors that have promoted
dialogue and peace through inter-church community meetings. The
Fitzroy-Clonard Fellowship was founded in 1981 as an inter-church
Bible discussion group. The Fellowship had the specific aim to recognise
the ‘other’ as fellow-Christian and soon took on an important mediating
role in the conflict. This faith-based group promoted reconciliation, as
its ethos ‘Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of god’
clearly illustrates. It contributed to the mediating process, first privately
between Sinn Féin and the Unionist. However, from the early 1990s
mediating became public as the Fellowship asked both sides to consider
and discuss a ceasefire, which culminated in the 1994 ceasefires.
The Corrymeela Centre for Reconciliation was established in 1965 by a
Presbyterian minister to provide a space for both religious communities
to come together. As the conflict developed, the centre became both
more important in promoting dialogue between the two sides as well as
expanding into a veritable centre that viewed reconciliation through the
lens of Christ’s forgiveness of his enemies.

50

In short, the role faith-

49 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘Civil Society Mediation in Conflict Resolution’, pp. 53-54
Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/civil-society-mediation-in-conflictresolution/
50 Sandal, N. A. (2011) ‘Religious actors as epistemic communities in conflict transfor248
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based organisations in the conflict were a crucial factor in putting
civil society at the forefront of mediating between the two opposing
sides.
Getting to the Agreement - Conditions
• Preliminary intraparty negotiations, to prevent dissent
within each party
• Inclusive interparty negotiations, first through backchannel negotiations, then through public negotiations
• Right timing, notably need for public acceptance of the
peace process
• Involvement of civil society
• Involvement of third-party mediators to facilitate
negotiations
• Arrangement regarding when decommissioning should
occur

The Adoption of the Good Friday Agreement
In 1998, an unprecedented compromise was reached between
Nationalist and Unionist parties when the Good Friday Agreement
was signed. The Agreement was supported by Sinn Féin, the SDLP
and the UUP. A referendum was held in both Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland to obtain the populations’ approval of the
Good Friday Agreement. In Northern Ireland, the Agreement was
endorsed by 71% of the population (with an 81% turn out) and in
the Republic of Ireland by 94% (with a 51% turn out). The DUP
opposed the Agreement, but having won a majority in the 2003
Northern Ireland Assembly election, was eventually brought into a
mation: the cases of South African and Northern Ireland’, Review of International Studies,
Vol.37, No.3, p. 946
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power-sharing executive with Sinn Féin following the St Andrews
Agreement. The Good Friday Agreement addressed a number of
issues ranging from devolution and decommissioning to criminal
justice and policing reforms. It established the Northern Ireland
Assembly, its Executive and a consultative Civic Forum to which
substantial powers were devolved from the British Government to
Northern Ireland.51
Although the Northern Ireland peace process is often touted as
a model of conflict resolution for similar intractable conflicts in
the world, the implementation of the Good Friday Agreement has
proven to be problematic from the start.52 At every stage the process
appeared fragile and uncertain.53 Jonathan Powell compared the
peace process to keeping a bicycle upright: ‘you have to keep the
process moving forward, however slowly. Never let it fall over’.54
Martin McGuinness, Sinn Féin’s chief negotiator, echoed this
sentiment when he stated that the failure to fully implement the
Good Friday Agreement is at the root of the [current] political
crisis affecting Northern Ireland.55
51 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict
Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 239
52 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict
Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 239
53 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict
Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 240
54 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict
Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 240
55 McGuinness, M. (2003) ‘Rights of Irish citizens must be defended’, Sinn Féin website, Press statement released on 18 March 2003. Accessible at: http://www.sinnfein.ie/
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The following chapter will address the core issues surrounding the
implementation of the Good Friday Agreement, examining the
main security-related issues, as well as assessing the mechanisms
designed to safeguard and promote the respect of human rights and
providing transitional justice.
The Good Friday Agreement
The Good Friday Agreement was signed on 10 April 1998 by the
British and Irish Governments, as well as by the main political
parties involved in the conflict, including the Ulster Unionist
Party, the Ulster Democratic Party, the Progressive Unionist Party,
the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition, the Alliance Party of
Northern Ireland, Sinn Féin, and the Social Democratic and
Labour Party.
On 22 May 1998, it was approved by referendum in Northern
Ireland by 71.2% (with an 81% turn out) and in the Republic of
Ireland by 94.39% (with a 51% turn out).
The Good Friday Agreement is divided into three strands. Strand
One focuses on the Democratic Institutions in Northern Ireland.
Strand Two establishes the North/South Ministerial Council.
Strand Three sets up the British-Irish Council and the BritishIrish Intergovernmental Conference. It also contained sections on
rights, safeguards, and equality of opportunity; decommissioning;
security; policing and justice; prisoners; and validation,
implementation and review.
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Security-Related Issues Faced by the
Good Friday Agreement
Decommissioning
Lack of mutual trust was one of the main factors that impeded initial
decommissioning. Some Unionists repeatedly refused to negotiate
with so-called terrorists and urged for decommissioning to be a
conditional step prior to negotiations. Overwhelmingly, the DUP’s
discourse about the peace process was framed in terms of ‘giving in
to the demands of the pan-Nationalist front’ if decommissioning
did not occur prior to the start of negotiations.56 DUP’s supporters
and many Unionists had genuine concerns about their security
situation before the PIRA and other Republican groups disarmed.57
On the other hand, many Nationalists would not decommission
prior to an agreement being reached, arguing that it would
contribute to strengthening their negotiating power, and act as
a deterrent to Unionist spoilers’ attempts to overthrow the peace
process by taking advantage of their weak military strength. PIRA
hostility to ever renouncing its military tactics was epitomised in
the slogans daubed on the walls of Belfast declaring ‘not a bullet,
not an ounce’.58
56 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 242
57 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, pp. 242243
58 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 244
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The parties involved in Northern Ireland gradually came to see
unarmed political negotiation as the best and only means of
resolving the conflict.59 For instance, discussing Sinn Féin’s position
regarding the ongoing conflict, Gerry Adams stated in 1987,
‘there’s no military resolution, none whatsoever … There can only
be a political solution … an alternative, unarmed struggle, to attain
Irish Independence’.60 Both communities then eased towards a
more conciliatory approach and it was eventually agreed that that
decommissioning would be carried out during the negotiations
leading up to the Good Friday Agreement. Nevertheless, tensions
remained between some Unionists and some Nationalists even
after the Good Friday Agreement was adopted, as the Good Friday
Agreement did not set out any clear timetable and did not represent
a legal constraint.
One of the main problems with the Good Friday Agreement
was that it does not contain any comprehensive provision that
sanctions non-decommissioning. Consequently, decommissioning
became dependent upon the people’s good will. Article 25 of the
Good Friday Agreement relates that decommissioning exclusively
concerns politicians and does not set out any consequences should
decommissioning not occur at the grassroots level. Consequently,
each side was reluctant to decommission first. These tensions were
exacerbated due to the fundamental disagreement between the
59 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 195
60 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, pp. 195196
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parties over the sequencing of disarmament and inclusion into
political institutions. The Republican and Unionist parties were
under pressure to reflect the views of their constituencies in their
negotiating position and referred to the intransigence of their
communities to underline their positions on demilitarisation and
inclusion in institutions.61 Some Unionists accused the Nationalists
of ‘failing to live up to the spirit of the Agreement's requirement for
the decommissioning of arms’, while Sinn Féin blamed the British
Government for ‘failing to demilitarise quickly enough’.62
Although decommissioning was marred by difficulties, it proved
relatively successful in the long run. In 2002 Gerry Adams
announced that he could ‘imagine a future without the IRA’.63
In July 2005, the IRA Army Council formally announced an
end to its armed campaign, stating its commitment to using
‘purely political and democratic programmes through exclusively
peaceful means’.64 By mid-2005, General de Chastelain, a retired
member of the Canadian military and diplomat, had announced
that decommissioning in Northern Ireland was complete.65 It is
61 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 246
62 BBC News, ‘Good Friday Agreement: The Search for Peace’.
Accessible at: http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/static/northern_ireland/understanding/
events/good_friday.stm
Accessed on January 24, 2013
63 Marcus, A. (2007) Blood and Belief: The PKK and the Kurdish Fight for Independence, New York: New York University Press
64 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, p. 244
65 General de Chastelain is a retired member of the Canadian military and diplomat. He
served twice as Canada's Chief of the Defence Staff, from 1989 to 1993 and from 1994 to
1995. He was also Canada’s Ambassador to the United States in 1993-1994. He was appointed Chairman of the Independent International Commission on Decommissioning
(IICD) from 1997 to 2011 by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
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crucial to note that the weapons were not merely handed over to
the Independent International Commission on Decommissioning
(IICD) but destroyed in the presence of the IICD, by being put in
dumps and concreted over to be genuinely out of use. On the other
hand, the end of British military operations in Northern Ireland
was chaired in July 2007. As of December 2011, there were about
5,000 remaining British troops in Northern Ireland, and only
fourteen army bases remained active.
General de Chastelain
General de Chastelain is a retired member of the Canadian
military and diplomat. He served twice as Canada’s Chief of the
Defence Staff, from 1989 to 1993 and from 1994 to 1995. He
was also Canada’s Ambassador to the United States in 1993-1994.
He was appointed Chairman of the Independent International
Commission on Decommissioning (IICD) from 1997 to 2011
by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the Government of Ireland.

Decommissioning in Northern Ireland remains a contentious
issue due to the difficulty of ensuring its genuine completion.
Importantly, both sides have a history of hiding weapons for use
in the future.66 In another example, Reverend Ian Paisley had
insisted on taking pictures of the decommissioning process in the
early 1990s, which led to increasing tensions and was met with
the Republicans’ refusal.67 Similarly, David Trimble, then leader of
and Northern Ireland and the Government of Ireland.
66 Von Tangen Page. (2000) A Negative Peace: Northern Ireland and the Good Friday
Agreement, Centre for Defence Studies, London, p. 42
67 Democratic Progress Institute (2011) ‘Turkey: Comparative Studies Visit to the United Kingdom – Conflict Resolution’, p. 41
Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/turkey-comparative-studies-visit-to38
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the UUP, demanded categorical proof that all weapons had been
destroyed, but had to resign himself to accepting that no tangible
proof of the sort could be given.68

The Release and Integration of Paramilitary Prisoners
Another crucial and highly controversial issue relating to security was
that of the release and integration in society of former paramilitary
prisoners. In accordance with the Good Friday Agreement, large
numbers of paramilitary prisoners were freed in 2000, which
triggered public outcry on the basis of reintegration being seen to
reward ‘men of violence’. There was widespread criticism on the
possibility for former paramilitary activists to run for political
offices. Most recently, this was clearly demonstrated in the 2011
Presidential elections in the Republic of Ireland, when Martin
McGuinness69 stood for election in which the intense popular and
media focus on his Republican background was clear evidence for
the continued political relevance of the past.70
Nevertheless, it must be noted that release and amnesty were granted
to paramilitary prisoners on a conditional basis, meaning that
those ‘becoming re-involved in political violence [were] expected
the-united-kingdom-conflict-resolution/dpi-uk-visit-report-updated-may-2012-2/
68 Democratic Progress Institute (2011) ‘Turkey: Comparative Studies Visit to the United Kingdom – Conflict Resolution’ p. 32
69 Martin McGuiness is the incumbent Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland since
2007. He is a Sinn Féin politician and used to be a leader of the Provisional IRA.
70 Democratic Progress Institute (2012) ‘DDR and the Complexity of Contemporary
Conflict’
Accessible at: http://www.democraticprogress.org/ddr-and-the-complexity-of-contempory-conflict/
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to serve out their sentences in full’.71 Many former paramilitary
prisoners felt that by denying full legitimacy of their political
struggle, the conditions for their release and means of reintegration
reflected a failure to distinguish between the political nature of
their actions and criminality.72 For instance, extradition requests
for the surviving escapees from the 1983 Maze Prison Escape were
dropped in accordance with the Good Friday Agreement, but not
all were granted amnesty.
Many former combatants in Northern Ireland, notably politicized
ex-prisoners, have significantly contributed to reintegration and
to the wider process of peace building in Northern Ireland by
bringing credibility and perspective to peace building. Many of the
key participants involved in peace negotiations leading up to the
adoption of the Good Friday Agreement were ex-combatants with a
record of conviction and imprisonment. Their active participation
in the peace building process, as well as their involvement in
local programmes and awareness campaigns have been claimed to
positively impact communities’ will to end the conflict, as efforts
to reduce violence can carry greater weight when they are led by
former combatants.73
71 Von Tangen Page, M. (2000) A Negative Peace: Northern Ireland and the Good Friday
Agreement, Centre for Defence Studies, London, p. 35
72 ‘The Northern Ireland Peace Process: A Supplement to Striking Process’ Conciliation
Resources, London, 2003
Accessible at:
http://www.c-r.org/sites/c-r.org/files/08s_0Northern%20Ireland%20supplement_2003_
ENG_F.pdf
73 Yildiz, K. & Breau, S. (2010) The Kurdish Conflict: International Humanitarian Law
and Post-Conflict
Mechanisms, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London, pp. 240-244
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The Reform of the Police Force and the Judicial System
Policing has been another controversial issue surrounding the
Agreement. The Good Friday Agreement promised a new policing
service that aimed to be ‘more representative of the community
it polices, democratically accountable, free from political control,
infused with human rights and culturally neutral’.74 It was
commissioned primarily because of a failure to find ‘an acceptable
democratic basis for governance’75 and the Catholic community’s
‘perception of unequal treatment by the police force’76 in the past.
Controversial symbols were thus changed to be free from any
association with either the British or Irish States. The Royal Ulster
Constabulary was renamed the Police Service of Northern Ireland.
A new oath of allegiance was devised, which upheld human
rights and equal respect to all communities. Uniforms, badges
and the logo of the police force were changed to be politically
neutral. The Union flag was removed from police buildings,
and a new flag was designed for the Police Service of Northern
Ireland, representing the new badge of the police force on a
green background. Furthermore, entry requirements were made
74 Sinn Féin (2001) ‘Response to the Revised Implementation Plan on Policing: A new
beginning to policing’
Accessible at http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/issues/police/docs/sf250801a.htm
75 Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland (1999) ‘A New Beginning: Policing in Northern Ireland - The Report of the Independent Commission on
Policing for Northern Ireland’, September 1999
Accessible at: http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/issues/police/patten/patten99.pdf
76 Democratic Progress Institute (2011) ‘Turkey: Comparative Studies Visit to The
Republic of Ireland - Conflict Resolution’, p. 101
Accessible at:
http://www.democraticprogress.org/turkey-comparative-studies-visit-to-the-rep-of-ireland-conflict-resolution/
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flexible with regards to prior criminal offences, so that there was
no systematic disqualification from entry into the police force.
This was a particularly controversial provision as it inherently
enabled former political activists with criminal records to apply
and potentially enter the police force. Although these numerous
provisions were condemned by the Ulster Unionist Party as a
‘gratuitous insult’ to the Royal Ulster Constabulary, these measures
were widely acclaimed as a crucial step towards intercommunal
peace.77 Additionally, the Patten Report provided for recruitment
of the police force to be conducted by an independent agency. Until
March 2011, positive discrimination measures were implemented
to ensure the even religious composition of the police force. These
measures were deemed crucial as in 2001 the police force comprised
92% Protestants. However, this provision was removed in March
2011 following protests from Unionist politicians claiming it
was unfair sectarianism. Most notably, Secretary of State Owen
Paterson claimed that this practice was no longer justified as 30%
of officers had a Catholic background. As the table below testifies,
the composition of the police workforce has not changed since the
removal of this provision.

77 BBC News (1999) ‘Gratuitous insult, says UUP’, 9 September 1999.
Accessible at: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/442815.stm
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Figure 1: Police Workforce Composition Figures78
(Figures accurate as at 01.11.12)

Police
Officers
Police
Staff

% Perceived
Protestant
67.36

% Perceived
Roman Catholic
30.41

% Not
determined
2.23

77.88

18.95

3.17

Furthermore, in accordance with the Good Friday Agreement’s
provisions related to the reform of the judicial system in Northern
Ireland, the Criminal Justice Inspection Northern Ireland (CJI)
was established in 2003.79 An ad-hoc Committee on Criminal
Justice Reform was also set up by the Northern Ireland Assembly
between December 2001 and January 2002 to reform the judiciary.
It produced the Report on the Draft Justice (NI) Bill and the
Criminal Justice Review on 14 January 2002.

The Controversial Question of Sovereignty
The controversial question of sovereignty over Northern Ireland
remains unresolved and thus highly contentious. The Good Friday
78 Police Service of Northern Ireland (2012) Workforce Composition Figures. Accessible at: http://www.psni.police.uk/index/updates/updates_statistics/updates_workforce_
composition_figures.htm
79 The Criminal Justice Inspection Northern Ireland (CJI) is an independent, statutory
inspectorate established under section 45 of the Justice (Northern Ireland) Act 2002. Its
mandate is to inspect all aspects of the criminal justice system in Northern Ireland apart
from the judiciary.
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Agreement allows for referendums to be held in the Republic of
Ireland and in Northern Ireland over this issue. Should the majority
consulted choose to have a unified Ireland, British sovereignty over
Northern Ireland would in principal yield to Irish sovereignty.
This provision denotes a concern with conflict management in the
short-to-medium term as opposed to genuine conflict resolution,
as the determination of the question of sovereignty is made largely
contingent upon demographic changes.80
Recent events attest to the contestability of sovereignty in
Northern Ireland. There have been some violent riots in Belfast
since 3 December 2012, following Belfast City Council voting to
change its policy on the Union Flag. Until December 2012, the
Union Flag was displayed outside of Belfast City Hall every single
day of the year. However, the new policy restricts displays of the
Union Flag at the city hall to 15 designated days during the year, in
line with Stormont City Hall’s policy, which triggered opposition
from the Unionist community. According to the Police Service of
Northern Ireland, several thousand people took part in the riots.
However, this policy change has been described as a necessary
step towards equality between both communities as well as more
political neutrality, and has been acclaimed as demonstrating the
council’s commitment to a shared future. Most notably, the fact
that neither Sinn Féin nor the Social Democratic and Labour Party
of Northern Ireland (SDLP) placed pressure for the Union Flag
to be completely removed and accepted instead that it could be
80 Von Tangen Page, M. (2000) A Negative Peace: Northern Ireland and the Good Friday
Agreement, Centre for Defence Studies, London, p. 9
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displayed on specific occasions, highlighted their recognition of the
current constitutional status of Northern Ireland.
Attitudes and perceptions have also perceivably changed over time.
The following Northern Ireland Life & Times surveys, carried out
in 2010, are highly informative in this sense.81
Figure 2: Survey on Political Attitudes in Northern Ireland82
Question: Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a
Unionist, a Nationalist or neither?

Unionist
Nationalist
Neither
Other
Don’t know

Catholic

Protestant

No religion

% of the Total
Population

1%
54%
45%
0%
1%

65%
0%
34%
1%
0%

10%
6%
82%
1%
2%

34%
20%
45%
1%
0%

81 Northern Ireland Life & Times – Surveys. Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/
quests/
82 Northern Ireland Life & Times (2010) Survey on Political Attitudes in Northern
Ireland
Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/2010/Political_Attitudes/UNINATID.html
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Figure 3: Survey on Political Attitudes in Northern Ireland83
Question: Do you think the long-term policy for Northern Ireland
should be for it…
Catholic

Protestant

No religion

% of the
Total
Population

to remain part
of the United
Kingdom with
direct rule

6%

21%

14%

15%

to remain part
of the United
Kingdom with
devolved
Government

46%

69%

47%

58%

or, to reunify
with the rest of
Ireland?

33%

4%

17%

16%

Independent State

4%

1%

4%

3%

Other answer

4%

1%

7%

3%

Don't know

8%

3%

10%

6%

83 Northern Ireland Life & Times (2010) Survey on Political Attitudes in Northern
Ireland
Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/2010/Political_Attitudes/NIRELND2.html
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Figure 4: Survey on Political Attitudes in Northern Ireland84
Question: If the majority of people in Northern Ireland ever voted to
become part of a United Ireland do you think you…
(Question asked only to those who answered that the long-term policy
for Northern Ireland should be not to reunify with the rest of Ireland.)
Catholic

Protestant

No religion

% of the
Total
Population

would find
this almost
impossible to
accept

5%

18%

10%

13%

would not like
it, but could
live with it if
you had to

33%

57%

39%

48%

or, would
happily accept
the wishes of
the majority

58%

23%

51%

37%

Don't know

4%

1%

1%

2%

84 Northern Ireland Life & Times (2010) Survey on Political Attitudes in Northern
Ireland.
Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/2010/Political_Attitudes/FUTURE1.html
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Human Rights Issues
Mechanisms Designed to Safeguard and Promote the
Respect of Human Rights
The protection of human rights was one of the main agendas of the
Good Friday Agreement. As a result, there have been a number of
provisions to safeguard and promote the respect of human rights
in Northern Ireland. Most notably, the Good Friday Agreement
required that the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
be incorporated into Northern Irish Law.85 The Good Friday
Agreement also made several guarantees of ‘minimal human rights
protections’ in Northern Ireland, notably safeguarding eight key
civil rights, including ‘the right of free political thought, freedom
of expression and religion, the right to equal opportunity, and the
right to freedom from sectarian harassment’.86 To this end, the Good
Friday Agreement provided for the establishment of the Northern
Ireland Human Rights Commission (NIHRC) in 1999.87 The
Equality Commission in Northern Ireland was also established to
prevent discrimination, largely concerning the workplace and access
85 Good Friday Agreement, also known as Belfast Agreement (1998)
86 Good Friday Agreement's Strand Three, Security, 2(iii). Agreement Reached in
Multi-Party Negotiations, Apr. 10, 1998, Ir.-U.K., 37 I.L.M. 751 (1998).
87 The Joint Committee was mandated by the Good Friday Agreement to consider
the possibility of a ‘Charter of Rights for the Island of Ireland’ which would include all
human rights standards currently signed up to by the United Kingdom and Irish Governments to establish a minimum protection structure. The Joint Committee presented its
advice to both Governments, advocating in favour of the creation of a ‘Charter of Rights
for the Island of Ireland’ in June 2011. However, as of January 2013, no genuine steps
had been taken towards this end.
Irish Human Rights Commission (2008) ‘The Good Friday Agreement 10 Years On –
Building a Charter of Rights for the Island of Ireland Our Next Goal’, 3 July 2008
Accessible at: http://www.ihrc.ie/newsevents/press/2008/07/03/the-good-friday-agreement-10-years-on-building-a-c/
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to housing.88 This commission is particularly crucial as up until the
Good Friday Agreement, the Catholic community is said to have
suffered discrimination. As the following surveys demonstrate,
the success of the promotion of intercommunal harmony remains
questionable in Northern Ireland, but communities’ attitudes
towards intercommunal mixing suggest that there may be hope for
the future.
Figure 5: Survey on Community Relations in Northern Ireland89
Question: Northern Ireland is a normal civic society in which
all individuals are equal, where differences are resolved through
dialogue and where all people are treated impartially.

One: Definitely not
been achieved
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten: Definitely has
been achieved
Don’t know

Catholic

Protestant

No religion

12%

12%

16%

% of the Total
Population
12%

4%
11%
12%
26%
11%
10%
8%
2%
5%

4%
15%
14%
27%
11%
7%
5%
1%
3%

8%
14%
14%
22%
8%
9%
6%
0%
2%

4%
14%
13%
26%
11%
8%
6%
1%
3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

88 Equality Commission for Northern Ireland, ‘About Us’
Accessible at: http://www.equalityni.org/sections/default.asp?secid=0
89 Northern Ireland Life & Times (2010) Survey on Community Relations in Northern
Ireland
Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/2010/Community_Relations/TARGET1A.html
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Figure 6: Survey on Community Relations in Northern Ireland90
Question: Are you in favour of more mixing or more separation
where people live?
Catholic

Protestant

No religion

% of the Total
Population

Much more
mixing

50%

42%

64%

48%

Bit more mixing

38%

40%

26%

38%

Keep things as
they are

10%

14%

8%

11%

Bit more
separation

0%

2%

0%

1%

Much more
separation

0%

1%

0%

1%

Can’t choose

2%

2%

2%

2%

90 Northern Ireland Life & Times (2010) Survey on Community Relations in Northern
Ireland
Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/2010/Community_Relations/MIXDLIV.html
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Figure 7: Survey on Community Relations in Northern Ireland91
Question: Are you in favour of more mixing or more separation
where people work?
Catholic

Protestant

No religion

% of the Total
Population

Much more
mixing

58%

49%

66%

55%

Bit more mixing

30%

32%

22%

30%

Keep things as
they are

9%

15%

7%

12%

Bit more
separation

0%

1%

2%

1%

Much more
separation

0%

0%

1%

0%

Can’t choose

2%

3%

2%

2%

Transitional Justice in Northern Ireland
The Good Friday Agreement establishes mechanisms related to
transitional justice. Access to transitional justice not only satisfies
grievances for past abuse, but as the State is seen as a source of
redress for popular grievances, its legitimacy and future support is
enhanced. Furthermore, it helps foster trust between the State and
society, where previously there may have been none.
91 Northern Ireland Life & Times (2010) Survey on Community Relations in Northern
Ireland
Accessible at: http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/2010/Community_Relations/MIXDWORK.
html
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Northern Ireland is an interesting case insofar as no formal Truth
and Reconciliation Commission has been established as has
occurred in many other post-conflict societies, such as South Africa.
A number of reasons have been put forward for this. Notably, the
authorities feared that an exhaustive investigation into the past so
soon after the Good Friday Agreement had been reached could be
destabilising to a still-fragile peace. Similarly, it has been suggested
that due to the impartial reform of existing power structures, which
enabled both sides to be in power, a Truth and Reconciliation
Commission could question the legitimacy of existing institutions
and further destabilise peace. There was still widespread mistrust
between both communities throughout the late 1990s and 2000s.
Thus each community feared that a Truth and Reconciliation
Commission would enable the other to promote a selective and
biased interpretation of history, and the subsequent rewriting of
the past in a way that would absolve themselves of responsibility
for atrocities.
The Saville Inquiry
On 3 April 1998, the Saville Inquiry was opened to examine
the events that came to be known as Bloody Sunday. Two years
later, public hearings for the Saville Inquiry began. In June 2010,
the Saville Inquiry released its report, finding the British armed
forces guilty of launching an unjustifiable and unprovoked attack
on unarmed civilians. British Prime Minister David Cameron
officially apologised to the families of the Bloody Sunday victims.

A number of commissions have been established to investigate
controversial events which occurred during the conflict. The best52
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known of these is probably the Saville Inquiry into 1972’s ‘Bloody
Sunday’ which found the British armed forces guilty of launching
an unjustifiable and unprovoked attack on unarmed civilians.
The Saville Inquiry’s findings led to British Prime Minister David
Cameron officially apologising to the victims’ families on 15 June
2010. Despite these efforts, the number of similar commissions has
been limited and many among the Nationalist community feel that
the State’s role as a perpetrator of violence and its collusion with
Loyalist paramilitaries has been forgotten to create a ‘sanitised’
official version of events. On the other side of the communal
divide, the Loyalist community has expressed criticism over the
release of former Republican prisoners as part of the Good Friday
Agreement’s transitional justice campaign. However, as has been
previously explained, political prisoners’ release was conditional
upon continued non-violent behaviour, which has prompted
ex-combatants to criticise the lack of distinction between
reprehensible criminal acts and legitimate political activities. To
date, Northern Ireland has not carried out any socio-economic
justice to redistribute resources between the two communities.
Debate on the establishment of a transitional court of justice in
Northern Ireland is likely to continue.
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Conclusion
This working paper has demonstrated that the reputation of
Northern Ireland’s peace process as a model of conflict resolution
may lack nuance. The peace process resulting in the historic
Good Friday Agreement can be described as successful as it led
the disputing parties to negotiate a peaceful political end to the
conflict. It has been shown that the success of Northern Ireland’s
peace process lies in its combination of inter-nationalist party
negotiations and back-channel negotiations benefiting from the
involvement of third party actors, which resulted in the adoption
of a compromise to end the conflict by peaceful political means,
embodied by the Good Friday Agreement.
However, the implementation of the Agreement still faces significant
challenges which have nurtured the persistence of intercommunal
tensions in Northern Ireland. Specifically, disputes concern
security-related issues such as decommissioning, the release and
reintegration of paramilitary prisoners, the reform of the police
force and the judicial system. The question of sovereignty over
Northern Ireland also remains unresolved. Issues related to human
rights are also essential, due to the fact that transitional justice has
been limited in Northern Ireland. Although various mechanisms
were designed by the Good Friday Agreement to safeguard and
promote the respect of human rights in Northern Ireland, no
formal Truth and Reconciliation Commission has been established,
retributive justice has largely been dismissed, and no distributive
justice measures have been implemented.
54
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Annex 1:
Timeline of the Key Dates in the Northern
Ireland Conflict and Peace Process
1801: Incorporation of the island of Ireland into the United
Kingdom.
1919-1921: Irish War of Independence
23 December 1920: Adoption of the Government of Ireland Act
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. Partition of Ireland.
6 December 1921: Signing of the Articles of Agreement for a
Treaty Between Great Britain and Ireland, commonly known as
the Anglo-Irish Treaty, by the Government of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and representatives of the secessionist
Irish Republic. End of the Irish War of Independence.
Late 1960s to 1998: The ‘Troubles’
1968: Start of the civil rights movement in Northern Ireland.
1969: The historic Irish Republican Army split into the Provisional
Irish Republican Army (PIRA) and the Official Irish Republican
Army (OIRA).
1972: The British Government engages in secret back-channel
contacts with the IRA.
30 January 1972: Bloody Sunday / The Bogside Massacre. The
British Army shoots unarmed civil rights protesters in (London)
Derry, Northern Ireland, resulting in 13 dead and 14 injured.
9 December 1973: The British and Irish Governments, and
the parties involved in the Northern Ireland Executive, sign the
Sunningdale Agreement.
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15 November 1985: The British and Irish Governments sign the
Anglo-Irish Agreement.
Late 1980s: Start of intraparty negotiations within the Nationalist
community.
15 December 1993: Downing Street Declaration.
22 January 1996: Publication of the Report of the International
Body on Arms Decommissioning, outlining the Mitchell Principles.
3 April 1998: Opening of the Saville Inquiry to examine the events
of 30 January 1972 in (London)Derry, Northern Ireland.
10 April 1998: Signing of the Good Friday Agreement.
22 May 1998: Referendums held in Northern Ireland and in the
Republic of Ireland to approve the Good Friday Agreement. In
Northern Ireland, the Agreement is endorsed by 71.2% of the
population (with an 81% turn out) and in the Republic of Ireland
by 94.39% (with a 51% turn out).
9 September 1999: Release of the Patten Report by the Independent
Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland – also known as the
Patten Commission – comprising 175 recommendations with the
objective of ‘depoliticising the police’.
March 2000: Public hearings for the Saville Inquiry begin.
July-August 2000: Paramilitary prisoners freed by the United
Kingdom, in accordance with the Good Friday Agreement.
4 November 2001: Dismantlement of the Royal Ulster Constabulary
and creation of the Police Service of Northern Ireland.
28 July 2005: The IRA Army Council formally announces an end
to its armed campaign.
26 September 2005: General de Chastelain, Chairman of the
Independent International Commission on Decommissioning,
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announce that he is satisfied that decommissioning in Northern
Ireland is complete.
13 October 2006: The British and Irish Governments, and the
political parties of the Government of Northern Ireland sign the St
Andrews Agreement.
15 June 2010: The report of the Saville Inquiry finds the British
armed forces guilty of launching an unjustifiable and unprovoked
attack on unarmed civilians. British Prime Minister David Cameron
officially apologises to the families of the Bloody Sunday victims.
March 2011: Positive discrimination measures in the Police Service
of Northern Ireland are abolished.

Annex 2:
Key Individuals in the Northern Ireland Conflict and
Peace Process
Gerry Adams: He has been the leader of Sinn Féin since 1983.
General de Chastelain: He is a retired member of the Canadian
military and diplomat. He served twice as Canada's Chief of the
Defence Staff, from 1989 to 1993 and from 1994 to 1995. He
was also Canada’s Ambassador to the United States in 1993-1994.
He was appointed Chairman of the Independent International
Commission on Decommissioning (IICD) from 1997 to 2011
by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the Government of Ireland.
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Brendan Duddy: He was a Derry businessman with extensive
political connections and access to senior contacts, who acted as
an intermediary in the Northern Ireland negotiations for over 20
years.
John Hume: A former teacher, he first came to prominence through
the civil rights movement in the late 1960s. He was a founding
member of the Social Democratic and Labour Party in 1970, and
took over as leader from 1979 to 2001. In 1979, he also became
a Member of the European Parliament. He has been one of the
driving forces of the Northern Ireland peace process for over 40
years. Notably, he was a member of the power-sharing executive
set up after the Sunningdale Agreement in December 1973 and
helped to shape the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1985. In 1988, he
began a series of contacts with Gerry Adams. These were to prove
crucial in developing the current process. In 1998, he was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize along with David Trimble.
Martin McGuiness: He is an Irish Sinn Féin politician. He used to
be a Provisional Irish Republican Army leader. He was the MP for
Mid Ulster from 1997 until his resignation on 2 January 2013. He
is currently the Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland since
2007.
Senator George Mitchell: Senator George Mitchell was sent as
the United States Special Envoy for Northern Ireland in 1995.
He became known for the introduction of his so-called ‘Mitchell
Principles’ in 1996.
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Reverend Ian Paisley: Reverend Ian Paisley founded the Democratic
Unionist Party (DUP) in 1971, and was its leader from 1971 to
2008. He served as First Minister of Northern Ireland between 8
May 2007 and 5 June 2008.
Jonathan Powell: He is a British diplomat. He served as the first
Downing Street Chief of Staff throughout Tony Blair’s mandate as
British Prime Minister, from 1997 to 2007.
Father Alec Reid: He is an Irish priest and a member of the
Redemptorist Order based in West Belfast’s Clonard Monastery,
and had been close to the Republicans since the start of the
Troubles in 1969. He has a personal relationship with Gerry
Adams which led to him becoming an intermediary and mediator
between the Republican Movement and a number of other parties
to the conflict. He has been described as an ‘unsung hero’ who had
done more than ‘practically anyone else involved’. However, some
are critical of Reid’s conduct, as he also undertook advocacy in an
attempt to mould the process in a way he saw fit rather than acting
simply as an unbiased mediator.
David Trimble: He is a British politician. He was the Leader of the
Ulster Unionist Party from 1995 to 2005. He served as the first
First Minister of Northern Ireland from 1998 to 2002. In 1998, he
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize along with John Hume.
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Annex 3:
Key Bodies in the Northern Ireland Conflict and
Peace Process
Alliance Party of Northern Ireland: Founded in 1970 from the
New Ulster Movement, it originally represented moderate and
non-sectarian Unionism. Over time, it moved towards neutrality
on the Union, and has come to represent wider liberal and nonsectarian concerns: for instance, in the Northern Ireland Assembly,
it is designated as neither unionist nor nationalist, but 'Other'. It is
a signatory of the Good Friday Agreement.
Democratic Unionist Party (DUP): Founded by Ian Paisley in 1971,
it is currently the largest party in the Northern Ireland Assembly
and the fourth-largest party in the House of Commons of the
United Kingdom. It is more radically unionist than the UUP.
Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition (NIWC): It was founded in
1996 in order to contest the Forum elections of May 1996, but did
not have a clear ideology. Its primary aim was to bring women's
experience of cross-community work to bear on the peace talks. It
is a signatory of the Good Friday Agreement.
Official Irish Republican Army (OIRA): It emerged in 1969 from
a split within the Irish Republican Army (which had existed since
1922). It engaged in military action against the British Army until
May 1972.
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Progressive Unionist Party (PUP): Founded in 1979, it is a small
unionist political party in Northern Ireland which was historically
linked to the Ulster Volunteer Force. It is a signatory of the Good
Friday Agreement.
Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA): It emerged in 1969
from a split within the Irish Republican Army (which had existed
since 1922). It engaged in military action against the British Army
until 2005, when it formally declared the end of its armed campaign
and decommissioning was completed in Northern Ireland.
Saville Inquiry: It was opened on 3 April 1998 to examine the events
that came to be known as Bloody Sunday. Two years later, public
hearings for the Saville Inquiry began. In June 2010, it released
its report, finding the British armed forces guilty of launching an
unjustifiable and unprovoked attack on unarmed civilians.
Sinn Féin: It is an Irish republican political party in the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland, which took its current form in 1970.
It has historically been associated with the Provisional IRA. It is a
signatory of the Good Friday Agreement.
Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP): It was founded in
1970 by John Hume. It advocates further devolution of powers
while Northern Ireland remains part of the United Kingdom, and
the eventual reunification of Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland. It is a signatory of the Good Friday Agreement.
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Ulster Defence Association (UDA): Founded in1971, it is the
largest loyalist paramilitary and vigilante group in Northern
Ireland. It waged an armed campaign from1971 to 2007, using
the name Ulster Freedom Fighters (UFF) when it wished to claim
responsibility for attacks, which allowed it to remain legal until
1992.
Ulster Democratic Party (UDP): First established in June 1981 as the
Ulster Loyalist Democratic Party by the Ulster Defence Association
(UDA), it was a small loyalist political party in Northern Ireland
which remained active until its dissolution in 2001. It is a signatory
of the Good Friday Agreement.
Ulster Unionist Party (UUP): Tracing its formal existence back to
1905, it is the oldest of the two main unionist parties in Northern
Ireland. It was led by David Trimble between 1995 and 2005. It is
a signatory of the Good Friday Agreement.
Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF): Formed in 1956, it is a loyalist
paramilitary group in Northern Ireland. It ended its armed
campaign in 2007.
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Annex 4:
Key Agreements and Other Documents in the
Northern Ireland Peace Process
Anglo-Irish Agreement: The Anglo-Irish Agreement, signed on 15
November 1985, was an agreement between the United Kingdom
and Ireland which aimed to help bring an end to the Troubles
in Northern Ireland. The treaty gave the Irish Government an
advisory role in Northern Ireland's Government while confirming
that there would be no change in the constitutional position of
Northern Ireland unless a majority of its people agreed to join
the Republic. It also set out conditions for the establishment of a
devolved consensus Government in the region.
Downing Street Declaration: The Downing Street Declaration was
a joint declaration issued on 15 December 1993 at the British Prime
Minister’s office in 10 Downing Street. It affirmed both the right
of the people of Ireland to self-determination, and that Northern
Ireland would be transferred to the Republic of Ireland from the
United Kingdom if and only if a majority of its population was in
favour of such a move.
Good Friday Agreement: The Good Friday Agreement was signed
on 10 April 1998 by the British and Irish Governments, as well as
by the main political parties involved in the conflict, including the
Ulster Unionist Party, the Ulster Democratic Party, the Progressive
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Unionist Party, the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition, the
Alliance Party of Northern Ireland, Sinn Féin, and the Social
Democratic and Labour Party. On 22 May 1998, it was approved
by referendum in Northern Ireland by 71.2% (with an 81% turn
out) and in the Republic of Ireland by 94.39% (with a 51% turn
out).
Mitchell Principles: The Mitchell Principles were outlined in the
Report of the International Body on Arms Decommissioning
released on 22 January 1996.
St Andrews Agreement: The St Andrews Agreement was signed
by the British and Irish Governments and all the major political
parties in Northern Ireland on 13 October 2006, following multiparty talks held in St Andrews, Scotland, regarding the devolution
of power to Northern Ireland. It restored the Northern Ireland
Assembly and created a new Northern Ireland Executive.
Sunningdale Agreement: The Sunningdale Agreement was signed
on 9 December 1973 by the British and Irish Governments, and
the parties involved in the Northern Ireland Executive. It attempted
to establish a power-sharing Northern Ireland Executive and a
cross-border Council of Ireland. Unionist opposition, violence
and a loyalist general strike caused the collapse of the Sunningdale
Agreement in May 1974.
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DPI Board Members
Kerim Yildiz (Chief Executive Officer)
Kerim Yildiz is Chief Executive Officer of DPI.
He is an expert in international human rights law
and minority rights, and has written extensively
on international human rights mechanisms and
international humanitarian law. Kerim is the
recipient of a number of awards, including from
the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights for
his services to protect human rights and promote
the rule of law in 1996, the Sigrid Rausing Trust’s
Human Rights Award for Leadership in Indigenous
and Minority Rights in 2005, and the Gruber Prize
for Justice in 2011.

Nick Stewart QC (Chair)
Nicholas Stewart, QC, is a barrister and Deputy
High Court Judge (Chancery and Queen’s Bench
Divisions) in the United Kingdom. He is the former
Chair of the Bar Human Rights Committee of
England and Wales and Former President of Union
Internationale des Avocats.
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Prof. Penny Green (Secretary)
Professor Penny Green is the Deputy Head
(Research) at Dickson Poon School of Law, King’s
College London and Director of the International
State Crime Initiative (ICSI), United Kingdom. She
joined King’s College in September 2007 following
eight years as Professor of Law and Criminology at
the University of Westminster. Prior to that she held
posts at the University of Southampton and the
London School of Economics and Political Science
(LSE).
Priscilla Hayner:
Priscilla Hayner is co-founder of the International
Center for Transitional Justice. She is a global
expert on truth commissions and transitional
justice initiatives, and has authored several books
on these topics. She is former consultant to the
Ford Foundation, the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights, and numerous other organisations.

Arild Humlen,
Arild Humlen is a lawyer and Director of the
Norwegian Bar Association’s Legal Committee,
Norway. He is widely published within a number
of jurisdictions, with emphasis on international civil
law and human rights, and he has lectured at law
faculties of several universities in Norway. He is the
recipient of the Honor Prize of the Bar Association
of Oslo for his work on the rule of law.
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Jacki Muirhead
Jacki Muirhead was formerly the Practice Director
at Cleveland Law Firm. She has also worked as
Barristers’ Clerk at Counsels’ Chambers Limited and
Marketing Manager at the Faculty of Advocates. She
has also undertaken an International Secondment at
New South Wales Bar Association.

Prof. David Petrasek
Professor David Petrasek is Associate Professor
at Graduate School of Public and International
Affairs University of Ottawa, Canada. He is former
Special Adviser to the Secretary-General of Amnesty
International. He has worked extensively on human
rights, humanitarian and conflict resolution issues,
including for Amnesty International (1990-96),
for the Office of the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights (1997-98), for the International
Council on Human Rights Policy (1998-02) and as
Director of Policy at the Centre for Humanitarian
Dialogue (2003-07).
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Antonia Potter
Antonia Potter Prentice has 17 years’ experience
across a diverse range of humanitarian,
development, peacemaking and peacebuilding
issues in the not-for-profit sector, most recently
specialising in women’s empowerment and gender.
This includes extensive management and leadership
at a strategic level. Educated at Oxford and the
London School of Economics, she has worked in
Afghanistan, Cambodia, East Timor, Switzerland,
India, USA and Indonesia for NGOs including
Save the Children, Concern Worldwide, Centre for
Humanitarian Dialogue, Oxfam GB and Médecins
du Monde.
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DPI Council of Experts
Dermot Ahern
Dermot Ahern is a former Irish Member of
Parliament and Government Minister and was a
key figure for more than 20 years in the Irish peace
process, including in negotiations for the Good
Friday Agreement and the St Andrews Agreement.
He also has extensive experience at EU Council
level, including as a key negotiator and signatory to
the Constitutional and Lisbon Treaties. In 2005, he
was appointed by the then UN Secretary General
Kofi Annan to be a Special Envoy on the issue of
UN Reform.

Dr Mehmet Asutay
Dr Mehmet Asutay is a Reader in Middle Eastern
and Islamic Political Economy and Finance at the
School of Government and International Affairs
(SGIA), Durham University, UK. He researches,
teaches and supervises research on Middle Eastern
economic development, the political economy
of Middle East, including Turkish and Kurdish
political economies, and Islamic political economy.
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Ali Bayramoğlu
Ali Bayramoğlu is a writer and political commentator.
He is a columnist for the Turkish daily newspaper
Yeni Safak. He is a member of the former Turkey’s
Wise Persons Commission, established by Prime
Minister Erdoğan.

Prof. Christine Bell
Professor Christine Bell is a legal expert based in
Northern Ireland. She is an expert on transitional
justice, peace negotiations, constitutional law and
human rights law. She regularly conducts training
on these topics for diplomats, mediators and lawyers.

Cengiz Çandar
Cengiz Çandar is a senior journalist and columnist
for Turkish newspaper Radikal Daily News. He
is an expert on the Middle East and former war
correspondent. He served as special adviser to
former Turkish president Turgut Ozal.
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Yılmaz Ensaroğlu
Yılmaz Ensaroğlu is the former Director of Law
and Human Rights Studies at SETA Foundation
for Political, Economic and Social Research in
Ankara, Turkey. He is a member of the Executive
Board of the Joint Platform for Human Rights, the
Human Rights Agenda Association (İHGD) and
Human Rights Research Association (İHAD). He
is also Chief Editor of the Journal of the Human
Rights Dialogue and member of the former Wise
Persons Commission, established by Prime Minister
Erdoğan.

Prof. Mervyn Frost
Professor Mervyn Frost is Head of the Department
of War Studies at King’s College London. He
previously served as Chair of Politics and Head of
Department at the University of Natal, Durban,
South Africa. He is former President of the South
African Political Studies Association. He is an
expert on human rights in international relations,
humanitarian intervention, justice in world politics,
democratising global governance, just war tradition
in an era of New Wars and ethics in a globalising
world.
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Martin Griffiths
Martin Griffith is a founding member and first
Executive Director of the Centre for Humanitarian
Dialogue as well as founding member of InterMediate. He has served in the British Diplomatic
Service and in British NGOs, most recently as Chief
Executive of Action Aid. He has held posts as the
UN Director of the Department of Humanitarian
Affairs, Geneva, and Deputy to the UN Emergency
Relief Coordinator, New York. He has also served
as UN Regional Humanitarian Coordinator for
the Great Lakes, UN Regional Coordinator in the
Balkans and UN Assistant Secretary-General. He
was formerly Senior Advisor to Kofi Annan during
his time as joint UN-Arab League special envoy to
Syria.

Dr. Edel Hughes
Dr Edel Hughes is Senior Lecturer at University
of East London. Prior to joining the University of
East London, Edel was awarded an LL.M. and a
PhD in International Human Rights Law from the
National University of Ireland, Galway, in 2003 and
2009, respectively. Between 2006 and 2011 she was
a Lecturer in Law at the School of Law, University
of Limerick, Ireland.
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Professor Dr Ahmet Insel
Professor Dr Ahment Insel is Managing Editor
of Turkey editing house Iletisim and Head of the
Department of Economics in Galatasaray University,
Istanbul. He is a Professor at Paris 1 PanthéonSorbonne University, an author and columnist.

Avila Kilmurray
Avila Kilmurray is a founding member of the
Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition. She was part
of the Coalition’s negotiating team for the Good
Friday Agreement and has written extensively on
community action, the women’s movement and
conflict transformation. She serves on the Board
of Conciliation Resources (UK), the Global Fund
for Community Foundations, Conflict Resolution
Services Ireland and the Institute for British Irish
Studies. She was the first Women’s Officer for
the Transport & General Workers Union for
Ireland (1990-1994) and became Director of the
Community Foundation for Northern Ireland in
1994. She is a recipient of the Raymond Georis
Prize for Innovative Philanthropy through the
European Foundation Centre.
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Joost Lagendijk
Joost Lagendijk is a columnist for the Turkish dailies
Zaman and Today’s Zaman and a lecturer on EU
Institutions and Policies at the Suleyman Shah
University, Istanbul. He has also authored and edited
a number of books on European border issues, US
and EU foreign policy strategies and modern Turkey.
From 1998 to 2009 he was a Dutch Green-Left Party
Member of European Parliament where he focused
on foreign policy and EU enlargement. He has also
served as Chair of the Dutch Parliament’s Turkey
Delegation and as Rapporteur for the Parliament
on the Balkans and Kosovo. From 2009 to 2012
he worked as a senior adviser at the Istanbul Policy
Center in Istanbul.

Dr Salomón Lerner Febres
Professor Salomón Lerner Febres is former President
of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Peru. He is Executive President of the Center for
Democracy and Human Rights of the Pontifical
Catholic University of Peru.
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Prof. Ram Manikkalingam
Professor Ram Manikkalingam is Visiting Professor
at the Department of Political Science, University
of Amsterdam. He served as Senior Advisor to
the President of Sri Lanka. He is an expert on
issues pertaining to conflict, multiculturalism and
democracy, and has authored multiple works on
these topics. He is founding board member of the
Laksham Kadirgamar Institute for Strategic Studies
and International Relations.

Bejan Matur
Bejan Matur is a renowned Turkey-based author
and poet. She is a columnist for Zaman newspaper
where she focuses mainly on Kurdish politics, the
Armenian issue, minority issues, prison literature,
and women’s rights. She has won several literary
prizes and her work has been translated into over
17 languages. She was formerly Director of the
Diyarbakır Cultural Art Foundation (DKSV).
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Monica McWilliams
Professor Monica McWilliams is Professor of
Women’s Studies, based in the Transitional Justice
Institute at the University of Ulster, UK. She was
the Chief Commissioner of the Northern Ireland
Human Rights Commission from 2005 to 2011
and responsible for delivering advice on a Bill of
Rights for Northern Ireland. She is co-founder
of the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition and
was elected to a seat at the Multi-Party Peace
Negotiations, which led to the Belfast (Good Friday)
Peace Agreement in 1998.
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Mark Muller QC
Mark Muller QC is a senior advocate at Doughty
Street Chambers (London) and the Scottish Faculty
of Advocates (Edinburgh). He specialises in public
international law and human rights. He has many
years’ experience of advising on conflict resolution,
mediation, ceasefire and power-sharing and firsthand experience of a number of conflict zones,
including Afghanistan, Libya, Iraq and Syria.
Since 2005 he is Senior Advisor to the Centre for
Humanitarian Dialogue, Beyond Conflict and
Inter-Mediate. He is also a Harvard Law School
Fellow and former Chair of the Bar Human Rights
Committee and Head of Rule of Law for the Bar
Council. He is the founder of Beyond Borders –
a Scottish initiative dedicated to fostering peace
and international understanding through cultural
dialogue. He currently acts as Senior Mediation
Expert for the Standby Team of Mediators of the
UN Department of Political Affairs.
Giles Portman
Giles Portman is an experienced British and EU
diplomat, having worked for the UK Foreign
Office in Brussels, New York, Prague and as Deputy
Head of Mission in Ankara; and for the EU’s
External Action Service as an Adviser to the High
Representative, Head of Division for Turkey and
Eastern Neighbourhood strategic communications
adviser.
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Jonathan Powell
Jonathan Powell is founder and CEO of InterMediate, an NGO devoted to conflict resolution
working in the Middle East, Latin America, Africa
and Asia. He was appointed as the UK Official
Envoy to Libya by Prime Minister David Cameron
in 2014. Jonathan was Chief of Staff to Tony Blair
from 1995 to 2007, and from 1997 he was also
Chief British Negotiator on Northern Ireland.
From 1978 to 79 he was a broadcast journalist with
the BBC and Granada TV, and from 1979 to 1994
a British Diplomat.

Sir Kieran Prendergast
Sir Kieran Prendergast served in the British Foreign
Office, including in Cyprus, Turkey, Israel, the
Netherlands, Kenya and New York. He was later
head of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
dealing with Apartheid and Namibia. He is former
UN Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs.
He was also Convenor of the Secretary General’s
Executive Committee on Peace and Security and
engaged in peacemaking efforts in Afghanistan,
Burundi, Cyprus, the DRC, East Timor, Guatemala,
Iraq, the Middle East, Somalia and Sudan.
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Rajesh Rai
Rajesh Rai was called to the Bar in 1993. His areas of
expertise include Human Rights Law, Immigration
and Asylum Law and Public Law. He is Founding
Director of HIC, a community centred NGO based
in Cameroon, and of Human Energy (Uganda) Ltd.
He was previously Director of The Joint Council for
the Welfare of Immigrants (JCWI). He lectures on a
wide variety of legal issues, both for the Bar Human
Rights Council and internationally in India, Africa,
Asia, and the USA.

David Reddaway
Sir David Reddaway now works as an adviser, board
member and consultant in the private and university
sectors. He previously served as British Ambassador
to Turkey and to Ireland; High Commissioner to
Canada; UK Special Representative for Afghanistan;
and Charge d’Affaires in Iran, where he had first
worked during the Iranian Revolution. He has
also worked in Argentina, India and Spain. He was
a Fellow at Harvard University and a volunteer
teacher in Ethiopia. He read History at Cambridge
and Persian at the School of Oriental and African
Studies in London.
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Prof. Naomi Roht-Arriaza
Professor Naomi Roht-Arriaza is Professor at
University of Berkeley, USA. She is an expert
on transitional justice, human rights violations,
international criminal law and global environmental
issues, and has authored several works on these
issues.

Prof. Dr. Mithat Sancar
Professor Dr Mithat Sancar is Professor of Law
at the University of Ankara. He is an expert on
constitutional citizenship and transitional justice.
He is a regular columnist for Taraf newspaper and
has written extensively on international human
rights law and constitutional issues. He is a member
of the former Wise Persons Commission in Turkey,
established by Prime Minister Erdoğan.
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Catherine Woollard
Catherine Woollard is an independent consultant
based in Brussels. Previously she served as the Director
of the Brussels Office of Independent Diplomat, and
from 2008 to 2014 she was the Executive Director
of the European Peacebuilding Liaison Office
(EPLO) – a Brussels-based network of not-forprofit organisations working on conflict prevention
and peacebuilding. She previously held the positions
of Director of Policy, Communications and
Comparative Learning at Conciliation Resources,
Senior Programme Coordinator (South East
Europe/CIS/Turkey) at Transparency International
and Europe/Central Asia Programme Coordinator
at Minority Rights Group International. She has
also worked as a consultant advising governments on
anti-corruption and governance reform, as a lecturer
in political science, teaching and researching on the
EU and international politics, and for the UK civil
service.

Prof. Dr. Sevtap Yokuş
Professor Dr Sevtap Yokuş is a Professor of Law at
the University of Kocaeli, Turkey. She is a widely
published expert in the areas of constitutional law
and human rights law, and is a practitioner in the
European Court of Human Rights.
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